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Malice toward Hoae, with CKarity for All, and with Firmnea in the
R0YT1Í0RA
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Tax Sales

Personal Mention

I I

COUNTYrjMÉXICO,

mailt

County Treasurer, Fred S. Brown,
was called to Mora last week on important business which required special personal attention.
The Glepn Investment Co. of Den
ver, Colorado, nad been maKing investigations and found a number of
farms and desirable property in this
county, and some'of it here on the Roy
mesa, upon which the tax had not been
paid, or the records of the same lost
in the fire which destroyed the former

A Chapter of the 'American Legion'
por-l&and will load has been organized in Roy with Sevcars "with it next' week. They are enteen members on the charter list
havSing it shovek4 in this wetk an4 which has been sccepted and they will
shortly be organized.
on thtir tvator site.
It is to be hoped the boys who saw
service in the late war have seen Treasurer and Collector's office.
They paid these taxes and, under
enough to make them think for themI. C. Flociieim is in Roy titák week selves and refuse to fall for the polit- a law of the recent state Legislature
J. Floersteirt homo. ical ambitions which will, if it has not demanded of the Treasurer deeds to all
Bt the
He is dwiwg some fancy paiMing.
this land.
already, try to control them.
We believe most of the soldiers have
Under this law, they appear to be
A. B ffiaile, of Solan, las finally learned enough in camp life and in fully within their rights in demanding
We
has to have the
found
actual warfare to understand the big these deeds, but the outrage of it all
"would have
hav btm wondering if
ideal for which they fought and they go impressed Treasurer Brown that he
of
to tH him so but he rtae across
will not allow it to be confused with refused to issue the deeds which would
hia
accord.
thansfer the ownership of valuable
party politics.

The John H. Moore. Co. has a

levator com.g

káing
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JE.W. Boulware auSons have dated
for November
end billed their
They will eke out and make
C8h.
oher arraneemeats for the future.
16 head of good
25 choice dairy
ihorses and a iot wf modern farm machinery is. mcfoa&,il in the list to
published next wwk. They are maki
"very liberal terwss.s See billa.
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Blankenship left Saturday for
Maagum, Okla., and other points ir
Texas vhre he will spend thi winter.
His sale vas a surprne v urn as :t
íít,ted about $;t,000 w ".n hi expec'.cd
bout $2,0UOv His rear. 1 for giving
up farming is that it is too dreary a
business batching it and he refuses
to do it any longer. We don't know
just what he means by that but sus
pect the girls here have overlooked a
good bet and let one of the best fel
lows on the mesa get away.

Col. F. O, White was at Tucuasi-aiilast week wl visited the McGee il
well. He iMimborates the conservative report avf the Tucumcari .N'owa
that the dmllings from the liuMtstons
Will King, of Raton, was here seve very greasy aaá some
formation
days for the week end. He leaseral
s
any
evidence and is sure
fas is inÜUat
ed
his
farm to Joe Mitdell for next
the oil will be sfmuck in
of them
year and has turned down a good job
large jattrairies soon.
as Police officer at Raton and plan
with Mrs. King to the
"f
Sat.nfl(jy
ron to take a trip
Barry JCirby returned
fail. He is the same 'old
Presidio, California, where lie 'Was a coast thiskeeps everything interesting
serpean, tn the Army Cooking School Bill andhere while he stays.
during tfhe war and remained as a around
i'

teather :tnce being discharged from
t ervii. LBarry is so big ami! "fat that

Pierce Field, of David, N. il., is a
regular
friends failed to recognize new addition to our list of
mawy-of.hÍwants
the
finds
whe
he
readers,
His
speak.
him luntil they heard him
all are regular in íataar.
ever
8

S--

wd
the same as
glad rbjwelcome him Iwine.
s

Chester Scott, assistant 'Cashier at

the Roy Trust fc Sayings Bank, is
DID YOU KNOW WHAT
went to
theife are 30,000 soldier still in thd taking a vacation awl
Sunday.
bis Uiils of the country, lhat the Red
We don't know the reason but we
Cw'.iás serving them Í
do
know that he has been buying a lot
s.n appropriation of $2,lH)v00O has just
;und establishing
been..made by the Red Cross to carry of fwnitare f late
and that
it ni. ih .Kiritnríi
en .its Camp Service 2
manager
formerly
of
Miss
and
soldiers
300,000
approximately
her
soldiers' families are tóing cared fo- the Roy Business XMlege, has quit
position is iookkneper for the Claude
rest, month by the Red (í'doss.
Wagon Mound and i
$2.1(1,000 has just bm appropriated WeuU Cn. at
'502 N. 4ih St. in Albpquerque
home
at
gruice
the
until
to continue Canteen
and that they were very good friends,
eiitfióf the year?
re operating and strowid therjintsof observation
JH1 Cross commisskmp
.countries? incline ns to the .belief that we shall
.enwing the sufferers of
to

property from the present owner to
another for a mere pittance without
making a personal effort to give the
rightful owner a chance to redeem it.
lie was threatened with a heavy
damage suit and other legal coercion,
but has steadfastly refused to issue
the deeds extept in a number of casis
where the owners are
and cannot be located, or where sufto pay
ficient evidence of
is apparent. Among the latter case is
the M. W. Mills Ranch, on Red River,
to which a treasurers deed has been
non-inte- nt

issued.

The following is a list of the persons whose lands Mr. Brown has refused to surrender without giving
them one more chance to save them:
W. E. Smith, farm, in care of
$19.62
J. E. La Rue, Mills.
Francisco Martinez, by Geo. II.
Ray, Roy
10.24
Patrico Chaves, A. McArthur Co.
Wagon Mound
13.60
Filadelfo Nolan, H. B. Bucher
Wagon Mound
14.82
Hipólito Armijo, J, Marks
14.36
Felicitas TrujUlo, A. McArthur
Company
17.08
Manuel Garcia, W. H. Guthman
Roy ..
14.06
Geo.W. Pugh, Lll.Wagner, Roy 13.41
A .J. Augur
17.25
14.81
Francisco A. Martinez
R. Whiteman
10.06
11.93
J. II. Lebert, Mills
16.19
(George E. Hite
George Tlobson, Mr. Berentz,
Mills
32.";
Danid Lopes, Roy
118
. 11.11
Francisco P. Martinez
13.50
Genevera Madrid
J. B. Hepburn, J. II. White,
14.0C
Solano
Donald Upton, Solano
11.84
W. E. Sherman
15.78
Joe Miguel Montoya
13.95
14.09
Orrin Kirby, Roy
S. B. Shannon, W. H. Guthman
Roy
25.40
Simon Arguello, H. C. Mitchell,
Roy
5.03
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Mosquro Mill Boost Stuff
At the Farmers' Demonstration last
Saturday at Mosquero, along with a
splendid showing, of farm products in
whi"h great quantities of the finest
of corn, wheat, pumpkins, melons,
fruit and flowers and domestic art
and science products were shown they
had a program of sport that was
thrilling and a social time which drew
the community closer together than
ever before.
The most lasting result of the event
was the organization of a company to
finance a flour mill enterprise.
Mr.
G. H. Lancaster, of Oklahoma City,
representing the Anglo American Mill
Co,, met with them and went over the
situation with the result that a
$16,000.00 mill was ordered and backed
by about half million dollars of local
capital.
The men who invested it are:
C. C. Moore, Ralph Hazen, Kent
Aspgren, Henry Garms, Albert Dris-kil- l,
A. G. Hazen, G. W. Hazen, Oscar
Aspgren, W. R. Bradley, L. S. Hazen,
J. C. Briskill, Jay Bradley and the

LODGE

A few facts gleaned here and there
about the Mesa.

The Odd Fellows tried to
meet and confer degrees WednesIt has been our custom for a long
time to pick up interesting facts which day evening but failed to get
demonstrate the growing volume of out enough members.
A called
business on this mesa and try to ap- meeting for Friday night, the
peal to people in so many ways that

deres

is imperaall will finally feel the. truth of our 24th to confer
arguments to back our honest belief tive and if you hav
any pride
that this is one of the best farming at all in your lodge you had betdistricts in the U. S. and presents the
greatest opportunities for safe, prof- ter get out to thie meeting.
itable investment in farm lands and .Drastic measures will be taken
farming enterprises.
if'members dont get busy and
From our files we find that this
mesa raised 130,000 bushels of wheat be real odd fellows.
in 1914 and the average crop was
over 18 bushels per acre.
Masonic Lodge Saturday night
In! 1915 9,000 acres of wheat was
planted and we shipped 145 cars to and a number of candidates for
market that year. In 1915 1,800 acres the degrees, the usual midnight
of Pinto Beans averaged 450 lbs. per
lunch.
Come tarly and get
a pound.
acre and sold at
In 1914 there were about "400 act- more woik done.
ual farmers on the mesa, now there are
F. S. Brown, W. M.
over 1,000 real farmers.
For this year there were 57,474
Heiniann Bros.
We call attention to the ranch
Members of the company were in acres ot wheat plantea averagings!
acreage will
Roy Tuesday and will offer Roy and acres to the farm. This
in the illustrated issue
pictures
year because of
Solano a chance to bid for the mill be smaller for next
of latoi' and herewith. They are all frgm the
help,
high
lack
of
cost
and offer a bonus if they choose. The
of exces
mill will be built promptly and equip-qe- d delay in tershing because
T. E. Mitchell rrrch at Albert
ram.
sive
for an output of 25 barrels a day
29,484 acres of Pinto and the' tory that belongs with
were
There
with room for doubling the output as
Beans planted and the yield is estimat them was lost I y the printers
soon as the business warrants it.
to 500 lbs. per acre. The price
They are an enthusiastic bunch and ed at 400 fio
fnr conn beans but manv who made up the picture pages.
b nhnve
it will be for the best interests of the
They show one of the best
and lost because
damaged
have
been
community if they make their most
of too much wet weather.
and bt st here's of W. K
ranches
rosy dreams come true.
Roy is keeping along with the adin
the state.
cattle
vancement of the country, as evidence
NNOUNCEMENT TO THE PUBLIC
adver
to
the
we
call your attention
The Girls' Welfare Board which was
which is not all
R. E. Alldredge and wife recreated by the last Legislature to care tising in this issue
could we
foor the delinquent girls of the state, that we should have had Roy is in- turned Wednesday from their vafinding that its funds for the remain have handled it properly.
bonds cation trip to California and are
der of this fiscal year are now avail corporated, has voted $45,000.00
sup
water
adequate
developing
an
for
settled down to the routine again,
able, is now ready to begin its worK.
well
drilling a
The Board has purchased a cottage in ply and is now
will go down 1,000 or 1200 feet
Albuquerque
which will serve as a which
The Sale at Ed. Nobles last
water.
Plans for street mains and
for
temporary Home for the girls until thi
connections
have been made and the week realized more then they
state is able to provide a permanent
drawing interinstitution. The cottage has been fur- money is in the bank
altho the erowd was very
ready
ta finish the
we
are
until
est
nished and equipped and will be open
Col. George E. Cochrane
when the well is completed.
job
Email.
for the reception of girls from the
Our schools are among the best n was the auctioneer.
Mr.and Mrs.
first of November of this year.
tVia date with a cfinH huililinf and a
Miss Agnes Maynard of New York,
vil
week for
leave
this
Nible
to
teaching
seven teachers,
has been employed as Superintendent corps of grade, and every loyal cit:-.?- n
11th
spentd
the
pnoer.ix,
to
Arisonr.
the
of the Home. She is a Trained Nurse
the toWn is a booster for the scnor ; winter.
and a Trained Social Worker, with 8 of Churches,
we have three Christian,
years of experience in the Juvenile
'
;
Catholic with bui!d::i
j
and
Baptist
Court and Girls' Home at Honolulu,
Thi
organization.
permanent
S.
Mayer
end
F.
Diown went to
Hawaii, and has, during the past year.
c"''aniz:d c;vV T
.r rj,
b,eenttudying the bent methods of deal) Methodist! ae frko
have a large building UA lead.,
X1
am. iviex. un
ci,t'.iy erteem the time ripe, tnif iv ' ior uie
v..i,
ij;- -

3c

!

12-in-

ex-tect- ed

1

p

w..

,.;,t.

xt,

....

'

f"
;
church- - bU..u.
i
ú
f,
come to New Mexico with the finest
"
recommendation and the Board feehif
X
.
vN
cn"
P"
that it has secured the services of an lve' Tbe
expert in this very difficult line of next vear' innbi!)t? t0 secure
teachers prevented the opening of the
work,
As' there has een no institution 0f school in the new Sisters' House this
The Executive Committee of
this nature in New Mexico in the past 'ear- U may interest you to learn that the Red Cross met Monday eventhe Board feels that there may be a
number of girls in the state who, both tne war tax aIone on transportation ing and decided to postpone the
for their1 own sakes and for the sakfe!out of Rov for the Past ei2ht months
of their communities should be in thihas amounted to $1,407.44, not includ election of officers until after
per car on tne wneat ana otner the MembershipIDrive. Nov.2-1- 1
care of the Board, and the law on the ing
subject is quoted here, so that all may car lot shipments and the revenue paid
The reason being that Mrs.
know the authority of the court3 over on all taxed articles and transactions
Willcox,
Chm. and Mrs. Ogden,
exceeded
has
$100,000.00
such girls.
Freight on shipments amounting to Sec'y, have the business well in
"The District Courts may, in their
discretion, commit to the said Board $10,000.00 per month are not unusual hand and they dont want to
as wards of the Court, for terms not bills our merchants pay regularly and
exceeding the minority of such girls, the volume of business done in Roy "Swap horses while crossing a
girls under the age of eighteen years annually equals that of a dozen east- stream.
who have been convicted of felonies ern towns of our size.
Prof. Graham has lined up

:'

Red Cross

Aurncd over t' have same very interesting' news
V?
now
the Red Cross more ithan $10,000,00!) record mext week but, of course, sm- in food and medicina Jbr. distribution j we don't. knw a ihing nor even
pect 5L
rverseas 7
$100,000 has beea iipjpropriated by
Our worst fears are realized,
the. Red Cross to combat ithe spread oí The y aiiived tone ÍEhursday look
typhus, which is clairr.big thousand!
in? as 4iaiP,py .as can be imagined.
iuSKjberia?
Mr. Brown wishes the parties inthe Red Cross aims to provide every
Joe Vigil is visiting old friends in terested in this land to see him at
community with Public aiealth nurses
tx ff orestall such calantiiies as the in- Roy. IJ.e has teen absent for several once, bring their receipts if they have
them or if not to pay these taxes and
years.
fluenza epidemic?
save their lands. The law plainly says
tine .Junior Red Cross is tndertaking
R. Lopez and Ct"..b Willera, who he shall issue deeds to the parties
the alleviation of sufferins: among the
hundreds of thousands wf European lives on the Anderson farm, .drove who pay this tax but he will not do it
to Raton .Saturday .and joined a large unless compelled to do so.
chifcken?
class of candidates who took the de
It ivas probably necessary to pass
CAN YOU FORGEBT THAT
there are thousands and (thousands of grees of the Knights iof Columbus and a drastic law to compel some people
his
fiolüfers still in service ewrseas ? The enjoyed the festivities accompaning to pay their taxes but to enforce this less than murder, or of misdemeanors,
meeting
Coincident
the
with
committees
and
of
the
is
getting
ready
order.
;Then
patriotic
how
cermonial
of
this
the
serving
who
or
thum.
fn
incorrigible,
are
law
where
per
the
cases
above
the
associate with
KediCross is
industrial conference call by President for the Drive. Secial advertising
about those 40.000 chaps that are keep. They returned Monday jvnon tired but sons interested honestly believed the thieves, or vicious or immoral persons .Wilson,
Senator Bourne s "Re
in; ivig on the Mexican toder. The happy and are much pleased with taxes (to nave been paid and some or who are growing up in idleness or publican former
publicity bureau" begins to has ben ordered for next week.
and
teaching
entertainment.
trip,
Ahem,
either
their
doubtless
forgetting
frequent
(Cross
places
prostitution,
payhave
of
who
receipts
or
for
the
isn't
Eté
ment and the condition has been caused wander the streets at night without attack organized labor. It this RepubEeiilly now does it look :s though
C. E. Anderson and family had a or made. worse by the burning of the lawful business or occupation, or who lican auxiliary attempting to discredit
work and resjwn.sibilities
Red Cro-.CHRISTIAN ICHURCII
family reunion at the home of his son records would be nothing short of a habitually use vile, obscene, vulgar, the conference as it has endeavored to
are iwi ?
Those
who are acquainted with
League
of Nations.
Lee Anderson and wife of Hoy, Sun crime, and would not be carrying out profane or indecent language in pub- belittle the
1919.
JOL NOVEMBER
Bro,
H. McClure will be
day. All the sons were preaei.e with the spirit of the law.
S.
lic places, or who habitually violate
Senator Sherman learned through pleased
their father for the first time Jul years
It behooves every land owner to look the Compulsory School Law, or who "gossip
WHtfJMS A DAY TO
to
learn that he is to
in the cloak rooms' that tíw
SPARE FOR HITMANITY and as he plans to leave soon for his up and keep his tax receipts and to be are guilty of immoral conduct in pub"a
begin
of meetings in
series
old home at LaPorte, Indiana, they especially careful that they are paid. lic places.
Membtrstpf the Red Cross:
Girls under the age of gifts received by President Wilson in
million
of
Europe
half
"a
worth
were
Roy
anil
of
day
in
the 6econd Sunday in Nov.
celebrated
Yo sr.we day after
tiard
his honor. The sons are
One who has dispossessed of his eighteen years shall be tried upon mis
consctewtiflus work to the American Paul, Guy, VirgiL Lee, Ernest, Glenn farm by this law could not be blamed demeanor charges only in the District dollars." Mr. Sherman apparently de
The
pastor requests that there
pends
on
cloak
rooms
the
of
the
gossip
Red Crss during the stormy, trying and Lyle, all are grown up and doing if he resisted it by violence, where he Courts of the State, and no complaint
be
good attendance at the
much
his
big
a
for
of
the
substance
of
you
for
Many
of
wn!ktd
themselves
of
such
be
was
or
any
case
all
Paul
but
days
and the
tried
war.
honest in his efforts to pay his shall lie
speeches
in
the
Senate.
(out.
two
morning service Sunday.
younger are married and their taxes and an error or oversight was against said girls in the Courts of the
week in and week
Ycu did it spontaneously under tihe families joined in the feasting
the cause.
Justice of the Peace. '
e
O. W. Hearn will preach at
The Sixty-sixt- h
congress the
Mr. Anderson has been a militant
pressure, the energy and enthusiasm
Mr. Brown is to be commended in
It will be seen from this quotation,
Congress is still plodding along, both the morning
and evening
with
of
Tben
war.
this
pionv
mesa for the past ten the stand he has taken and every one, that any citizen of the state who wish nagging at the President, trying to
that always (gooes
when the fighting stopped and yur yearn and he feels that he should re whether a victim or not, should stand es to make complaint against any girl find or invent campaign issues, but do- services.
Everybody welcome.
continuous firvice was not eded tire and take it easy in future. Wa back of him in his decision.
under eighteen with a view to securing ing nothing constructive.
which you well de can hardly believe he will be satisfied
you took a
her commitment to this, Board, should
The Republicans have not enacted a
Mrs. L. N. DeWeese, of Mos-qner- o,
back east but if he is not many true
Frame Hyatt is able to be out on take the matter up directly with the single constructive law since the new
served.
Now the Red Cross is again appeal- friends will welcome him back to Roy. crutches and drive his car again after District Court which alone has power Congress met. The resolution to subwas in town Tuesday and
ing to you, but appealing to you in
some ten weeks of suffering and con to commit.
The Board will care for mit the woman suffrage amendment Wednesday patronizing the dendays of peace fur the great work of Threshing is going again full blast finement with his broken hip. He 's such girls, educate and train them; and was adopted but it was not a partisan
peace. Work whfcV must be done with-o- aud wheat is coming in in wagon glad enough to be able to walk again. will, in every case where it is possi- question, and the President had paved tist and was the guest of Mrs.
Irvin Ogden.
blare of trumpets and the rattle trains. The tops of the stacks have
ble, try to restore them to their com the way for its final acceptance.
of drums, but which must be done and been damaged to a depth of a foot Republican Senators who want the munities better physically, mentally Six appropriation bills all of which
done as vigorously ud as well as the or more and poorly stacked grain is amendments to the treaty, Republican and morally than when they were com- were prepared by the Democrats at
war work. But the Red Cross is ask- seriously damaged but the good wheat Senators who want reservations but mitted to its care. The girls will' be the last session of the Sixty-fift- h
Coning far less of you no. You are need- is being taken and the damaged no amendments, Republican Senators treated kindly and given all the privi gress, and 24 bridge bills, to which
ed as a volunteer working for the 3rd threshed separately bo the grade of who want neither amendments- - nor leges compatable with the objects for tnere was no objection, have been passThe season for hunting deer is
wheat Leing marketed is not lowered. reservations, and Republican Senators which they are placed in this care and ed since May 19, when Congress met.
JLeá Cross Roll Call, November
on
since Oct 20th. Three big
who want no treaty at all, represent with tbe responsibility of the Board
If you cannot give your time during
The Senate has devoted twenty
this whole campaign yon surely can Miss Tafoyaj of Santa Rosa, is the several kinds of harmony to be found for their safekeeping.
weeks to an effort to break down the buckd have been brought in to
give three or four days. Thus the new clerk in the Roy Trust & Savings in the Republican majority in the
The members of the Board are Mrs. President b,y killing the German peace
date. The successful hunters are
Bank taking the place of Chester Scott "greatest deliberative body in the Felix Baca, Chairman; Mrs. Rupert F.
Roll CU will succeed gloriously.
treaty. This fight has been led by
who is absent for a week. She is as world."
Complete your admirable record.
Asplund,
Miss Isabel Senators Lodge of Massachussets, and Tom Strong and V. V. Cams, of
Enroll 08 a volunteer for the Third proficient at the job as she is pleasant
Eckles, Secretary; Mrs. Jan VanHou-te- Knox of Pennsylvania, Penrose of Penn Roy and a party from Dawson.
in manner and the patrons of the bank
Red Crosi Roll Call.
If men were all as good as they
and Mrs. Jose Baca.
Brandegee of Connecticut, New and
The deer all had fine big horns
are all well pleased with her.
,
6eem, and women as good as they look
Watson of Indiana, and recent addi
We've
of
for
never
strike
a
heard
commision
has
The state corporation
we wouldn't think of heaven.
which
will be mounted for trotions to Old Guard Republicanism, are
an increase in the wages of sin.
Mrs. E. D. Choate and Miss Inez
granted charter to the following new
NeIllinois,
Norns
McCormick
of
of
they weighed 200 to 250
phies.,
'
People don't want to be angels so
Cate were up from Solano Monduy
oil company:
The person who can really shock
braska, Cummins of Iowa, Borah of lbs. and friends of the
long
living
they're
good
as
making
a
of
Company,
looking
Petroleum
shopping and
up the wheat modern society must, indeed, be a real
hunters
French
Idaho, Johnson of California and Cap
here.
French, Colfax county. The capital market. Miss Cate will begin thresh genius.
feasting on venison.
are
of
Kansas.
per
stock is $100,000 and par value qf ing her one hundred acres of wheat
Twenty weeks of the special sesFor months there was no definite
The woman who can't forgive should sion of Congress under Republican policy. The plan seemed to be to de
shares one dollar. The incorporators this week. She has reseeded all her
We may soon see the Republican
B.
Keener,
J.
wheat land and will be in on the fas- not become well acquainted with men auspices have been twenty weeks of lay and scuttle the treaty in every way House of Representatives passing
we S. E. Pelphrey, J. J.
u
g
again
Volgedeng, D. F. Daugheteé D. L. cinating game of
empty and expensive chattering. The possible. All the while Senator Pen- few bills. "The "investigating" comHutson, A. C. Arning, R. I. Hutson, next year, Her success in the past
When a fellow gets to the point G. O. P. has given point to that ol-- rose, the real "boss" the clever leader mittees are preparing to pass a few
G. L. Rerfield, W, E- - Gotten anil H- - A. has made her an enthusiast in the where he is satisfied with himself the formula, "met pursuant to
Congress, conduct- large expense bills up to the Treasury
of the Sixty-sixt- h
wheat line.
register of fools make nether entry.
Kiker of French,
for puyment.
ed campaigns in his home state.

the government has

.
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Pen-ros-
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Get Three Deer
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Smokers Scratch 10,000
Matches Every Second
15 Seconds Each Scratch

Martín Army Transport, Largest
Plana in the U.S.

4

1

Next time you light a match, think
of

this:

About 10,000 matches
In this country every
passes, and of these 05
used by Stuokers to fire

are scratched
second that
per cent are
pipe, cigar or

cigarette.
The man whose head for figures
turned out this Information also estimates that the time lost by the
smokers In lighting matches not In
smoking Is worth $513,024 each eight-hou- r
working day.

He arrived at his estimate by

figur-

Y

utes at the rate of $1,008 a minute, or
$04,123 an hour.
No one, so far as we can learn, has
figured out how large a percentage of
the match scratchers throw away the
matches while they are still burning;
but It has been estimated that a half
of the fires, which cost the United
States $250,000,000 a year, are caused
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Exterior view of the palatial U. S. army transport plane, equipped with
every modern device known to aviation, and designed for the aerial use of
the U. S. army transport service.

Bamboo Can Be Raised
for Table Use in This
Country as in China
An agricultural explorer from the department of agriculture spent six years
In China Investigating the possibility
of Introducing new and promising
plants Into the United States. His
experiences are rather Interesting.
The Industrious Chinese have developed from their native vegetation a
urprlslngly large number of improved
varieties that are admirably suited to
Many of the
their local conditions.
plants should be equally successful
In the United States. The expert
mentioned refers to the popularity of
edible bamboo shoots In China, not to
speak of Japan, and says that when
they are of a good variety they are a
vegetable dish that has no rival. Their
crlspness and their freshness of flavor
appeal to nenrly every one the first
time he eats them. Foreigners in the
Orient become as partial to bamboo
sprouts as Americans are to aspara-

!
I

The most common head and throat
troubles of fowls are colds and catarrh. The symptoms of colds are
running, dirty and stopped up nostrils.
The symptoms of catarrh are difficult
and rapid breathing, with mouth open
and whistling or. bubbling in throat,
due to phlegm. These troubles are
most common In fall and early winter,
and are easily overcome.
Simple colds and catarrh can be pre
vented by removing the above causes

FALL SMILES
The Curse of Riches.
"The Grabcolns are having a hard
time keeping up appearances."
"They are not in financial straits,
I hope?"
"Oh, no, but it seems impossible to
keep a staff of nine servants Intact
longer than a week at a time. Mrs.
Grabcoin, who used to be a wonder
at the washtub, Is quite helpless without a full quota of menials."
Topsy Turvy.
"See any fancy
rldln' while you

was East?" asked
Three Finger
Sam.

"I

sure

answered

Joe.

"But

did,"

Cactus
every-thing-

's

topsy

. The Use.
"I understand that Mrs. Blobs prepares her own meals, does her housework and puts "the washing and ironing out."
"Then what do her cook and laundress do?"
"Oh, she has them just to let the
neighbors know she can afford to hire
help."

Fashion's Fuzzes.
"Do you think
side whiskers will
ever come in

fashion again?"

"They're in

fashion

now,"
said Mr. Rufnek.

"The girls are
wearln' 'em over
their ears."

Heights of Luxury.
"Will gave a diamond necklace lately to his wife."
"That's nothing. Tom lets his have
chicken for dinner every Sunfried
for health day."

and breeding constantly
and vigor. To treat, search out and
Isolate In separate quarters all Infected fowls and give stimulating food
seasoned with cayenne pepper, or the
following tonic :
Pulverized gentlán, 1 pound; pulpound; pulverized
verized ginger,
pound ; pulverized Iron
saltpeter,
sulphate, Í4 pound.
Use two to three tablespoonfuls of
the tonic to 10 quarts of dry mash.
Poultry Division, University Farm,

Many Need More Energy
to Reach the Top Rung

The price of success is the whole
man, the whole woman. Without exerting all the force that Is In you, you
will never reach your highest possible
mark. Many people fall In the necessary Initiative and energy, In confidence to branch out to undertake the
Davis, Calif.
things that they long to do. They are
,
timid, retiring, hesitators, putters-offpeoIs
such
balancers, bargainers. It
Pompeiian Discoveries
who gradually, unconsciously, but
Include "Thermopolium." ple
Inevitably, drift Into the perpetual
clerkships, Into the ruts where their
The recent excavations of Pompeii powers become paralyzed and out of
In the ancient "Street of Abundance" which they never seem to be able to
have resulted In such extensive finds climb. New Success.
that the life of the street can be al
most entirely reconstructed. The prin
clpal discovery is that of a huge
"thermopolium," a kind of public
house. This Is in a state of perfect
Dreservatlon. and an exact Idea can
now be obtained of a Roman place of
refreshment. There Is a long row of
wine Jars so placed that It seems the
vintner was In the act of pouring wine
when over
from one Into the
taken by the catastropne. .

Battlefields for Sale.
In a number of French newspapers
advertisements are appearing offering
for sale fields and ruins which were
scenes of some of the
the actual
fiercest fighting of the war. These
sites ere guaranteed to be just as the
npoilnt armies left them.
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TIPS FOR GROWERS
OF POULTRY
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First to Originate ahd
Use Forks and Napkins on
Table of Family Home

turvy. People In
gus.
the cars have to
The varieties that are cultivated for
hang on with
In
grown
generally
are
shoots
their
In straps."
wrists
their
gardens close to the house, and are
"Jes' think of that Usln' the
heavily ttia'nured, In order to Insure a
stirrups for their hands Instead of
maximum of sprouts and the greatest
their feet!"
tenderness of texture. In California
and some of the southern states are
All of It
V
groves of one species that are produc"Did you have a fine time on your
equal
quite,
not
ing sprouts nearly, If
auto trip?"
to those raised in the Orient. We ran into a lot of
"Oh, yes.
It Is believed that the bamboo can country speed traps and it was nothIn
this
use
table
be cultivated for
'country
as In China, ing but fine."
as successfully
for the Chinese colonies in our large
cities afford a ready market and Chinese restaurants consume large quantities in soups and other dishes. Moreover, there are many Americans who
have acquired In the East a liking for
the shoots, and would be glad to buy
them If they could get them.

by carelessness.
Wood, phosphorus, chlorate of potash, rosin, whiting and powdered flint
are the makings of this little device.
Popular Science Monthly.

T

T

A

ing that it takes 15 seconds to scratch
a match and use the light, and that
213,759 men whose time Is worth 30
cents an hour are holding matches at
the same time, thus losing golden min-

3
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Tallest Man With U. S.
Forces Returns Home.

"Fingers were made before forks,"
and that is why we have napkins.
Existence today would be' bad Indeed without that most essential of
all table appointments, the nnpkln.
But can one conceive of Its Importance to our ancestors, who only a few
hundred years ago ate without forks?
For, as we know, It was not until
the seventeenth century that forks
made their bow to the most elite society of England, as a substitute for
In Hothe time honored fingers.
garth's picture of a "Guildhall Banquet" the whole Illustrious company
are seen eating with their hands.
Small wonder at the necessity for the
nnpkln, which was used not only dim
ing the meal Itself, but afterward
served the purpose of a towel.
p" Jj HE Idea of salvaging ma
And then It was Italy, the home of
terial is old. For years
reawakened fastidiousness, as well as
the wideawake manufacthe renaissance of art, that came forturer has realized the Imward with the inspiration for the new
utilizing
of
portance
adjunct of the table, the fork, which
seeming waste" products,
somewhat modified uses of the napkin.
and thereby has added
But as lbng Indispensable, the nap- millions of dollars to the value of his
kin had become second nature and sur- output, has developed
many new
vives to our day.
products, and, In consequence, lowered
the cost of many others.
But the Idea of salvaging human material Is new. Of nlMhe factors that,
INTERESTING FACTSgo to make up Industry the wastage of
labor has In the past been the least
Telegraph girls employed by
considered.
It became rather the acoffice
post
general
London
the
cepted
a disabled man should
fact
that
6,500.
now number more than
be looked upon as fit only for the scrap
The height of St. Paul's caheap and that Instead of being un
thedral, London, Is as many feet
to himself and the nation he
asset
year.
as there are days In the
was a liability: that he should become
In Sweden the public houses
a charge upon the rest of his fellow
are closed on Saturday, pay day,
citizens, unproductive but consuming.
while the savings banks are
Although the world was waking to
kept open until midnight.
the unsoundness of this view before
Before the war the number of
the war began, It remained for the
people In Great Britain holding!
awakened consciousness of men that
government securities was 340,-00came with the war to look at this
today it is more than
fact In a more human as well as a
more economic way, particularly when
The palace of the former Gerit came to the reclaiming of woundman emperor In Berlin at one
ed
soldiers. Perhaps the very number
time kept 500 housemaids and
of those disabled forced the nations
1,800 liveried footmen in emengaged In the war to look about for
ployment.
a solution of the problem of the
wounded men, but with Interest once
aroused in the subject it has become
Parrot and Raven Live to Be
apparent that It will not stop with
90 and 100 Years Old the soldier and that eventually - the
Injured worker in any line of IndusSome birds live to a great age. The try or commerce will be taken care of.
age of 90 is known to have been As a matter of fact, many of the
reached by a gray parrot, and there great Industries already have disare many statements of birds of the covered new fields for disabled men.
Estimates of the surgeon-generparrot family having lived for over a
century. The raven also Is credited show that about 200,000 men who
with having reached 100 years. The served In the army have received disabilities of such a character that a
domestic goose is another
large number of them will need special
Many
known
of
Instances
are
bird.
geese attaining 40 years. The ordinary education or training to
domestic fowl is seldom allowed to die them In civil life where they will he
of old age, but in some country places economically independent.
The government wants every disold hens that have been made pets of
are to be seen and are allowed to abled man to fit himself, by special
remain until they are 10 or 12 years training, to fill at least as useful
old, having long previously ceased and Important a place as was his before he was disabled. The only way
to lay.
he can do that Is through training.
Therefore the government has proSt. Joseph County, Indiana,'
vided training. In addition to Insurance
Largest Producer of Mint. and compensation. Every man who Is
entitled to compensation Is entitled to
With the Indiana mint growers-realizintraining. And the federal board for
$250 to $300 an acre, reports vocational education stands ready to
given out by a county agent and a gov- see that he gets It If he wants It.
ernment crop estimator, show that St. There's .the rub If he wants It; If
Joseph county is the largest mint he will take It.
production county in the United States,
There are no limits to the trains
and Indiana produces
of the ing a man can get. He may go to
mint of the United States. During the college or law school or an agricultusummer season, 3,425 acres of mint ral college or to a school of medicine.
were under cultivation and produced He can have the course, no matter
crop. This year the how long It takes or how much It
a
yield near Nappanee has been unusual- costs. Or he. can be put In a shop
ly large and the farmers have received or a factory to learn a'trade and paid
as high as $6.25 a pound for their while he Is learning.
mint-

0;

.

long-livin-

g

two-third-

record-breakin-

g

Sergt. Troy Mock, said to be the tallest man in the A. E. F., has returned
to his home, Anthony, Kansas, after
two years' Bervice In the army. When
Introducing Farming Methods.
he enlisted, In the spring of 1917,
Mock was 6 feet 7 inches tall and
weighed 186 pounds. When discharged
Scientific American farming methhe weighed 200 pounds and was 6 feet ods are being introduced in Crete and
8'A inches talL Mock served with the Greece through the agricultural surTwenty-fourt- h
aero squadron.
vey that is being made there by the
American Red Cross under the direcLinoleum Kills Bacteria.
tion of Major C. G. Hopkins of the
Illinois agricultural department, . and
Aeeordlne to a European scientist Lieut G. J. Bouyoucos, a native Greek
linoleum on the floor of a room kills educated in America, and a former
bacteria that may be brought in on Instructor at Michigan agricultural
shoes, with the linseed oil it containa. college.

i
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He will get for his living expenses. If
he lives alone, at least $75 per month.
If his compensation does not amount
to that, the federal' board will make
up the difference. His dependents, If
he has any, will receive the allotments
that went to them while be was on
active service at least $30 per month
to his wife and $10 to each minor
child.
It might seem, offhnnd, that no man
could need any persuasion to take advantage of such opportunities as the
federal board offers.
BuJ It Isn't
quite so simple. If a man is In a hospital, a long way from home, and he
receives letters from his family urging
hi in to return as soon as he can, with
promises of love and core and rest
and comfort; If he Is pretty tired
after a long spell of Illness and confinement, he doesn't feel much like
making n new effort.
He may feel that It Isn't necessary.
He may know that he can get a job,
at higher wages than he ever got before, without taking any training at
all.
There Is an answer and a good one
to every one of these arguments
against vocational training for men
disabled In war.
It isn't good for a man who might
be able to take care of himself, if he
made un effort, to turn that Job over
to anyone else, no matter how closely
they are related to him. It saps his
'

b

these qualities will have little trouble
In consulting with the government advisers with whom he discusses the
training he desires.
Representatives of the federal board
are busy in the great reconstruction
hospltnls. making preliminary Investigations of men about to be discharged.
Sometimes
It proves comparatively
easy to place a man In a good Job;

training Isn't always needed. The board
acts as an employment agency to a
considerable extent, But Its great task
Is to, seek out the men who have to
be
or who, never having
had the opportunity to secure an education, can take advantage of this
chance.
No attempt has been made so far
to place disabled men In special schools
for cripples or to segregate them In
any way for training or other purposes. Experience has shown thnt such
segregation Is harmful and that the
more a disabled man- Is thrown with
his fellow men who are strong and
healthy, the quicker will be his recovery and the more readily will he
absorb training. For this reason use
Is being made of existing educational
and trade schools throughout the

country.
More than 100,000 disabled men have
already sought the assistance of the
federal board of vocational education,
and new cases come Into the central
office In Washington and to the fourteen branch offices at the. rate of
He can go home for a little while: 500 a day. There are about 6,000 men
he can have a furlough before he to take the training, and efforts are
starts his training. Often he can being made to get disabled men to
get his training so close to his home take training Just as quickly as posthat he can live at home. And even sible after they leave the army. Whn
If the training does Involve a separa- It Is considered that more than 50,000
tion, how about the way he'll feel disabled men left army hospitals
they could be told about the
five, ten, fifteen years from now?
What does a few months of absence board, the figures of those who have
mean compared with the comfort, the shown their Interest are encouraging.
he will get
stability, the
with his training? .

self-respe-

he-fo-

self-respe-

And then, suppose he can get a Job
at good wages just as he Is? How
long can he hold It? Sooner or later
he will have to face the competition
of men who are strong and healthy.
He can meet them on even terms
only If he has training. Sentiment In
the long run, doesn't count much In
the matter of employment The an
cient law of supply and demand hasn't
been repealed yet
Experience has shown that in other
countries where something of the same
plan being carried out by the federal
hoard has been tried, the majority of
the men who train get better Jobs than
those they had before they went into
the service. Investigation has shown,
also, that few professlops or trades or
vocations are too difficult for a disabled man, provided he has the ability
to fill them and the grit to prepare
himself to handle them. The govern
ment Is anxious to encourage Initiative and Individuality In every possible
way, and the disabled man who shows

Dispute Over Mountain

Tacoma and Seattle, away up In
Washington, and other communities
out In that direction, are having a
wordy wrangle over what Is called the
great mountain that towers to the
clouds "Just across the river." It Is
set down In the geography as Mount
Rainier, but the people of Tacoma call
It Mount Tacoma, and now there Is a
considerable number of persons In this
country who want it named after the
late Colonel Roosevelt they want It
called Mount Roosevelt.
The name "Rainier" was given the
mountain by the Canadians. In honor
of a British admiral of that name who
sank an American vessel during the
v

Revolutionary war. Naturally, tht
name Is not especially popular on this
The Indians
side of the border.
called it- - "Tacoma" the tribe Itself
bore the same name, which means simply "the mountain." The Tacoma Indians were "the Mountain Indians."

-

Hecla Seldom Quiet

cano was In a state of violent eruption
from September 2, 1845, to April, 1846.
0
Pillars of fire rose to a height of
feet nnd Ice and snow, which had
wrapped the mountain for centuries,
melted Into prodigious floods, which
swept everything before them.

will serve to cleanse London's murky
atmosphere. To the present no practical system that will come within the
purse of the average householder has
been devised, but experiments along
that line are being carried out by a
number of corporations.
London uses soft coal In preference
Would Thin the Fog.
to anthracite and within an hour after
Coal scarcity and the uncertainty of 6 o'clock In the morning, when Lonthe supply for the coming winter are don servants arise, the air Is filled
combining to turn the attention of en- with long spirals of smoke from count,
gineers to some system of smoke con- less chimney pots. The sky soon Is
sumption which, while saving fuel, entirely obscured.
14,-00-

Mount Hecln. or Hekla. Is a volcano
in Iceland, near the southwest const,
about 5,110 feet high, which has been
almost constantly In a state of eruption since the ninth century of the
Christian era. Over 20 eruptions of
the most violent character have taken
an
place since A. D. 1000. In 1784-8appalling catastrophe took place, rivers were dried up and many villages
The vol
overwhelmed or destroyed.
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"My tall Is really (be Important
thing," said the Brazilian Opossum,
"It cently and truly Is. Now, there
nro some people, for example, who
don't Imve tails at all.
"In fact, now that 1 come, to think
of It, I don't know of anyone with a
tail. Not a single, solitary person.
A"d not even crowds of people have
tails.
"They have stories, tales of adven
ture and such things, but quite differ
ent from our tails, which are, as ev
eryone knows, the most Important
part of our bodies.
"So I think I should tell people, and
all creatures who don't know, a little
about myself.
"In the flrst place I am an opossum.
One would Imagine that from my
name, and the rest of my name tells
some more of my story. It teJls that
1 am from
Brazil and that is why I
Any of These Remedies Are Warranted to Be Sure Death to Mr. Bedbug. am known as the Brazilian Opossum
"That. Is as One a name as anyone
(Prepared by the United State Depart- vent accidental overflowing or
the could hope to have.
ment of Agriculture.)
"There are some other creatures I
starting of a fire. After the fumiga
There's no disgrace in finding a bed- tion the house should be given a thor greatly admire. They are the- mon
bug ; the. disgrace lies In keeping It ough airing.
keys that Is certain of the monkeys.
Somewhere back in the dim ages, a
"I admire the ones who use their
Gases, such as formalin and the va
housekeeper possibly Mrs. Noah-g- ave pors of benzine, napthallne, and
cam' talis In climbing, who make use of
utterance to the above. Perhaps phor are sometimes used, but are of their tails as people make use of their
Noah was so literal minded, being a little value. Insect powders, because arms and legs.
man, as to think the injunction to take they are difficult to get
"Oh dear, oh dear, how sorry 1 do
into crevices,
into the ark a pair of every living crea- are not effective.
feel for people who don't know enough
ture included bedbugs, too, and his
to have a tail.
Methods of Control.
wife, when she laid down what was to
"I suppose, of course, they can't
Among the simple methods of con
be forever after a household proverb, trol, however, perhaps the most effi
have tails, or they would have had
had Just found them. Whether the cient is a very liberal application of thom before now.
I imagine they
originator of the phrase was Mrs, Noah benzine, kerosene, or gasoline, intro- can't sell them In the shops, which
or the Queen of Sheba she is said duced with small brushes or feathers, seems a great pity.
to have been a fussy housekeeper
"I am sure If some good shopkeeper
or by injecting with syringes into all
doesn't matter. Generations of women crevices of beds, furniture, or walls should put up a sign :
since have comforted themselves by re- where the insects may have concealed
"'Tails for Sale.' there would he a
peating it when they discovered the themselves. N'ot only Is the baseboard great rush to buy them and the policepest In their homes and when anguish of the room apt to be Infested with men would have to be called to keep
filled their souls.
them, but the picture molding and the the people from falling over each
Bugs Gain Entrance Easily.
back of the pictures themselves may other.
The presence of the bedbug In the furnish lodging for the pest. Corrosive
"No, there can't be any shops of thnt
house is not necessarily an Indication sublimate Is also of value, and oil of sort, or the people would have had
of neglect or carelessness, for this in- turpentine may be used In the same (alls.
sect may gain access In spite of the way. Hot water, wherever it may be
"And evidently their mothers and
adoption of all reasonable precautions. employed without danger to furniture, thel'r daddies must have been careTrunks, wraps, and bags of travelers, is also an effective means of destroy- less not to have said when they arand baskets of laundry may furnish a ing both eggs and bugs.
rived:
means of transportation for the pest.
"'Here, you go straight back and
Various bedbug remedies and mixUnfortunately, too, it is quite capable tures are for snle, most of them con- get tails before you come Into our
of migrating from one house to anoth- taining one or another of the ingredi
house.'
er, and will often continue to go from ents mentioned, and these are frequent"Probably their grandfathers and
an adjoining house sometimes for a ly of value. The important point, how- grandmothers
were careless about
period of several months, gaining ac- ever, in the case of an infested house their daddies and mothers. Probably
cess dally. Such migration Is especialno person ever took the trouble or the
Is a dally Inspection of beds and bed
ly likely to take place when the human ding, particularly
the seams and tuft time to see that they had talis. It
Inhabitants of the house leave it. ing of mattresses, and of all crevices must be a great loss to them.
When its usual source of food departs, and locations about the premises where
"1 can't understand It, but at least
the migratory instinct of the bedbug these vermin may have gone for con they have my sympathy. For here I
Is developed, and, escaping through cealment.
am, the lucky Brazilian Opossum with
windows, it passes along walls, water
A vigorous campaign should, in the
pipes, or gutters, and thus tains en course
of a week or so at the outside,
trance to adjoining houses. In these result in the extermination of this very
or other ways anyone's premises may obnoxious and embarrassing pest,
be temporarily Invaded.
which swoops down upon its helpless
l"ie presence of the bedbug in hous- sleeping prey during tte midnight
es, both from the standpoint of per- watches.
sonal comfort and the possible carriage
of disease, is not to be lightly consid- HOW
TO COOK MUTTON STEAK
ered, and the failure on the part of
anyone to Institute immediate efforts
of eradication will warrant the odium It Closely Resembles Hamburg Steak
as Ordinarily Prepared Onion
which is properly attached to "buggy"
May Be Added.
premises.
The bedbug is normally nocturnal
Departin hnbits and displays a certain de- (Prepared by the United States
ment of Agriculture.)
gree of wariness, caution, and IntelliMutton cooked In the following mangence In its efforts at concealment durIs appetizing and nutritious:
ner
ing the day. Under the stress of hunpound lean mut- - 1 teaspoonful gait,
ger, however, It will emerge from its 1 tun
tree from
teaspoonful
place of concealment In a
"Tell You Some Things."
per.
Few drops onion
room at night, so that under such cir- 1 egg.
my fine tall, which I can fling this way
Juice.
cumstances keeping the gus or electric V4 cupful milk.
and then that way, and which I can
light burning is not a complete protecChop the meat fine, add the other
tion. It usually leaves its victim as ingredients, form into small cakes and twist about any branch of any tree
soon as It has become engorged with either broil or fry them. While this and so have It help me to climb, Just
blood and retires to Its normal place dish Is more delicate if the egg and as many of the monkeys use their
of concealment, either in cracks in the milk are used, It can be made without talis."
"It's good of you." said a voice, "to
bedstead, especially if the latter be them. In this case It very closely reone of the wooden variety, or behind sembles Hamburg steak as ordinarily feel so badly about people not having
wainscoting, or under loose wall paper. prepnred from beef. It may be made tails," and the Brazilian Opossum saw
a funny looking little creature standIt thrives particularly In filthy apart- with or without onion.
. ing In front of him.
ments and In old houses which are full
"'I'm Peter Goblin," said the little
of cracks and crevices, In which It can
FEEDING VALUE OF POTATOES creature, "and I've been hiding beconceal Itself beyond easy reach.
hind that tree while you were talking
The bite of the bedbug is decidedly
poisonous to some Individuals, result- Tubers Are Rich In Mineral Matter I wns not listening to secrets out oi
Necessary to Keep Body in
school as I could tell from the wnv
and- disagreeing in a
Good Condition.
you talked you didn't mind being heard
To allay the irriable Inflammation.
at all.
tation peroxide of hydrogen ordloxy-ge- (Prepared by
the United States Depart"Then too, I knew I could come and
may be used with good resufts. In
ment of Agriculture.)
common with other insects' which atOne medium potato gives as much tell you some things you hadn't beard.
"People don't want to have falls.
animals, body fuel as two slices of bread and
tack man and
They don't core much about climbing
it is entirely possible for a bedbug to more than one egg. The
transmit contagious human diseases.
material, protein, is present only trees either. Boys and girls like to
trees, but they don't wish for
How to Get Rid of Them.
In slight amount, so that milk, cheese, climb
Undoubtedly the most efficient rem- eggs, fish and meat, which are rich In talis.
"I've never heard a boy or a girl
edy for the bedbug is to fumigate the protein, are the logical foods to eat
infested house or rooms with hydro-- . with potatoes.
However, the small wish for a tall, and I know boys and
cyanic-acigas. A bulletin giving di- quantity of protein which the potato girls pretty well." Peter Goblin said.
I
rections for such fumigation ha been contains la of an especially valuable "They don't know me so well, hut
well, and I know they
issued by the department of agriculkind. Potatoes are rich in the min- do know them
never wish for tails.
ture.
eral matter necessary to keep the body
"It may seem strange to you. but It
The fumes of burning sulphur are in condition.
Is true. So Mr. Brazilian Opossum,
also a very efficient means of control
you can he as happy a yon like over
where the conditions are such that this
your tall which Is Indeed useful to
method can be used. It readily deyou. but don't waste your time 'feeling
stroys insects In all stages, including
sorry for creatures who haven't talis,
the egg. There is some risk of injury
for they don't renlly want them.''
to household fabrics, furnishings, and
"Sit range." said the Brazilian Opon- wall papers from the strong bleaching
sum.
"how creatures can be happy
danquality of sulphur fumes. The
tails. Still It Is good of you
without
Lay tough meat in vinegar water a
ger will be somewhat diminished if the
to come and tell me, Mr. Goblin. I
fumigation can be done at a time when few minutes.
won't waste my time feeling sorry for
the room or house is thoroughly dried
them any more."
flavor
Orange is a far better dessert
out, as in winter by a furnace or other
"That's r'irht." said Peter Goblin,
Jieatlng system.
Further precautions than lemon.
It would be a waste of time and
for
metalby
removing
be
hould
taken
you'd
become quite 'unhappy yourself.
on
will"
remove stains left
Kerosene
lic surfaces from the room or protectand that would never do!"
ing them with a coat of vaseline. Two clothes wringers.
pounds of sulphur are recommended
.
Face Value.
Purchase a coarse scrubbing brush
for each 2,000 cubic feet of space and
Bill Which part of your face is
the building should be closed for the for cleaning muddy shoes.
the chearistT
treatment for at least five or sis hours
John Dun no.
economy.
an
are
Thoroughgroceries
Loose
or preferably for 24 hours.
Bill Your nostrils; they are two for
going precautions must be taken to pre One pays for cans and packages.
a cent (swat). Boys' Life.
-
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OPOSSUM.
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"Are you an expert accountant?"
"Yes, sir," said the applicant.
"Your written references seem to be
all rights but tell me more about your
self."
"Well, my wife kept a household
budget for thirty days. One night aft
er dinner I sat down and In less than
an hour found out bow much we owed
our grocer."
Hang up your hat and coat The
job Is yours."

Standards of Value.
"One of the summer boarders of
ours Is a regular profiteer," exclaimed
Farmer Corntossel.
"Why he's the one that pays the
money."
"Yes. But he eats enough at one
meal to put him ahead of the game
for the rest of the week."
Runs In the Family.
"Jack Grabeoln says the most valuable thing he acquired at college was a
poker face."
Umphl
I happen to know something about old Mr. Grabcoln's record
at the same Institution and It's my
opinion that Jack didn't acquire a
poker face. He Inherited It."

PUZZLED.
Bug Postman I wish these fool
bugs would have their houses numbered.) How do I know where this
'
belongs?
Unenforcements.
taw appeared. Men paused to look
With satisfaction deep.
It crept Into a statdte book
And there It went to sleep.

A

Modified.
"Are you an optimist?"
"I am. Aren't you?"
"Yes. But Just the same I've gotten
over my cheerful confidence that
stocks nre going to prosper and go up
every time I play them."
An Acquaintance.
"I noticed you waved your hand to
that traffic policeman."
"Yes," snld the motorist.
"Old friend of yours?"
"In a way. He's carried me to court
a few times."

New Version of Old Saw.
as old as he feels," quoted
the parlor philosopher.
"And a woman is as old as her
photograph taken about fifteen years
ago," added the mere man. Pearson's
Weekly.
"A man Is

,

Of Course.
doctor is by force of his
business n philosopher, Isn't he?"
'Why does he have to be?"
'Because, no matter what happens.
he has to put a good face on the matter."
(

"i

Farmer,

-

Loading

Milk Into Larga Motortruck.

Since the war came to Europe the
eyes of the farmers, particularly the
dairy farmers, have been opened to
the distinct advantage derived from
the use of the motortruck over the railroad for the collection and delivery of
milk, writes Jack Brooks of England In
Dairy Farmer.
In the last few months the number
of motor vehicles for the handling of
milk by road has trebled, especially in
Britain, where the business of producing milk for consumption by the public has outgrown every other kind of
dairy enterprise by leaps and bounds.
To the majority of dairy farmers,
time means money, and experience has
proved thnt the saving of time is one
of the most appealing assets of the motortruck's general efficiency in farming work.
The British railroad companies
charge two cents a gallon up to 50
miles and 3 cents a gallon up to 100
miles to transport milk from the dairy
furmer to the big milk depots of the
w holesale dealers in the various nooks
and crannies of the country. Empties
are returned to the farmer without extra charge. This is not excessive and
by actual comparison with the cost of
the motortruck Is, Indeed, slightly
cheaper. But there are several factors inseparable from the total cost
of transporting this milk that are
not included in this flat rate of transport chnrged by the railroads. And
it Is these "extras" which, to the thinking dairy farmer, mean Just that difference between a small margin and a
generous margin of profit.
Advantage of the Truck.
For instance, the cost of transporting milk from one railroad station to
another does not Include that expense
entailed in getting the milk from the
dairy farmer's premises to the railroad station of departure. This may
be a distance of one mile, or It may be
ten miles. Then there is the time
spent In transferring the "churns"
from-thvehicle to the railroad trucks,
more time spent at the other end in
taking the churns out again, and the
possibilities of delays on branch lines
and the waiting on the platforms un
der a hot sun.
e

HEED TRUCKS II!

HAIIY INDUSTRIES
Distributor of Large Concern
Lists Various Uses for
Motor Vehicles.

UEDI.1

Undoubtedly, the greatest advantage
the industrial motor vehicle has to offer over the railroad train In the shipment of milk is the avoidance of transshipment and the elimination of several handlings. With the motortruck
the dairy farme sends his milk direct from the farm to the market. At
least four handlings of the milk between departure and arrival are avoided, and there Is a resultant saving of
time, labor and last, but by no means
least, the risk of damage. Of course,
the motor cannot compete with the railroads over long distances, but since it
costs as much to send a gallon of milk.
In Britain, 20 or 25 miles as to send
it 50 miles by rail, and 55 or 60 miles
cost as much as 100, the use of the motortruck for these shorter distances
under each rate is to the farmer's advantage.
Saving In Cost
Looking Into the cost from a comparative point of view, we find that:
Thirty "churns" shipped, say, 27 miles,
cost by rail, $10.20; by motor $13.50.
The average churn (used on railroads)
holds 17 gallons.
Thirty
churns would thus total $10.20 at
two cents the gallon.
A three-tomotortruck costs, on an average of
15,000 miles, $13.50. Fifty-fou- r
miles at
25 cents per mile gives the cost of the
truck's trip. Then the railroad is undoubtedly cheaper, you say.
Yes I But what about the cost of
shipping the milk from the farm to the
station, which is not included in the
railroad flat rate? And the further
away you are from the station, the
greater the expense. And what about
the return Journey? With the proper
type of truck, the empty churns can be
stacked In half the truck space, the remaining half being available for a load
at no additional cost. Even if the
dairy farmer does not in every case
wish to load up for his own purposes
his available body space on the return
Journey, he usually can utilize it for
a load of his neighbor, which Is practically the same thing. No one knows
n

better than the dairy farmer Just what
he can save by getting a return load
home at no extra cost
Journey in either
six or seven-hou- r
direction, whereas, a small truck
could easily make the Journey In two
hours, unload and get back to the garden with a loss not to exceed five
hours.
"The roads In and about Cook county are today being rapidly improved
and plans have already been laid for
a great extension of this work for the

rr"i
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CAPACITY III FAVOR

"A benuty

J

Truck Gardener Is Included In Long
List of Logical Users of Cars for
Hauling Products to Market-M- uch

'

í

Time Saved.

-

A. J. Banta, Chicago manager of
a large sales company, has been working on a list of different kinds of business that can profit by the ase of
trucks of medium capacity, for in
d
stance in the neighborhood of

n

warm-bloode-

tissue-buildin-

SEVEREST

Housewife

..'.',

t
!

I

j

3,000-poun-

g

d

-

''..

GENIUS.

well-lighte- d

slight-swellin-

f

Í

loads.

The average business house does not
have loads of such magnitude as to
d
require much more than a
capacity, according to Mr. Banta, and he also finds one of this size
NOT MUCH DIFFERENCE.
is about as economical to operate as
"What's the difference between a
one of smaller capacity and also that
pessimist and an optimist?"
"That's easy a pessimist acts the the initial cost and upkeep Is not ma
terially greater.
way he feels, while an optimist acts
Need Trucks In Many Industries.
the way be thinks he ought to feel."
"I have found so many different
kinds of business that can use a 3,000-An Epitaph.
pound truck that It would be almost
Beneath this stone
Lies Jasper Lodge,
Impossible to publish them," said Mr.
He thought a trolley car
Banta. "Express companies, public
dodge.
Could
utility corporations, dairy concerns,
furniture dealers, contractors, fire deThorough Preparation.
"If it is your ambition to go Into partments, coal concerns, the grocer,
the movies, why do you devote so the butcher, the baker, the light manufacturers and last, but by no means
much time to the study of elocution?"
I wish to become a director and the least, the truck farmer, are the
producer and I want ' to develop logical users of trucks of this size.
"Out of Chicago in almost every
enough, eloquence to hold my own In
direction except the east and for a
an argument with the actors."
distance ranging around 15 to 25
miles there are hundreds of truck
Expert Knowledge.
He This account of a fight says gardeners who must haul their prodthat the Germans were felled right ucts to the South Water street mar
along by our men.
ket and have it there at a certain early
She I guess they felled them with hour of the morning.
"By the uso of horses it means a
machine gun.
3,000-poun-

,

Loading Sacked

Potatoes Into
truck.

Motor-

year 1920.' Even today a motortruck
Is available for use from almost any
gardening section with the present
road conditions, but when Cook county has anywhere nearly completed
this road system any truck gardener
within a radius of 50 miles will find
himself by necessity a purchaser of a
motortruck."

AUTOMOBILE NOTES
Combine with neighbors and frlenas
In

use of cars.

Put out a hand as a guide to the car
following or approaching.

.

Do not follow another vehicle too
closely. It might stop suddenly.

Juvenile Rebuke.
Mary, who had
Little
great kindness of heart for nil the
animal erontlon, saw n hen preparing
to gather her chickens under her
wings, nnd shouted earnestly:
"Oh,
don't Kit down on those beautiful little birds, you great big, ugly, old
rooster!"

Cinrtfóát Fish,
fish copy the sol
Many fresh-wateand turn cannibal, rite are the worst
In this respect but trout fiave similar
habits. Almost every pool In a brooti
has Its cannibal which accounts dully
for half a dozen of Its younger brethren.

Care of Umtli3.
Carelessness In the troiument of uro.

Friends Like Old Friends.
friend whom you have been gaining during your whole life, yon ought

brollas Is n great factor In their rapid
deterioration. An umbrella merely
damp should be opened and left until
dry, while a very wet one should bo
put to drain first, handle downward,
nnd opened for the final drying.
T

HOGS FOR SALE!
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No

A

not to be displeased with In a moment.
a
A stone Is many years becoming
ruby, take care you do not destroy it
In an Instant ngalnst another stone.
Sadl.

a car load of choice
Duroc Jerseys and
Poland Chinas,
At SMITHS wagon Yard, Roy.
Come Early an Get Your Cfioke
First Come First Served,

i

A J. Burleson, Roy,N.M
Ml

m

2

Republicans in Massachussetu have
notified Senator Lodge that they will
not follow him to the leng.t'4 of de-

;..
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The Ford Motor Company have instructed us to sell the genuine Ford Parts to
any and every reliable Garage who will
pledge their use iñ the repair of Ford
cars. The genuine Ford Parts are absolutely necessary to the owner of Ford cars
that he may get full service from his car.
We carry them and so, we hope, in a short
time will every reliable Garage. We solicit
your service business because we have the
Ford Methods, the Ford Parts, the Ford
Mechanics, the Ford prices. Incidentally
would be glad to get your order for onej or
more Ford Cars.

if
!

.;.wAii-

i

.lif.AL CAR

feating the treaty. In this yearning
to be a great lead.tr, Senator Loiig";
evidently got so'' far 'ahead of the Republican organization in his stale Üuit
it couldn't see him.

V

I

Animal Disease Costly.
Animal disew, seh ns li.gr 'eliolora,
disease, etc., are1''
f&e
general
cost Si
the farmer and
puliiar an rnorr.flftu
kuiii er.rtr year,
hava
lender
althoTfih ngrleuur!l
Been iFBRlng an effective fight 'upon
such tiildem'es. "Ih iniately thcfiirm-ers- wiK be enjoyi ife. tte use of about
1c, liiviil frrmil thí'! $2000üíl;000 which Hirnow lo'oach'
n'Wlllow tree-- - '
year' ttowigh theüo

Bad Indeed.

much 83 look

at

It

"London

Mall.

Wanted Masculine Touch.
Bobby was a small boy, but he objected vigorously to a little waist that
bad a big collar and cuffs with a nar-loruffle around the edge.
When
asked the reason he said he didn't
like the "girt" on It.

w

Reason for Accidentals.
Too many accidentals spoil the melody. It's true they may keep you
guessing, but they also keep you unsettled. And again It is the same with
life. Men of Judgment treat accidentals
for what they are wonli. J'.ut they
aim to keep life to Us regular course.
Some lives are ruined by a love for
the exceptional. They seem to be unable to follow the necessary routine of
life. So the wle man nlm to keep
life sweet and normal, knowing that
he best serves himself nnd his fellow-me-n
by meeting daily ne.ds with
the-bes- t

that's

In Mm.

tlmr tin,
Saxon "Wlndle

thf

w,

Curious

Protect the Milk Snakes
The milk snake--, instead of ?TllhH:
the farmer's milk, makes constH; war
upon rats who nnnwiIJ.V: cost tli ontin
try millions of ddfhirs In1
of cereals. They like to Un unidor hams nnd porrtief nnd enn fo!i)w
through a rat hide- where' a Slrretr
mts-.- .
couldn't go, anddeatUto-youngThey eat meadow mh;e'andifleld.liic'
,
also.

t

smells of everyjklnd In

the easi-

pranf, 'twy yellow 'wlíli fine1 sand, ',
'
eallbdi tine "coughing-- : bm." In th
,eloM,'
Its porebwome
loiypdlT
W not' for-and' it wH die we
"
gaw which aeeamulntea-li- f
Bld'and: wqifcudes wltt,'. w sound latiera:
hutnitni amigh:
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Rins-

i$ri.

C.B. Stubblefield Co.
J, W. Beck, Mgr. Roy office

only Ihi sueBfi
that Ufé itself

pndr

jpr

it

.
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M
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and Metal roofing
Our line includes, Everything in Lumber, Shingles, RubberoM
with the Sev. car load, tía a
fi
and
We have our new Lumber shed we stocked with new Inri
ta U tmildma lioe. on hand ready for you when y,com
We have the stock to supply your every want

.

he way.'

to it.

T S

paints in b:tlk or cans
other
and
Roof,
Floor
House,
of
line
complete
A
Car load of Barbed Wire in transit
Glass,
Coal, Plaster, Cement, Builders Hardware,
let us give yuo prices,
and
stock
and
Shed
New
our
see
Come and .

ROBERTS.

condition'

Is a atmse.

1

Ever brought to Roy

Pi ll

Mofall

George
Benmtl Shw; .
ing them out with, charcoal
niihhlnir th teetlt- - and. washkha.' owtt
QüMt Mm.
Wtow $pm Honor
the mouth with
moaeyo' boars?- - pow-trawill render the teertt"WautIf(tiiy: wat
Sontshi
aweet, 1'utrlfl'
ofi gan t Jlteraiy men.n pa Inters
and the breath perfth-tlwater is lmmedlmtetf deprived tc4i itt muwibinnm gwwrpls audi ctheri nota-ble'
bad aniell by cbaswoL-

est and most perfwt tnanoer by

Roberts & Olver Proprietors
Now established in our BIG NEW SHED with the largest and most
stock of

:

Plart.

Amreng: 6Jie curlosi'le of '.he difseft
of" Sallar is n quee 'linking scrubby

Wrosw iteney 'la t'Cüitt."'
Itrifronly wfoen monycltheRpirt'1
te worthiessness for smev- and made!
Charcoal Invaluable.
nr to others.- that It
All kinds of glass Tessels amliortfer Impossibly
curse,
In Bhoit,; lfcls
cur
lonRire-taln- ed
purified
f
may
romi
be
utensils

New

n

íi

-
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First laborer "Yes, I 'enrd you was
in tli hospital. Was yer very bad?".
Second laborer
I should think
I was bnd! Why, a pal o' mine "brings
me a bottle o' beer, an' I couldn't so

Supply of Coal.
gives the coal area-oin square 'miles as foli the world
lows: Cnited States, 392,000; British:
America'; 13,000; Grcaflirltain, 12,000;
Spain, 4,600; France, ''800; Germany,-1,800IJeiglimi, CIS; rfyt of Europe,'
lOO.OpO;
China, 2,01)0; Japan, 5,000.-Coan fc'iMft in co'.mn vrclal qunntl- -'
territories
ties lii28 of' the utates
ef the United! Slates.
a--

The Clef Name for" Windsor,
English royally lia.j resided at Wind'!
sor ensille ever since Edward1 the' Con-- '
feasor built a hunting ladge' jusf at
the place wlier there einne a great;
curve hi the gentle river.In his-- '
"Child's (luirte ta' London,"" Mr. A. A')
Melhley write; thiit the old name for
the place was Winrtleshora or Windlaj
shores, which may;' have mea!1 "Winding shore," from the curve of tlie river
at this pout. Oilier say, However;

Hon. Remijio Lopez
Member of the first N. M. State Legislature.
Prominent business man and useful citizen of Roy.

Wold's

A good iiQtiMH'Hy

OLVEK

F. S. Strickland, Manager,

8PAW18H.AMEWICAN.

JHZ

A carload of

I

'

Chevrolets

ffJ

Exceptional good car at a
medium price. Come in and
See for yourself,

we

11

UJSwS

gladly

demonstrate these cars.

jjjr

They are all fully equipped noi,h- ing to buy but gas and oil and very
little of that, as the Chevrolets go
futher on a smaller amount of ga3
and oil than any car built.

"
'

(
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SELECT FROM.

Presenta I JIG II CLASS MOVING PICTURES EVERY
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-
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that

"MIC JKEY"
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Wednesday evening OCTOBER 29th we present
famous play

ETTA IIORNBAKER.

Miss

ft'fIf
'

Ú

jBiJK-J-

.

NEW MEXICO.

Show commences at 8 P. M. Regular Amission
15 and 25cts including war tax

Dumping of tin cans and rubbish
from town on the hifjhway adjoining
my farm I strictly forbid and will
punish any person- caught doing it.
A. PATRICKS, Roy N. M.

'

j

Theatre

Johnson & Leatherman Props.

I. C. DODGE,

Mrs.

(M

l7'r"E

í'

C

;

ROY,

Dressmaking
Plain Sewing

IJI

''Irl
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MANY DIFFRENT TYPES TO

"LIBERTY"

1

1

J

y

TUESDAY and THURSDAY EVENINGS

ijrfjiyX j''n P
Iff
l
l'rvífertñ '
MíJkÍíI
1'jT

The-Ro-

CROSS-FENCE-

jW't

'fMtt
ut

just arrived
I

ft

"Four Ninety"

1

320 ACHES PRAIRIE LAND 4 MI.
FROM ROY, N. M- - ABOUT 300 ACRES PLOW-LANSOIL. REDDISH
SANDY LOAM, WILL NOT BLOW,
60 ACRES BROKE AND READY
FOR THE DRILL.
HOUSE.
AND OTHER BUILDINGS, FENCED
AND
This land produced over 40 worth
of wheat per acre this year. Can Be
'
had at $18.00 pracre.
Deal only with the Owner,
BOX 161, ROY, N. MEX.

Postponed Sale

?

J.

M, George

has decided
to POSTPONE his sale untill
next month when people are
not so busy. No one has the
time to attend sales now.

.

Friday and Saturday evenings Novemb er
we present that laughable play

!!

21

and 22,

"DADDY LONG LEGS"
These are among the best pictures shown and are now
being shown inall the large cities.
Admission to these two shows will be 55 and 28cts war
tax included.
Come out and spend a pleasant evening with us

Fords
Fords
FORDS
FOR SALE AT A BARGAINS
SECOND-HAN-

D

Liberty

tioness Fought a Motorcar.
Tim East African Standard describes
n duel between a motorcar and a lioness. The affair, It says, happened at
night near Nairobi.
The chauffeur
noted a coninntlon In the bush near
the rond, then the gleaming eyes of an
enraged wild animal, lie accelerated,
his speed nt the Instant Hie lioness
leaped. She utriu-- the hood- and was,
thrown far In advance of the car,
whose wheels then passed "over her.
The dead lioness was finally loaded
Into the car and taken back to th
town In triumph. From Outlook.
-

'
Hanging Pictures.
H is easy to make mistakes In thi
banging of pictures.
Observing tin
following as n guide, you will mak
fewer mistakes in this respect. First,
a plain paper for the room Is almost
Imperative.
This will give you an op
portunity to use all the pictures, no
matter what they ore. Soft grayj
and terra cotia tones are hest for
background.
Avoid figured and
papers as these prevent thi
picture from standing out. Be careful
not to tilt the pictures too much. Hang
them almost Hat.

GARAGE
--

SEE

ROY,
New Mexico

BEUEVED

IN

SPIRITS

EVIL

Quear Story of Suptrttltlon
In England Comparatively
a Few Yeara Ago.
. ,r
:

In theae

day

Existing
Only

of education

It

It

rather difficult to understand the
the pe&ple of sixty or
years ago, but from the following
It will be clear that they had not entirely overcome the Idea of evil aplrlta
entering Inanimate things, remarks
maa-hility-

er-cn- ty

CT.

29th

the Loudon Times.
A tradition has been current In the
Tillage of Mlllbroott, Bedfordshire, that
sixty or seventy years ago two
d
effigies were removed from the
altar tomb in the church owing to the
strange noises they were heard to
make, and removed to the cellar at
the rectory, where owing to their continuance of emitting noises they so disturbed the residents In the building
that In
they were Interred
In the consecrated
ground of the
churchyard.
Lwal ureheologlsts recently decided
to test the truth of the story, and after
three days' digging recovered the
statues. The figures were decapitated and the man had lost his legs, "but
the head of the woman was recovered
and the man's head Is In the possession of a resident of the village.
The church records show thai early
Irt the last century there was a handsome altar tomb with
figures of William Huett and Mary, his
wife, In the church and these figures
agree with the records.
The figures ore .recumbent and the
heads rest upon embroidered cushions
hung with tassels carved In stone.
They represent o man clad In plate
armor and a woman wearing the headdress of the Elizabethan period. The
tomb and efllgtesare carved cat of
stone and the traces, of heavy
gilding and the superior workmanship
show that the monument must have
been a very handsome one, the approximate date of erection being about
life-size-

ROY THEATRE

AUCTIONEER

e

NEW PRICES ON

SL

AVERY

TRACTORS
8-1-

.

H. P. 5 Disc Tractor now $1009

12-2- 5
4

I

In

line with the AVERY policy of alwyas selling our Ti actors at the lowest possible
H-3 and 5disc
and 5
price, we are now authorized to announce new prices on the Popular
12-2-

8--

1600.

AVERY TRACTORS.
' 'Draft-Horse- "
:
Motor "Direct-Drive- "
These Tractors have the well known AVERY features,
"Duplex" Gasifiers which turn kerosene into gas and burn it allí Adjustable Crank
Transmission,
Wills,
Renewable
unbreakable Crank-ShafShaft Boxes,
Inner-Cylind-

t,

Universal

wheel-lug-

Valves-in-Hea-

er

d,

Round radiator etc.

s;

There's a Size AVERY TRACTOR f Or every Farm.
'

feaare two of the six sizes of AVERY TRACTORS with all these special
AVERY
H-We also make a special
and
turesOther sizes are.
and-A
cylinders
Tractor, the wonderful AVERY MOTOR CULTIVATOR, now built with 6
-

This

6

and

12 25

14-2- 8,

SIZE OF

AVERY

18-3- 6,

40-8- 0

25-5- 0

THRESHER

AND

PLOW

5--

P.

FOR EVE RN AVERY
,

TRACTOR,

J. E. IT. h i ni .o r
Tucumcari,

F. O. WÍI ITE

Ten years of successful experience
in the sale ring.

h

H. P. 3 Disc Tractor now $700

6

COL,.-

..

New Mexico

"New Zealand

a Masterpiece."

"I was under the impression,"
writes a correspondent of the British
Weekly, "that the U. S. A. had secured the copyright of the term 'God's
own country,' and had definitely applied It to the United States. But I
find that our colonial troops have
pirated the phrase, and are applying
It Bnblushlngly to whichever corner of
the empire they happen to hall from.
The other day In a bus a soldier with
a red band round his wideawake hat
was explaining to his neighbor bow
pleasant It was to he going back In n
few days to God's own country. 'Why,
I didn't know you were an American,
remarked the neighbor in an accent
that left no doubt on which side of
the Atlantic he was at home. 'Who
said I was T' complained the other,
'Well, you claimed God's own country
as your home, and that's America
sure. 'America,' repeated
'Tes, I daresay God had something to
do with the making of it. But Now
Zealand la his masterpiece, and don't
you forget It, " . . i
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THE
dry and a storago room for vegetables
and fruits.
Considered as a whole this Is a
most excellent design ; one thut the
home builder will find economical to
build from, and the house will be a
Rood, attractive home.
It may not
have the frills, but It has a solid, comfortable and substantial appearance.
In considering the plun for the home
thut Is to be erected, the prospective
builder should take Into consideration
the lot on which It Is to be built; the
location and his pocketbook. In the
first place It Is not good business to
have the lot cost all out of proportion
to the house, nor the reverse. A thousand-dollar
lot should have a house
costing about five tiims that much.
Should the lot be located In a section
s
are elabof the city where the
orate, a small plain house Is out of
place. .And above all things the builder should not try to build a house beyond his means to pay. There are
thousands of home builders whii have
secured their homes on the contract
plan, that Is, by paying so nii'ch a
month, and have found that they
were unable to meet the payments.
Judgment In this respect, as In any
other, should be used.
This little dissertation Is Hot designed to discourage the prospective home
builder. On the other hand, It Is Inhome
tended to warn prospective
builders about mistakes that some
have made, and which do much to dls--

SQUARE HOUSES
LEAST EXPENSIVE
and

This Design Is Attractive
Comfortable.
FO.l

RIGHT

AVERAGE

FAMILY

Architect Here Give Home Builder
Greatest Amount of Space for His
Money

Rooms Conveniently

By WM. A. RADFORO.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
and glv advice FREE OF
fluxions
X)8T on all subject! pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
Iks Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
ta, without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford. No. 1827 Prairie
venue. Chicago, III., and only enclose
stamp for reply.
There was a time before elaborate
kind comfortable porches were attached tn fióme that a square house was
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not particularly attractive from the
exterior. Square houses were and are
tn least expensive to build, but by
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Living doom
250'. ISO'
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First Floor Plan.
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second, and bathroom.
The front entrance door opens Into one end of the
living room the end out of which
leads the stairway to the second floor.
The living room is large 23 feet long
and 13 feet 3 Inches wide and at
one end Is a large, open fireplace, the
kind that on cold winter nights attracts every member of the family.
Side by side, back of the living room,
are the dining room. and kitchen. The
room, its
former also Is a
dimensions being 13 feet 3 Inches by
13 feet 3 inches, and has a bay window with a seat. It has a double
opening from the living room, which
adds to the appearance of spaciousness of both rooms. The kitchen Is
11 feet 3 Inches by 13 feet 3 inches,
and its fixtures have been arranged so
as to save stps. Adjoining the kitchen
pantry, and an entry
Is a good-sl'eway.
The back porch Is 5 feet 6
,
Inches by 31 feet
Upstairs are three bedrooms of good
Size and a sleeping porch, at the rear
Corner of the house, making It more
d
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Nothing like a wayward bit of
Mother Earth to gTl;i the human heart,
nothing like a wild weed patch! It Is
a magnet, swinging us all around Into
line like iron filings. It Isn't a rundown condition that makes most of us
take a vacation, It's the call of a wild
weed patch.
CHESTNUT

.DISHES.
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nriTate. It has almost continuous windows, which, when fitted with casement sasties, make it a light and airy
nlace to sleep.
The basement extends under all of
the house proper, and provides room
g
for the furnace or other type of heat-tuDetroit Free Press.
Iaunthe
supply,
plant, the fuel
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Let me live In my house by the sida
of the road
Where the race of men go jy
They are good, they are bad, they are
weak, they are strong.

10

Wise, foolish so am I.
Then why should I sit In the scorner's
seat.
Or hurl the cynic's banT
Let me live in my house by the side
of the road
And be a friend to man.

Temotlno Entree.
Roast and mash to a paste one pound
of chestnuts. Add half a cupful of

cream, n teaspoonful of chopped parsley and a dash of salt with two well- beaten eggs; pour Into well buttered
tlmhnle mollis and bake, set In a dish
of hot water. When firm. In about
25 minutes, turn out and serve with a
cream nuce er with a rich tomato
sauce.
A delicious soup may be made with
chestnuts as a foundation. Cook a
quart of chestnuts In boiling water.
slip off the brown skins and drop them
Into cold water. Drop again Into boiling water; add a small onion, three
stalks of celery, a small blade of
mnce and a bit of bay leaf. When
the nuts are tender mash through a
sieve, add white stock, a tablespoon- ful of salt, half a teaspoonful of paprika and a nlnt of hot milk. When
l olling hot remove to the back part of
eggs
n
the stove and add two
and a half a cupful of sweet cream.
Serve h t In bouillon cups.
A Chestnut Salad. For a dinner
Mix
salad, chestnuts are delicious.
after blanching with chopped apple
nnd celery; garnish with water cress
and serve with a mayonnaise dressing.
Dalntv Chestnut Dessert. Prepare
a custard, adding n teaspoonful of softened gelatin, a little flavoring of any
kind and add a pint of prepared chestnuts. Pour into a mold, and when
serving surround with whipped cream.
sprouts and chestnuts
Rmsfiels
served together Is a greatly appreci
ated dainty. Serve In a thick cream
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wldespreadlng hopeful disposition
true umbrella tn this

Is your only
vale of tears.
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Important Stages

In

the Life. Cycle

(Prepared by the ftilted Sutes Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
The Hessian fly, a mluute wheat
parasite, less than knee high to a
grasshopper, but gigantic as a fierce
lion In Its destructlveness, collects
a year from American
$30,000,000
This mosquito-lik- e
wheat growers.
fly lays Its eggs upon the leaves of
wheat, and after the eggs hatch the
little maggots Uve upon the plants'
sap which they obtain by gnawing in
to the soft portion of the stein. Ordinarily two, or sometimes three or
more, generations of the insect occur
during a year. The main army of
files arrives In the full and conducts
a carnival of despoliation among the
newly seeded grain. After the Hessian
fly has once thoroughly infested a
crop of wheaw there is no known
means of saving the grain, and the
only known method of preventing damage from the fly is to keep such invaders out of the wheat.
Safe Dates for Seeding.
One of the most effective means of
escaping fly damage is to defer fall
seeding until danger of molestation
from the fly is oyer. Safety dates for
seeding wheat iii different sections of
the country are as follows:
Northern Michigan, sood after September 1 ; In southern Michigan, and
northern Ohio, about September 20 ; in
southern Ohio, after the first week In
October; In Kentucky and Tennessee,
October 10 to 20; In Georgia and South
Carolina, October 25 to November 16;
In extreme southern Kansas and northern Oklahoma, as well as in Virginia,
after the first week in October. Oc

wheat always enjoys the
greatest freedom from the fly in MisPractically the same corresouri.
Careful baking is a most Important sponding delay In wheat sowing Irr the
point In successful cake making. If fall should be followed to the souththe cake Is to bake one ward.
hour, watch the oven the
first quarter w 25 minutes and a that It com EFFICIENT MEANS OF
menees to rise; the seo
ond quarter It should fin
PREPARING SEED BED
ish rising and begin to
brown; the third quarter It should finish
Disk to Prevent Growth of
browning and begin to Use
Grass and Weeds.
shrink from the pan. and
the lost quarter, finishes the baking,
If a cake rises in the middle and
6 or 7 Inches
bursts open, It may have too much -Plow Land to Depth of
Than
Other
Follows
Where
Wheat
A
a
strong
heat.
cake
flour or too
Cultivated Crop Keep Top-so- il
filled with large holes has either too
much baking powder or soda or It
Well Broken Up.
has, not been well blended. It Is not
best to move a cake In the oven until (Prepared by the United States DepartIt has finished rising, then it cari be
ment of Agriculture.)
safely turned. The first five minutes
When wheat follows a cultivated
one may turn a cake without Injuring crop that is removed sufficiently early,
It.
such as corn or tobacco, the soil can
Nougat - Cakes Cream usually be prepared for seeding by the
Chocolate
h
of a cupful if butter; add use of a disk and ordinary harrows.
cupfuls of As soon as the crop is harvested the
gradually one and one-husugar and one egg beaten; when well land should be gone over with the
s
of a cupful of disk to prevent the growth of grass
mixed add
milk, two cupfuls of flour sifted with and weeds. A second disking, followed
three teaspoonfuls of baking powder
by' harrowing, is given Just before the
teaspoonful of vanilla. grain Is sown. A better seed bed can
add one-haTo two squares of melted chocolate
be prepared In this way than by plowd
of a cupful of powdered
add
ing, and It takes much less time and
sugar; add a third of a cupful of milk work. If weeds are plentiful, plowing
and cook until smooth .Cool slightly three or four inches deep may be necand add to the cake mixture. Bake essary. Harrowing with an ordinary
In layers and put between the layers harrow should follow the plowing.
and on top.
When wheat follows cotton the
v Wedding Cake. Crenm one pound
stalks should be plowed under as soon
of sugar gradually, and beat until well as the bolls are all open and picked.
mixed. Separate the whites and yolks Plowing In this case should be deep
of 12 eggs; beat the yolks until thick enough to bury the stalks completely
and lemon colored, the whites until In order to destroy the boll weevil.
stiff and dry. Add the yolks to tho The land should then be firmed with
To four cupfuls of
first mixture.
a roller and the wheat sown with a
sifted flour (one pound) reserve a disk drill. Disking or harrowing is not
third of a cupful to dredge the fruit advisable, as it unearths the burled
The rest sift with two teaspoonfuls stalks.
s
of a
of cinnamon and
When wheat follows other than a
teaspoonful each of allspice, mace, Diltlvated crop, the seed bed should
and nutmeg and a
be prepared by plowing the land to
of cloves. Then ndd three tablespoon
depth of six or seven Inches several
a
fulsf of orange Juice, one of rose water weeks before seeding. It should then
and two of lemon Juice. Add a pound be harrowed at once and afterwards
of currants and figs, three pounds of worked down with a harrow, disk,
raisins, one pound of citron, all cut drag", or roller in such a manner as to
fine and dredged with flour. Fold la
kill all weeds that start to grow after
the whites before adding the fruit the topsoil Is well broken up. When
in
slow
oven.
a
Bake three hour
it is necessary to plow Just before
s
seeding, as when a catch crop of
.A
Is plowed under, the soil should
be compacted by rolling and harrowing
severoi times before seeding.
SOME
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season-

ings. Some of the following dishes may seem
extravagant, but no scrap
of meat or tit of bone need be wasted,
as there Is stock, salad, timbales and
canapes which may be made from
small bits:
Chicken a la Marengo. This dish
Is said to have been originated for
Napoleon after the battle of Marengo.
Singe and clean a
chicken
and cut It up for fricassee. Melt two
tnblespoonfuls of butter In a saucepon
and add three tablespoonfuls of the
best olive oil. When It Is hot add the
dark meat of the chicken and cook
five minutes. Then add the white meat
with salt and pepper and a bit of garlic. Mix and stir over a good fire and
cook 20 minutes, until each piece Is
a golden brown.
Have ready n tomato sauce, made from one can of tomatoes a bit each of onion, carrot,
parsley, cooked .thick and rubbed
pound
through a sieve; add one-haof fresh mushrooms and the chicken.
Cook the mushrooms In fat five minutes. Arrange the chicleen on a platter; ndd to the gravy In the pan three
tnblespoonfuls of the tomato puree.
stir until It Is hot; pour over thn
chicken and serve.
Chicken Baked in Milk. Melt one- fourth of a cupful of butter, add one
Inree onion thinly sliced; cut two
young chickens In pieces for serving,
cover and cook slowly, turning often.
for ten minutes, tneh add one cupful
of chicken stock and cook until the
chicken Is tender. Remove the chick
en, put stock and onion through a
sieve and add one and
,each of butter and flour
creamed together. Season with salt
and pepper. Arrange the chicken on
a serving dish, pour the sauce around
It and garnish with sliced bananns cut
In diagonal slices, dipped In flour and
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Thn chestnut is especially popular.
being the nut most enjoyed for Hnl- - OUT OF THE ORDINARY CHICKEN
its
o w e e n parties.
DISHES.
own delicacy of flavor
One tires of the usual and ordi
blends so well with others that it is a general nary and longs for some new way toj
present
the familiar.
favorite and always a
French cooks are masdelight to the palate.
ters of the art of surRoasted and served with
prising with the familapples, cider and dough,
iar, yet one does not alnuts, an October party is
ways
wish a dish to be
quite complete.
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courage others. A
home
in the respects mentioned Is an Investment that no one will be sorry for.
The average person who builds
knows little about construction methods and materials. Also he does not
know how to plan the Interior arrangement . so that he will get the
most in comfort and satisfaction for sauce.
Chestnut croouette8 Is another good
his money. There are, however, In
with a few pounds of chestevery place men who do know, because dish and
a little forethought one may
and
nuts
it Is their business to know. They
any number of delicious
prepure
are the architects, contractors and madishes.
terial dealers. It Is economy to con
sult these men before building. O suns and skies and clouds of June
Through experience In building and
And days of June together.
Ye cannot rival for one hour
by study they know many things about
October's bright blue weather.
building that will greatly aid the proHelen Hunt Jackson.
spective home builder. By consulting
them costly mistakes may be avoided, FRENCH DISHES FAVORITES IN
AMERICA.
and the new home will be Just who4
its name Implies.
We will have to admit that the
What it will cost to build from the
design shown also may be learned by French have distanced us In matters
of economy. They
consulting these men. Building costs
look with dismay
are dependent on the source of sup- upon
the huee
roasts and. JiH'y
steaks which are
found on American tables. Thovgh
France knows
I
i
much,
she
does
1a Dtp Doom LMIllVUJLUrWr
not know It all, by any means.
i so;
io n
Mark Twain, In his usual entertaining vein, soys: "There Is here nnd
I
-there an American who will soy he
cnn remember rising from an European table d'hote perfectly satisfied ;
we must not overlook the fact that
but
DtDBOOM 5CD200M M
there Is here and there an American
who will lie."
.90lt-Onion Soup With Eggs and Cream.
Cut up six white onions very thin
and fry In a tablespoonful of butter
until light brown. Then add a quart
of water and a pint of milk, season
with one teaspoonful of salt and a
dash of pepper, a teaspoonful of sugar
nnd a pinch of inace. Cook slowly for
itn hour and strain ; beat four eggs unSecond Floor Plan.
til light, add a cupful of cream nnd a
tablespoonful
of cornstarch mixed
ply of materials and the labor ellnaidth a little cold water; cook until the
tion. By consulting any of the men stnrch Is well done, before adding ,the
mentioned, it will be an easy matter eggs, as the soup must not then be
to find out what this home will cost, boiled or the eggs will curdle.
and then the home builder can add to
Burgundlan Pate. For this dish the
or take from the design, as It suits breasts of two chickens must be pound
his ability to pay.
ed Into a paste; add to this one cupful of fresh bread crumbs and half a
Beautiful Place Names.
cupful of nielted butter, half a tea'
Robert Louis Stevenson always con- spoonful of salt, a dash of cayenne
tended that the most beautiful place and five beaten yolks of eggs. Cook
names In the world are those of North six livers olid six gizzards one hour
In good stoMc. Then add a cupful of
America.
"The names of the states and terri chopped hm and the same amount of
tories," he declared, "form themselvei) chopped mushrooms cooked In butter.
Into a cherus of sweet and romantic Cook a few moments and then cool.
vocables: Deleware, Ohio, Indiana Line a pate mold with puff paste, fill
Florida, Dakota, Iowa, Wyoming, with the mixture, cover with a paste
Minnesota and the Carolinas.
There and hake slowly In a moderate oven.
are few poems with a nobler music Cover with paper If the crust browns
stock through the
to the ear; a songful, tuneful laud; too quickly and add or
Serve cold
hot.
openlns.
and if a new Homer shall arise from
Cream Fritters, Take a quart of
the western continent his varse will be milk, one cupful of salt, a cupful of
enriched, his pages sing
blanched and chopped almonds 'and a
with the names of stated abd cities tablespoonful of orange flower water.
that would strike the fancy In a bust' Boll the milk, add sugar, butter and
ness circular."
salt and cook ten minutes. Then stir
In six beaten eggs, and cook until
thick. Spread In a well buttered pan
Fashion Note.
Chroniclers of Paris fashions repoit nn Inch thick to cool. When chilled
that the new dinner gowns will be cut In diamonds, dip in crumbs and
gg and fry a golden brown In deep
mostly below the table. Here's hoping
fat Serve hot with a lemon sauce.
they don't lower the tables, too.
I
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nJiling u wide porch they also have
the attractive appearance of homes
that cost a great deal more.
In the accompanying design the
has followed the Idea of giving
to the home builder the greatest
amount of space for his money by
jnaking the house nearly squnre, but
tías taken away the plain effect by adding the broad porch. This house Is
at frame construction set on a concrete foundation. Its dimensions are
.only 26 by 28 feet, exclusive of the
porch projections.
This Is what is known as a "hiproof house, the overhang of the roof
,on the house Itself, the porch and the
dormer window making Its appearance good. But It Is the Interior arrangement that makes this design out
of the ordinary. Inside, every Inch of
pnce has been utilized, while nil the
conveniences that make modern homes
to comfortable have been Included.
The floor plans show seven rooms,
three on the first floor and four on the
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SAFE SEEDING DATES
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of the Hessian

Fly.

These safety dates are only approximate and serve to show in a general
way about the time when the fall
brood of the fly will have largely disappeared from the wheat belt east of
the Mississippi river. As the larger
part of the fall hrood appears and is
gone within a week,' It is possible for
a farmer to time his seeding operations so as to avoid the fly.
Rotating Crops Is Effective.
Crop rotation is an efficient control
as during the season of migration, unless new unaffected fields are near by,
most of the Insects succumb. Rotating the crops decreases the available
supply of new host plants.
Destruction of volunteer grain
plants by plowing, disking, or other
tllluge operations must begin before
the larvae have matured In order to
be effective, as volunteer wheat ordinarily Is a prolific distributer of fly
infection. Enriching the soil by plowing under the green cover crops and
by applying stable manure also aid
Indirectly tn combating the fly because
a fertile soil will produce plants that
soon attain vigorous, healthy growth
and are better able to resist diseases
than those grown on thin soils where
It is hard to develop sufficient growth
to withstand the winter if the wheat
is sown late.
Good seed Is a perequisite In securing healthy vigorous growth. Ordinarily the fly Is avoided where good
seed is sown in a thoroughly prepared
fertile soil after the majority of the
fall brood has disappeared. It Is preferable to sow on ground not devoted
to wheat the preceding year. In the
calie of spring wheat, the earlier the
grain is sown the less it will suffer
from the Hessian fly, but good seed
and a well prepared, fertile soli are
as essential in this case as elsewhere.
BETTER SWINE AND PROFITS
Farmers Learning to Be More Careful
in Selection of Their Breeding Animals.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Fnrmers throughout the country are
stock
using Improved
more generally than ever before, report specialists of the United States
department of agriculture, as they are
learning that the best stock yields the
most profits, and hence are more careful in their selection" of breeding animals. Farmers, as a rule, seem to be
pleased with the outlook for the hog
raiser, and the indications point to a
large Increase In the number of litters
to be farrowed this fall. Much trouble
was experienced with the early spring
litters because of cold weather at farrowing time and on account of feed
shortage and the high price of protein feeds, causing many stockmen to
allow their brood sows to get Into ,oor
condition, with the result that small
and weak litters were farrowed. . In
the main, these farmers have learned
a costly lesson, and henceforward it is
presumed that they will provide better
housing and farrowing conditions as
well as ample food of the right mix-

ture far their porkers.

Order clover seed now.
Dig potatoes on

a dry

day.

three-fourth-

Sprouts, briars, and bushes cut now
are not likely to come out again.
As soon as the kernels have fairly
hardened It will do to cut corn for
grain and fodder.
Many farmers are pooling their in
terests and purchasing fertilizers together In carload lots.

cow-pea-

There are two ways to can corn.
One Is In cans and the other is In
the silo. Can all you can both wys.

Perfumed Epistles

By R. RAY BAKER

(Copjrrtvbt,

Big

1H, by the McChira Newspaper tíyndlcat.)

hnu'e Forrester

was not a 'wom-

an hater. He was not Interested, tlnit
was till.
While the rest of tlifi surveying
crowd that was measuring the Low
Ridge range for the coming of the railroad spent its spare time In receiving
perfumed tnnll and answering It Big
Bruce sought solace. In nicotine In the
seclusion of his hunk or roamed the
wilds of Wilderness woods find communed with nature.
"Go' to it, boys," was his advice.
"Some dny you'll learn better. Women are all right as parlor decorations
and to consume surplus cash In candy
and clothes, but as for me well, I'm
going to buy myseJf a farm some day,
where I can have horses, dogs and
cows and chickens. They're of some
use In the world, and they don't go
back on you when you're down and
out."

Naturally, the others resented
these outbursts. They defended the
fair sex valiantly, and by sheer numbers forced nig Bruce to desist from
his oral attacks.
"All right, I'll keep still In the future," he growled; "but you can't prevent a fellow thinking; and while
you're fooling your time away with
pens and ink you can lei your minds
dwell on the fact that I consider you're
all confounded Idiots."
Sunday was a day of rest In fhe
woods as well as the places where
civilization reigned, and atoo 'it was a
day when a great deal of letter writIn "Love's
ing was accomplished
Lodge," which Big Bruce sarcastically christened the shanty where the
surveyors were making their head-

quarters.
On one of these Sundays Bruce set
out on a hike which he called a
"relief expedition.1'
"I'm going to get relief from the
perfuintd air of this shuck," he announced as he took an old wulklng
stick he had carved from a tree
branch, a 'package of sandwiches and
a sanitary cup. "Here's hoping you
all get married and settle down to
Jllssful contentment no excitement,
no pleasure, no nothing," and he strode
disdainfully from the shack Into the
woods.
It was not a case tf envy with Big
Bruce. He could have been admired
by many girls had he chosen, for he
was a good, healthy, handsomo specimen who looked well either in ballroom or backwoods.
However, Big
Bruce had not met the right sort of
women.
His mother died when he was a toddler, and when he grtiw up his father's
financial standing threw him In with a
lot of society buds who bad no mission In life other than to look beautiful, sip iced drinks and play bridge.
No, .women held, no Interest for him.
They were to him, as he had said,
mera ornaments or playthings and not
to be given consideration in a serious,
busy world.
Big Bruce drew his lungs full "of
pure air as he swung along the ridge,
heading for Lake Crescent, where he
knew a
rowboat was
drawn up on shore. It was well along
In summer and vegetation was In full
bloom, with birds chirping in the trees
and Insects buzzing merrily and some
of them stinging Just as merrily..
Bruce expelled clouds of pungent
tobacco smoke, drawn from a venerable pipe, and hummed a tune. He
was enjoying himself Immensely.
Getting Into the rowboat, he propelled It across the lake, which was
about two miles wide and five miles
long. A stiff breeze ruffled the water
Into choppy waves, but Big Bruce's
strong arms drove the scow through
them without noticing the resistance.
Arriving on the other side he drew the
craft up on shore and continued his
wanderings.
Suddenly, while walking along
the solitude of the woods and
thinking of his foolish friends back
In "Lovers' Lodge," he felt a sharp,
piercing pain in his right side At the
same Instant the report of a rifle
echoed through the forest. Big pruce
tumbled In a heap on the ground and
almost lost consciousness.
For moments that seemed like hours
the young man lay there helpless, the
pain growing more Intense all the
while. With an effort he reached his
left hand to the wound and withdrew
It covered with blood. He
and black dots swam before
his eyes.
Realizing It would not do to- lia
there and allow hla strength to ebb,
he forced himself to crawl along the
path on which he had been walking.
It seemed that he had crawled at least
throe miles, stopping frequently to regain strength, when he came Into a
clearing, In which some one was cooking over a fire.
With the knowledge that help was
at hand, Big Bruce drifted Into unconWhen his eye opened
sciousness.
some time later, he looked up Into a
pair of black ones which were owned
by a girl of about twenty, who was
buckskin clothes,
garbed In
with a short skirt, leggings and a
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"I've got your wound fixed up," she
told him, "Some fool man has been
hum lug out of season and got the
wrong kind of game. If I had fired
that shot It would have hit what It
was aimed at."
Site snorted In disgust An examination wlih his hands showed Bruce
that his shirt had been cut away
around the wound and a bandage put
In place. The blindage was wet, but
he ascertained that it was with water
Instead of blood.
"It's not serious If I hurry you
home," she told him, In business-liktones. "If you'll try to walk, and lean
on nievall you want to, w.e can make
It to the canoe."
It was not a great distance, and
somehow, In spite of the pain and his
weakened condition, which became
more' pronounced whrn he essayed to
walk, Bruce was almost sorry when
they arrived at the shore and she
helped him Into the canoe.
It was growing dusk, but Big Bruce
could see that there were white caps
on "the, lake. He doubted the girl's
ability to paddle through the savage
waves, but he kept his own counsel.
Before pushing the craft Into the
water she filled his pipe for him,
placed the stem between his teeth and
lighted It. He was so amazed by this
act of thoughtfulness that he came
near forgetting to draw on the pipe.
Soon they were tossing on the lake.
Big Bruce was somewhat apprehensive, but he knew he was powerless to
hivp the girl who was seated In the
stern paddling vigorously t( keep the
nose of the boat bended Into the ridges
of foam. If she faltered arl allowed
the oncoming waves to turn the canoe
and Rwevp against Its side there, was
no telling what would result.
However, he worked like a trojan,
never uttering a word, and despite the
fact that ft was now so dark the shore
on either sido was. blotted out, she
seemed confident of being nble to
reach her destination, whatever It
might be.
At last they were landed, and the
girl surprised Bruce by dragging the
canoe clear of the water with him Id
It, almost tipping him out.
"There," she breathed, rather heavily. "Now for the car."
She left him, and presently a flood
of light from the spotlight ff an auto
surrounded him. Again she aided him
to walk, and presently he was reclining In the tonneau of the ar speeding over the road.
Soon Ihey came to a brmch rond,
which they followed for a short dls-- .
tance, stopping finally lti front of a
comfortable looking cottage, in which
cheery lights were burning.
Half an hour later Bruce was In
bed, a fresh bandage over the wound,
the girl's brother having come to help

d

hat.

She had dark hair that fell In heavy
folds around her neck, and she had
white teeth and a pug nose and lots
She was attractive In
of freckles.
some ways, but In others she was dec
tlSsS'.f plain.
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after the patient.
"Father will be back soon," the girl
told him. "He's a doctor, and he'll
fix you up right;, but I know you'll
have to stay here three weeks. It's
lucky we didn't go back to the city

look

yesterday as we had planned."
Three weeks later Big Bruce was
back In "Lover's Lodge," practically
recovered from his wound.
One day one of the boys came tearing Into the shack with a packet of
mall In one hand and a lone letter In
the other.
"Help! help!" he cried, In mock distress. "Here's a letter for Mr. Bruce
Forrester and It's pink and got perfume on it."
Bruce took the letter, his face blazing, and retired to his bunk. The others gathered round nnd looked on In
astonishment while ha
read to himself smiling the while.
Presently he finished perusing the
missive and when he looked up he apparently noticed for the first time that
lie had an audience.
"What's - the matter with you
hoobs?" he snorted. "Can't a fellow
fall In love If he wants to? Say, where
In thunder's some Ink, paper and pen?"
d

A Frightful Peril.
When the railway was first built In
Germany, It was considered as a serious menace to health. In the archives
of the Nuremberg railway, which was
the first line constructed In Germany,
a protest against railways has been
found, drawn up by the royal college
doctors. It declares :
of Bavarian
"Travel In carriage drawn by locomotives ought to be forbidden In the Interest of public health. The rapid
movement cannot fail to produce
among the passengers the mental affection known as delirium furlosum. Even
to Incur the
If travelers are willing
risk, the government should at least
protect the public. A. single glance at
a locomotive passing rapidly Is sufficient
to cause cerebral derangement. Consequently, It Is absolutely necessary
to build a fence, ten feet tiigfi, on eucn
side of the railway." "Delirium furlosum" holds possession of not a few
automoblllsts nowadays.

8mile Is Better Than Frown.
It has been proved that anger and
violent emotion cause for the time being a poisonous condition of the blood
which Is Injurious. It must be equally
true that facing the parsing hour wlih
a mouth turned up at the corners and
a mind alert for the best that the day
offers Is beneficial. This Is a pretty
decent old world after all. If we but
treat It right. And surely if we face
our obligations and our work, not with
frowns but with gladness, It will give
us a more kindly greeting and n helping hand In return. From the Tlun

Partners.
Consoling.
Mrs. Cassldy Norah Maguire
takln' on awful I Her husband's got
three years, but he can get wan off for
good behavior.
Mrs. O'Brien Tell her to rest alsy.
Sure, an' he never behaves himself.
Edinburgh Scotsman.
1
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NCLE Sam's superdreadnaught New
Mexico Is very much in the .yes of
the world these days for the special
reason that this battleship Is the
first of any nation to be propelled by
eleetrlcty.
Moreover, electric drive
has been to successful and Its fighting advantages have become so generally recognized that the navy department has decided to equip all of
Its new capital ships with electric
propulsion apparatus.
The New Mexico Is a most Impressive fighting machiné. She was built at the Brooklyn navy yard and .launched In the summer of 1017.
She Is 024 feet over ull. She weighs (displaces)
32,000 tons. She draws U0 feet of water. She has
97 feet 4
Inches beam at the wnlerline. At full
speed she can make slightly In excess of 21 knots
an hour. .She generates 28,000 horsepower for
propulsion.
Her crew numbers nearly 1,200 men.
She burns oil Instead of coal as fuel and has a
total fuel capacity of about 1.000,000 gallons.
It's not an easy thing nowadays to get permission to exuinlne a battleship from stem to stern
and to take photographs of her Interior. But representatives of one of the big concerns which
had a hand In muking the New Mexico what she
Is was recently allowed the privilege which' has
been exceedingly rare since the beginning of the
great war. The following account of an Inspection of the superdreadnaught at drydock In the
Brooklyn Envy yard Is the result. '
Lieut. Com. P. L. Carroll, chief engineer, turns
us over to one of the Junior engineers.
We start
wltfc the navigating bridge and examine the various pieces of apparatus for transmitting signals
to the engine room" for the control of the vessel, and to half a dozen other parts of the ship,
each of which has a particular and Important
function to perform. Next, we begin a, systematic
survey of the ship, and to begin as far down intq
the vitals of the vessel as possible we are led
through circuitous routes, down steep hatchways,
through narrow alleys, and down more ladders,
through deck after deck until we have lost all
knowledge of time uud space.
We find ourselves ut last on the very, bottom of
the shlp,directly behind the rudder. A complicated mass of machinery, pistons, rods, valves,
dials and electric motors, combine to make up
the steering gear engine. This machinery Is operated and controlled directly from the navigating
bridge by a control device. This Is only one of
five different methods of steering the ship. In a
water-tigh- t
compartment directly aft Is what' is
known as the auxiliary steering gear. And here
we see four large wheels connected to a shaft
which when occasion demands, can he used to
move the rudder by hand which takes eight men.
But this shaft Is also connected to 'tin electric
motor and by the simple turn of a switch can be
operated electrically. Two other electrical units
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another compartment where we view the machine
which generates the electrical current which turns
the propellers.
section. There are
This is the
two
consisting of a steam turbine direct, connected to a powerful generator.
This generator Is operated by the steam turbine
and produces the current we have been seeking.
produces 14.000
Each of the
horsepower.
In technical language this spot within the ship Is known s the power plnnt.
The turbine Is an essential part of this plant. It
Illustrates another advantage of the electric drive.
A steam turbine to operate at Its maximum efficiency must revolve at a relatively high speed,
say 2,000 revolutions per minute. On the other
hand, the propeller to be most efficient, must revolve with comparative slowness, say 200 revolutions per minute.' This is because If the propellers
revolved at high speed they would merely churn up
the water and fall to drive the vessel ahead.
Now electricity acts as a connecting link between tills highspeed .jrblne and the
motor which drives the propellers." Mechanical
gears, which In the turbine driven vessel have
been used to reduce the turbine speed down to a
suitable propeller speed, are entirely eliminated,
and the necessary reduction accompllslu'd by simMoreover the operating
ple electrical means.
units of vital Importance are each Inclosed In sepcompartments. In addition the
arate water-tigh- t
machinery Is grouped very close to the center of
the ship as far as possible away from the sides.
"The possibility of so grouping the machinery,"
says an officer, "means a greater protection of
the apparatus from shell fire, grounding and col- lislon. We might say that this feature, plus the
flexibility of control and the ability to cut oft
defective or damaged apparatus, constitutes one
of the essential superiorities of electric drive."
To follow the power route to Its source, wé must
go still further forward to a point amidships.
Here are nine huge steam boilers, arranged three
In a compartment.
They store up the steam under a pressure of 250 pounds to the square Inch
and deliver It to the turbines. The New Mex-

between
deck.

turbo-generat-

turbo-generato-

turbo-generato-

ico burns oil Instead of coal.
Thus the electrical propulsion equipment of the
New Mexico may be briefly summarized as follows: Nine steam boilers deliver steam to two
turbines. The two turbines operate two generators. The two generators produce electrical current. '' The electrical current Is led through copper
cables to a control station where It Is distributed
and passed on to four big motors. Each of the
four motors turns a propeller and thus the ship
Is driven through the water.
The current which the two
produce is used entirely In the actual propulsion
of the vessel. The New Mexico must have additional electplcal energy with which to operate
scores of auxiliary apparatus.
For instance,, electric motors operate the
guns, blowers which supply the
and
ventilation of the ship, electric fans, telephones,
heaters, pumps, refrigerating machinery, wireless
apparatus, kitchen appliances, laundry equipment, etc., to say nothing of the lighting system.
Motor-drivemachinery also operates the boat
cranes and the anchor windlass. There are scores
which stand ready to keep
of
the electric lights going shoulJ the main lighting
system fall. It has been estimated that there are
aboard the New Mexico no less than 50 electrlq
motors.
"Where does the current come from to operate
It comes from six auxiliary
them?" we ask.
sets and we find two of them well
up toward the bow of the vessel, still on the same
level as the boiler room from which we have Just
emerged.
This turbogenerator, and the others
similar to It are responsible for the wonderful
applications of electricity which we will make the
acquaintance of as we go upward through the
New Mexico.
There are four separate decks
turbo-generato-

s,

:

h

n

;

storage-batterie-

turbo-generat-

the bottom of the ship and the mulo

All the baking Is done electrically electric
motors operate the dough mixers, and dough)
knenders, while the loaves are baked In electrically heated ovens. Next we visits the electric laundry with Its many ingenious machines electrically
driven.
Electricity also plays Its part in othef
places, such as the crew's library, reading rooto
and recreation quurters; the barber shop; the
sick bay, with Its
operating room ; dipt.
A. L. Wlllard's quarters, the officers' wardroom,
etc.
guns nmf
The New Mexico iias 12
many of smaller caliber, Including a battery of
guns. The larger caliber guns, three
in each of four turrets, are operated by electricity. The turrets are revolved and the guns elevated by electric motors. Ammunition hoists run"
electrically and there are electric gun loaders,
while even the big guns are fired by electrical1
means, but the smaller caliber guns are generally
opiated by hand.
In examining Into the control of these greuf
batteries of destruction, we come to one of the'
most Interesting spots on the ship the couBlng"
Navy regulations designed to withhold'
tower.
Important matters of military design, forbid u
from obtaining a picture of the conning tower,
But It' is permissible to describe It briefly. , The"
conning tower is a
shaft extending
perpendicularly through the ship from top to bottom with ladders running up nnd down the side
and convenient methods of transmitting Instructions by means of Indicators nnd telephones. Dui
fifllcef
Ing an action the vessel's commanding
usually stations himself In this tower which I
"Htlon
also known as one of several
and transmits instructions.
Up on one of the masts we encounter one of
the big "eyes" of the ship an electrical eye which
cau see for miles In Inky darkness. The ctirreaf
for the operation of the searchlight com. . from
heretofore dewrlliedione of the
of murine vessel
- Is. the electrical propulsion
opening up an entirely new era of scientific odk
vancement and will the day come when the seve
seas will be dotted with electric ships? So far ar
our own nuvy Is concerned. Secretary Daniel
expressed the essence of the Idea when he said;
"I think this country has cause to be proud of
this achievement In engineering, not alone because
of the pronounced success In this particular In
stance (referring to the New Mexico), but becnus
of the assurance It gives us of the superiority ot
our capital ships to those of foreign countries."
"The New Mexico Is the first and only dread
naught of any nation to have electrically operated1
propelling machinery," continued Secretary Daniels. "On this account she has been an object of
surpassing Interest to the officers of our own nnvjr
and to those of foreign navies as well, and't1
,
electrical engineers in general.
' "The result was satisfactory from every point
of view and confirmed the Judgment of all whr
were In any way concerned In Its design and adop
tlon. There was not thesllghtest mishap with any
part of It, everything worked to perfection, and'
the crew was as enthusiastic over the performance'
of the machinery as Is the department proud la
the possession of such an efficient dreadnaught,
"When we entered Into contract for the machinery we stipulated that. In addition to being
capable of developing the maximum power.should also give an economy at cruising spf?sf
very much superior to that obtainable with the turbine Installations previously used. This stringent
requirement was also met. As a matter of fnct,
the New Mexico will steam at ten knots on lewi
fuel than the best turblne-- d riven ship that
anti-aircra-

d

port Inboard and port outboard alleys. Following
forward alongé the Inboard shaft we go through
drop
compartments,
several more water-tigh- t
down a hntchway and find ourselves In the propelling motor room. This Is the section of the
ship which actually drives the propellers
The tremendous motor which meets our gaze
gives an Inkling of the power necessary to make
the big shafts revolve.
This motor stands 12 feet high from the floor
and Is 12 feet wide. It generates 7.000 horsepower.
comLike the rest, It Is Inclosed in a water-tigh- t
partment, protected by bulkheads, and if anything
should happen to It, the current may be cut off
at once and directed to the operation of the other

the vessel.
Having Keen how the ship is propelled, and controlled, we are naturally curious to see the source
froiji which the tremendous energy comes. The
iim the switchboard lean us forwurd Into
table

J
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are situated In this compartment for rudder control and if all steering methods full, a "Jury" rudder may be rigged off the stern.
Going forward along the bottom of the ship we
come presently to the propeller shafts four In
number each operating an Immense propeller.
These shafts extend from the motors which oper:
ute them back through the ship und out at the
stern, through what are known respectively as the
starboard outboard shaft alley, starboard Inboard,,

three propellers.
To seé how the motor Is controlled, reversed,
started, stopped, etc., we follow the wire cables
further forward, still almost on the bottom of the
ship until we come to what the engineers call the
center engine room. Here spread out before us
lies a, switchboard containing levers, dluls,
Indicators, nnd instruments for measurIt Is the main control
ing electrical currents.
station of the ship containing the arteries
through which courses the life blood of the vesIn fact. It Is often
sel, the electrical current.
called the henrt of the vessel.
Here In this compartment the electrical current
is received, measured and passed on to the motors
which we have Just left. From this station the
propellers may be made to reverse, or to go at
full speed ahead; two propellers may be reversed
while the other two are driven ahead. Here also
any comhlnntiou of control mny be made up. .The
flexibility of control made possible by this central control station constitutes one of the advantages of the system of electric drive. The captain
of the ship communicates directly to this station
and gives instructions concerning the control of

Xy
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turbo-generato-

pre--ced-

her."
Anyway, electrical engineers are now turning'
their attention to the adoption of similar principles to the driving of merchant ships and to
vessels.
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Oldest Established Business in Roy.
Established in 1903
During all these years we have consistently met every business responsibility.

deyelopement of the Mesa and ever striven to increase the prosperity of
We have kept pce with the changes and advance in the
all the people.

Our AnibitiOIl
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prosper and we have always conducted oar business on the theory that all must prosper together

We have shipped from Roy over 2,000,000 pounds of wool per year.
We have bought and shipped $200,000.00 worth of Beans and 200 cars of wheat,

dur-

ing pioneer days.

TO

BE

SERVICE,
of
We Buv and Sell in the true Spirit
wÍÍlE
TO OUR

HELPFUL

PATRONS
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MAKING

COMMUNITY

LEGITIMATE
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PROFIT FOR OURSELVES.

We have paid $20,44840 for CREAM Since Feb. 15.
bought authewhütbSTt
in Roy
only Elevator buihels
conduct thusthe
own andshipped
We
cars
far
car
'to
us this season.
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We have

100

or 600,000

and will handle 500

loads

GENERAL

and have
of the 1919 crop.

MERCHANDISE

cow
patrons from a sewing needle to a threshing machm, or from a tary
We carry the latest stock in the whole region tnd supply the wants of our
.
to a well stocked ranch.

We have the largest and best
Business Building in Mora County
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in Stock Raising, Farming and Oil Developement.
for us all
We are working with you for all the better things the future holds
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Roy Public School
Prof. 0. 0. Graham, Principal
' Seven Teachers, U Grades
2C0

pupi's row enrolled
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said at a ílnnér :
When the layman tries to talk
BECOMES THiíia GF SPLENDOR
he makes as many mistakes as
the city girl on the farm.
Evolution of the Butterfly From HW,
"This city girl was smoking her " out Worm to Beauty Matter
I
r
elsrarette In the hammock
...
Only Short Time.
on the lawn when a cow began to low
The city girl blew a
mournfully.
The butterfly poeUcally lives on thi
smoke cloud luto the air and said:
nectar of flowers. Just as a peraw
' 'Listen to that poor heifer mewing
changes him tastes as he becomes mora
for her colt !' "
reflued so does that lovely creature of
the ii tr adopt a different menu' wbw
he dons h's wings. Take, for Instance, the mourning cloak butterfly,
sometimes
called
the Camberwrfl1
LATEST PHOTOGRAPH
s,
Beauty; In hh original state h Is
OF PRESIDENT WILSON
even for b worm, black, covereil
with whHo spots and stiff tufts of hnlr.
,

nau-tlcal- ly

after-dinne-

insurance and Notary work

bid"-eou-

Farm and Town property to rent.
Rent collected

í

He is an object to make women,
scream and to bo avoided by everybody who does not know what he Is
going to be later on. In this condl--tio- n
he crunches leaves greedily and !
Is a veritable glutton until the
for him to hang himself hp by
the tall and await developments. Then,-- ,
behold, he comes out some flue morning a creature of great splendor. Three
inches does he measure from tip
to tip of his
velvet wing
Which
handsomely
re
bordered'
with yellow and ornamented' with purple spots edged with black. Newly
born and Innocent as he Is nature al- ready has given hlra the Instinct
himself, not by fighting but by
strategy. He can feign death with-th- e
success of an opossum playing-th- e
same game, and this he does whenfearing an attack from a bird, for
somehow, that his foe cares
only for living prey. So the butterfly sklmg about through the air
the sweets of the flowers, klsslnz'
the" rose and the carnation, bo longer-Idanger of encounters with part'
green and finding the world a paradise
time-com-
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We must beat
them to the Tavern. They"
"I am all right now," she said, and
they were off again. Barnes now picked
his way carefully and with the greatest caution. He could only pray that
he was going In the right direction.
' An hour but what seemed thrice as
long passed and they had not come to
the edge of the forest. Her feet were
beginning to drag; he could tell that
by the effort she made to keep up with
him. From time to time he paused to
allow her to rest
"You are plucky," he once said to
yon feel like going on?

aney
By GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON
Coyright bj Dodd, Mead
CHAPTER

XIII

Continued.
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"I will put my coat over your head.
Here Is a little electric torch. Don't
flush tt until I am sure the coat la
arranged so that you can do so with-ju- t
a gleam of light getting out from
a rider." He pressed the torch and a
bit of closely folded paper In the
Mher's hand and carefully draped the
coat ever his bead.
Barnes read: "Thank God! I was
frald you would wait Until tomorrow
olght. Then It would have been too
late. I must get away tonight but I
cannot leave I dare not leave w'thout
something that I concealed In another part of the bouse. I do not
know how to secure It My door Is
locked from the outside. What am I
to do? I would rather die than to go
way without It."
Hastily he wrote: "If yen do not
come at once, we will force our way
Into the house and fight It out with
them all. My friend is coming up the
vines. Let him enter the window. Tell
him where to go and he will do the
rest. He ta a miracle wan. Nothing
It Impossible, to him. If he does not
return In ten minutes, I shall follow."
There was no response to this. The
head reappeared In the window, but no
word cntne down.
Sprouse whispered : "I am going up.
Stay here. If you hear a commotion
In the house, run for it. Don't wait
for me. I'll probably be done for."
"I'll do Just as I please about running," salvl Barnes, and there was a
deep thrill in his whisper. "Good luck.
Ood help you If they catch you."
"Not even he could help me then.
Good-by- .
I'll do what I can to Induce
her to drop out of the window If anything goes wrong with me downstairs."
A moment later he was silently
scaling the wall of the house, feeling
his way carefully, testing every predragging
foothold,
himself
carious
painfully upwards by means of the
most uncanny, animal-lik- e
strength
and stealth.
Barnes could not recall drawing a
single breath from the Instant the man
left his side until the faintly luminous
square above his head was obliterated
by the black of his body as It wriggled
over the ledge.
We will follow Sprouse. When he
crawled through the window and stood
erect Inside the room, he found him'
self confronted by a tall, shadowy fig
ure, standing half-wabetween him
and the door.
He advanced a step or two and ut
tered a soft hiss of warning.
. "Not a sound," he whispered, drawing still nearer. "I have come four
y

Ü
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doing?"
"I am going to take a peep over the
transom, first of all. If the coast is
clear, I shall take a little stroll down
the hall. Do not be alarmed. I will
come back with the things we both
want. Pardon me." He sat down on
the edge of the bed and removed his
shoes. She watched him as if fascinated while he opened the bosom of
his soft shirt and stuffed the wet shoes
inside.
Then he said : "You are not dressed
for flight. May I suggest that while I
am outside you slip on a dark skirt
and coat? You cannot go far In that
dressing gown. It would be In shreds
before you had gone a hundred feet
through the brush. If I do not return
to this room Inside of fifteen minutes,
or If you hear sounds of a struggle,
crawl through the window and go
down the vines. Barnes will look out
for you."
"You must not fall, Theodore
Sprouse," she whispered. "I must regain the Jewels and the state papers.
I cannot go without "
"I shall do my best," he said simply.
Silently he drew a chair to the door,
mounted It and, drawing himself up by
his hands, poked his head through the
open transom. An Instant later he was
on the floor again. She heard him Inserting a key In the lock. Almost before she could realize that It had actually happened, the door opened slowly, cautiously, and his thin wiry figure
slid through what seemed to her no
more than a crack. As softly the door
was closed.
For a long time she stood, dazed and
unbelieving, In the center of thé room,
staring at the door. She -- held her

breath, listening for the shout that
was so sure to come and the shot,
perhaps I A prayer formed on her Hps
and went volcelessly up to God.
Suddenly she roused herself from
the stupefaction that held her. With
feverish haste she snatched up gar
ments from the chair on which she bad
carefully placed them in anticipation
of the emergency that now presented
Itself. A blouse (which she neglected
to button), a short skirt of some dark
material, a Jacket, and a pair of stout
walking shoes (which she failed to
lace), completed the swift transforma'
tlon. As she glided to the window, she
Jammed the pins Into a small black
hat of felt Then she peered over the
ledge.
She started back, stifling a cry with
her hand. A man's head had almost
come in contact with her own as she
leaned out A man's hand reached
over and grasped the inner ledge of
the casement, and then a man's face
was dimly revealed to her startled
gaze.
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thousand miles to help you, countess.
This Is not the time or place to explain. We haven't a moment to waste.
I need only say that I have been sent
from Paris by persons you know to aid
you In delivering the crown Jewels Into
the custody of your country's minister
In Paris. We must act swiftly.
Tell
me where they are. I will get them."
"Who ore you?" she whispered
tensely.
"My name Is Theodore Sprouse. I
have been louned to your embassy by
my own government.
I beg of you do
not ask Questions now. Tell me where
the prince sleeps, how I may get to his
room "
"You know that he Is the prince?"
"And that you are his cousin."
She was silent for a moment. "Not
only Is it Impossible for you to enter
his room but it is equally impossible
for you to get out of this one except
by the tvay you entered. If I thought
there was the slightest chance for you

to"
"It ine be the Judge of that,
tess. Where is his room?"

coun-

XIV.

s
Shed, and a
Voice Outside.
"Why have you come up here?" She
came swiftly to his side.
"Thank the Lord, I made It," he
whispered, breathlessly. "I came up
because there was nowhere else to go.
I thought I heard voices a man and
a woman speaking. They seemed to
be quite close to me. Don't be
alarmed. Miss Cameron. I am confi
dent that I can "
"And now that you are here, trapped
as I am, what do you purpose to do?
You cannot escape. Go back before it
is too late."
"Is Sprouse where is he?"
"He Is somewhere in the house. I
was to wait until he Oh, Mr. Barnes,
I I am terrified. You will never know

a

Stone-Cutter'-

the"

"Trust him," he said. "He Is a marWell be safely out of here In a
little while, and then It will all look
simple to you. You are ready to go?
Good! Sit down, do! If he doesn't
return in a minute or two, I'll take a
look about the house myself. I don't
Intend to desert him. I know this floor
pretty well, and the lower one. The
stairs are "
"But the stairway Is closed at the
bottom by a solid steel curtain. It Is
made to look like a panel in the wall.
You are not to venture outside this
room, Mr. Barnes. I forbid It You "
"How did Sprouse get out? You said
your door was locked."
"He had a key. I do not know
where he obtained "
"Skeleton key, such as burglars use.
By Jove, what a wonderful burglar he
vel.

would make ! Courage, Miss Cameron !
He will be here soon. Then comes the
I didn't
real adventure my part of
come here tonight to get any flashy old
crown Jewels. I caioe to take you oat

it
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Grau-tark-

,"

Etc, Etc

her.

study."
"The prince sleeps In Mr. Curtis
room. The study adjoins it, and can
only be entered from the bedroom.
There is no other door. What are you

CHAPTER

Prince

Company, laa.

man sits In there all night long, keeping watch. You could not approach
Prince Ugo's door without being seen
by that watcher.
"You said in your note to Barnes
that the er something was In Curtis'

A Flight,

"Not a Sound," He Whispered.

ud

Author of
"Grauilark," "The
Hollow of Hal
Hand,""Beverlyof
Giauitark," "The

"Yon you know about the crown
"The last to the right as yon leave
this door at the axtrerae end of the jewels?" she murmured. Her body
corridor. Aereas the hall from his seemed to stiffen, "Then you know
a eyes door. A who I anr
ivm yu will

"No. You will tell me tomorrow."
she whis
"Yes, yes tomorrow,"
pered.
For some time there was silence.
Both were listening Intently for sounds
In the hall. She leaned closer to whisper In his ear. Their shoulders
touched. He wondered If she experienced the same delightful thrill that
ran through his body. She told him of
the man who watched across the hall
from the room supposed to be occupied
by Loeb the secretary, and of
Sprouse's incomprehensible daring.
"Where Is Mr. Curtis?" he asked.
Her breath fanned his cheek, her
Hps were close to his ear. "There Is
no Mr. Curtis here.
He died four
months ago In Florida."
"I suspected as much." He did not

press her for further revelations.
"Sprouse should be here by this time.
I must go out there and see if he requires any "
She clutched his arm frantically.
"You shall do nothing of the kind. You
shall not "
"Sh! What do you take me for,
Miss Cameron?
He may be sorely in
need of help. Do you think that I
would leave him to God knows what
sort of fate?"
"But he said positively that I was to
go In case he did not return In In fifteen minutes," she begged. "He may
have been cut oft and was compelled
to escape from another "
"Just the same, I've got to see what
has become of "
"No! No!" She arose with him,
dragging at his arm. "Do not be foolhardy. You are not skilled at "
"There Is only one way to stop me,
Miss Cameron. If you will come with
me now "
"But I must know whether he se-

cured the "
'Then let me go. I will find out
whether he has succeeded."
He was rougher than he realized In
wrenching his arm free. She uttered a
low moan and covered her face with
her hands. Undeterred, he crossed to
the door. His hand was on the knob
when a door slammed violently some
where In a distant part of the house.
A hoarse shout of alarm rang out,
and then the rush of heavy feet over
thickly carpeted floors.
Barnes acted with lightning swiftness. He sprang to the open window,
the girl
with him.
"Now for it 1" he whispered. "Not a
second to lose. Climb upon my back,
quick, and hang on for dear Ufe." He
had scrambled through the window
and was lying flat across the sill.
"Hurry ! Don't be afraid. I am strong
enough to carry you if the vines do
their part,"
With surprising alacrity and sure-nes- s
she crawled out beside him and
then over upon his broad back, clasping her arms around his neck. Holding to the ledge with one hand be felt
for and clutched the thick vine with
the other. Slowly he slid his body off
of the sill and swung free by one arm.
An Instant later he found the lattice
with the other hand and the hurried
g

descent began.
His feet touched the ground. In the
twinkling of an eye he picked her up
In his arms and bolted across the little grass plot Into the shrubbery. She
did not utter a sound.
Presently he set her down. His
breath was gone, his strength ex-

hausted.
"Can you manage to walk a little
way?" he gasped. "Give me your hand,
and follow as close to my heels as you
can. Better that I should bump Into
things than you."
Shouts were now heard, and shrill
blasts on a police whistle split the air.
On they stumbled, blindly, recklessly. He spared her many an Injury by
taking it himself. More than once she
murmured sympathy when he crashed
into a tree or floundered over a log.
Utterly at sea, he was now guessing at
the course they were taking. Whether
their frantic dash was leading them
toward the Tavern, or whether they
were circling back to Green Fancy, he
knew not. Panting, he forged onward.
At last she cried out, quaverlngly :
"Oh, I I can go no farther! Can't
we Is it not safe to stop for a moment? My breath
"God bless you, yes," he exclaimed,
and come to an abrupt stop. She
leaned heavily against him, gasping
for breath. "I haven't the faintest
Idea where we are, but we must be
We
some distance from the house.
will rest a few minutes and then take
It easier, more cautiously. I am sorry,
but It was the only thing to do, rough
as it was.
"I know, I understand. I am not
complaining, Mr. Barnes. You will find
me ready and strong
"Let me think. I must try to get
my bearings. Good Lord, I wish
Sprouse were here. He can see In the
We are off the path, that's
dark.
sure."
"Do you think he escaped?"
Those whistles
"I am sure of
were sounding the alarm. He may
come this way. The chances are that
vour flight baa ao been discovered. Do

Is"

and"

it

"I am afraid I could not be so plucky
If you were not so strong," she sighed,
and he loved the tired, whimsical little
twist she put Into her reply.
To his dismay they came abruptly
upon a region abounding In huge rocks.
This was new territory to him. His
heart sank.
"By Jove, I I believe we are farther
away from the road than when we
started. We must have been going up
the slope Instead of down."
"In any'cRse, Mr. Barnes," she murmured, "we have found something to
sit down upon."
He chuckled.
"If you can be as
cheerful as all that, we sha'n't miss
the cushions," he said, and, for the first
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Uses Gas Heater Instead
Electric Drier After
Swim.
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Friends Attempt to Rescue Victim In
Vain Death Due Chiefly to Shock,
Physicians Say Inhaled
Gas Fumes.

Pittsburgh. A few minutes after
little Miss Klennor Asher scrambled
merrily out of a swimming pool, she

lay dying from shock caused by terrible burns.
Her hair caught Are while she was
drying It over a gas heater at the
Ablngton Y. M. C. A. and her death
occurred In the Ablngton hospital.
Miss Asheir. who was fifteen years of
age. was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sydney S. Asher. 18.r8 North Sixtieth
street. At present they are occupying
their summer home at Noble.
The Y. M. C. A. wliich Is in York
road near Susquehanna road, is given
over to girls and women three nights
of the week. Friday night was girls'
night, and Miss Asher went over for
a swim.
Laughing gayly after her plunge.
Miss Asher went down to the locker
room to dry her hair. There are two
electric hair driers in thft room, but the
young women have found that the four
gas heaters Installed by Y. M. C. A.
during the season of coal shortage, for
the purpose of taking the chill off of
the room, dry hair more quickly than
do the electric driers. Their use. however, has been against the house rutes.
Flames Envelop Head.
Miss Asher used the gas heater Friday night. She chatted plensantly
with the girls about her, as she lowered her head to the heater.
Suddenly her head was enveloped In
flames. The strands of luir long brown
hair had touched the blue fire of the
gas.
Miss Asher screamed and rushed
wildly about the room. Her friends
bravely made an effort to put out the
flames, but they triad In vain.
Only Miss Ruddech, physical direcHolding to the Ledge With One Hand, tor for the women, seemed to have
He Felt for and Clutched the Thick kfpt her mind free from hysteria. She
Vine With the Other.
heard the screw ms of the young women
-

time, risked a flash of the electric
torch. The survey was brief. He led
her forward a few paces to a flat boulder, and there they seated themselves.
"I wonder where we are," she said.
"I am inclined to suspect that we
are above Green Fancy, but a long
way off to the right of It Admitting
that to be the case, I am afraid to retrace our steps. The Lord only knows
what we might blunder Into."
"I think the only sensible thing to
do, Mr. Barnes, is to make ourselves
as snug and comfortable as we can
and wait for the first signs of day-

break."
He scowled and was glad that It
was too dark for her to see his face.
He wondered If she fully appreciated
what would happen to him If the pursuers came upon him In this forbidding spot. He could almost picture his
own body lying there among the rocks
and rotting, while she well, she
would merely go back to Green
Fancy.
"I fear you do not realize the extreme gravity of the situation. We
must get out of these woods If I have
to carry you In my arms."
"I shall try to keep going," she said
quickly. "Forgive me If I seemed to
falter a little. I I am ready to go
on when yon say the word."
Hang It all, per"You poor girl
haps you are right and not I. Sit still
and I will reconnolter a bit. If I can
find a place where we can hide among
these rocks, we'll stay here till the sky
begins to lighten.
"No! I shall not let you leave m
for a second. Where you go, I go."
She struggled to her feet, suppressing
a groan, and thrust a determined arm
through his.
"That's worth remembering," said
he, and whether It was a muscular
necessity or an emotional exaction
that caused his arm to tighten on hers,
none save he would ever know.
After a few minutes prowling among
the rocks they came to the face of
what subsequently proveí to be a
sheer wall of stone. He flashed the
light, and, with an exclamation, started back. Not six feet ahead of then
the earth seemed to end ; a yawning
black gulf lay beyond. Apparently
they were on the very edge of a cliff.
"Good Lord, that was a close call,"
be gasped. He explained In a few
words and then, commanding her to
stand perfectly still, dropped to the
ground and carefully felt his way for
ward. Again he flashed the light In
an Instant he understood. They were
on the brink of a shallow quarry.
(TO BE! CONTINUED.)
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Her Head Was Enveloped in Flames.
and the agonizing cry of little Miss
Asher and rushed to the locker room.
Without hesitation she seized a
heavy coat lying on the bench and
threw It over the girl's head.
"Turn on the showers!" she cried to
the weeping girls.
The shower was turned on and Miss
Ruddngli shoved the suffering child
under, the spray. " By the time the
flames were extinguished, Miss Asher
had fainted.
Inhaled Gat Fumes.
Her face had been scarcely touched
by the licking tongues of flame. Her
shoulders and arras were burned and
she had Inhaled gas fumes.
She was hurried to the hospital,
where she died late In the night, as a
result of the shock, chiefly, tha physicians say.
Neville - of Montgomery
' Coroner
county. Investigated the case and pronounced the death due to accident.
He exonerated the institution of any
blame.
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Child Hides in a Ditch, Afraid to
port the Lost of 10
Cents.

Re-

Christian Unity.
Youngstown.
Taken from a sewer
He who takes hold of one end of
park by a dog,
Creek
Mill
In
ditch
Is
the litter on which a hurt brother
prone must not pause to question the Henry Martin, seiven, told of having
away from his home In Salt
name and affiliation of the man who run
road Monday because he had
Springs
The
takes hold of the other end.
lost 10 cents change which he had been
Christian Herald.
ill ven Ht a store.
J. Holt, a railroad pollceinan, went
End.
Same
Each Work to
The ease, the luxury, and the abund- through the park early today. His
ance of the highest state of civiliza- dog stopped 8t the end of the ditch.
Unable to coax the animal to TPave,
tion, are as productive of selflshnesi
the difficulties, the Drivatlons. and Holt sent the dog Into the ditch and
(he boy was dragged out
h sterilities of the loweat Coito
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COW'S QUESTION.

"A number of cows were sitting
down after the afternoon milking was
over." said Daddy. "They were feeling
comfortably lazy and were chewing
their cuds happily.
"A cunning little Indigo bird was sitting not far away singing such lovely
little songs. But the cows didn't pay
any attention. They didn't care much
for singing, except their own kind. Of
course their own kind couldn't be
Called singing.
Bellowing ' would be
the only suitable word for It
" 'That dog did hurry us up,' said
Mrs. Bossy Cow. 'He Just made us
hurry so fast. Of course It was milking time and we wanted to be milked,
but my, what an Impatient, quick sort
of a creature Is that dog.
'"Still I do like milking time,
only he would not hurry us quite

ir

fast'

" 'Some cows must be quite wild.'
said Miss Bossy Cow, 'when some have
to have tlielr horns taken from them.'
" 'And some cows are very lovely
and dainty, said a black and white
cow.

"'Black and white cows.' she continued, 'are especially good looking.'
"The rest of the cows smiled a little
as they chewed.
" 'We have a nice barn for the
winter.' said Mrs. Bossy Cow. 'I do
believe our barn Is as nice as any to
be found. It's much nicer than many
a" person's house I do believe.
Anil
it Is nicer for a cow.
" 'What would a cow do with a house
with a little nnr- and with a
bed-roo-

7
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"What Would a Cow

"-.-vv

Do?"

row ted in It? That would be most
awkward and uncomfortable, most.'
"'Speaking of a house,' said Miss
Bossy Cow, 'reminds me of such a
funny thing I saw and thought yesterday.'
"'Dear me, you were pretty smart
to be thinking and seeing at the same
time. Just walking around Is almost
enough for me to do at a time without
thinking too. Of course I can chew
all the time," Mrs. Bossy said, 'but
thinking and seeing at the same time
does sound rather smart.'
" '1 don't know what made me fefrl
so smart,' said Miss Bossy. 'Well, I
must tell you what I saw and what I
thought.
"'I was around by the back of the
barn when I thought I would take a
little walk. The gate Into the field
was open from the barnyard. That
was nothing more than I expected, but
I saw that the gate leading up to the
farmer's house was open.
"'So I thought to myself that I
would take a little stroll, or in other
words a little walk.
"'I wandered up and the house
looked quite deserted, that Is It looked
quite empty.
"'I looked In one of the windows,
and gracious me, wasn't I disappointed at what I saw. One time Mrs.
Bossy saw a bed airing and she has
been thinking how absurb little beds
were ever since. But I Just saw an
ordinary room. It had. a carpet and
some chairs, chairs such as a cow
couldn't put her front feet In without

upsetting.
"'There
silly little
the center
" 'There

were some books around,
cushions and a table In
with a lamp on It
was a stove In one corner
of the room which I suppose they have
kept over since last winter. And there
I believe they
were some
would be called, which would do for
one foot of a cow!
" 'But as I was seeing everything
that is inside I thought to myself,
"Gracious, Imagine living where there
Is no grass.'.' No there wasn't a
scrap of grass in that house! and no
hay either.
"'Oh, It was a wretched looking
house, wretched,
all curtains and
rugs and chairs! Dear me, wasn't I
glad then that I was a cow and so
didn't have to live In there.'
"'I should think you would have
been glad,' said Mrs. Bossy Cow.
" Then,' continued Miss Bossy, 'one
of the children came along and persuaded me to come back to the barnyard which I did and very willingly.
The child asked me If I liked their
house and I looked away as though I
hadn't heard, for I didn't want to be
rude. But oh, I have a question I
don't believe anyone could answer,
why, oh, why, don't they have grass
In their houses?'
And no one could
answer Miss Bossy's question,"
foot-stoo- ls

Cat and a Match.
What Is the difference between a cat
and a match?
A match lights on Its head and a
cat on Its feet.

THE

NERWES GAVE OUT
Serious Kidney Trouble Had Made

Life Miserable, But Doan's
Removed All the Trouble.
Hasn't Suffered Since.

Airplanes Spy Out
Hidden Fish on Goast

"I

had such severe pains In my
back " sn.vs Mrs. Albert Akroyd,
804 W. Indiana Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., "that they almost doubled
me up. Many a day I could not do
iiijr uuuitnvurn auu tu every move
v
oceuieu as u my
back would break In
two. My feet and
ankles swelled until
I had to wear large

sized slippers and
sometimes I couldn't
stand up.
"I had dizzy spells
nd dreadful head-ach-

es

and fiery

flashes passed be- - Mr. AkrorJ
lore mv pvpa IT ml a heavy weight
been resting on my head, the pain
could not have been more distressing. The least noise startled me, I
was so nervous. I couldn't control
the kidney secretions and the pain
m passage was awrui.
"It began to look as though myi
case was beyond the reach of medí-- 1
cine until I used Doan's Kidney
Pilla. The first bor benefited me!
ana lour bores cured all the troubles. I have had no further cause
for complaint."
Bworn to before me,
Thos. H. Walters, Notary PulHo.
Gal Doan's at Aar Slora. 60c Bos

DOAN'S VEST

CO, BUFFALO. N.Y.

FOSTEK-MILBUR-

Cuticura Soap is
Easy Shaving for
Sensitive
Skins
New
Codeara Hatho4
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To Preserve
and keep all
household linen
spotlessly white
and in perfect
condition use

I
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Red Cross

ill-- 1

Bag Blue
in the laundry
every week.
T
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take its place and nothing else
i just as good.
All grocers, 5c
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Attention

Gatoa onr aiaUla Hit for qnotaUoni oa
cuttnn ia4 eaaa, pAannt eaka, aottaa
an6 pMhnuf meal. Wa bars bast prloas. Wa
aandla tna Tolnms. Both ant and paaalta,
ready for shipment. Write todar.
ranoiaeo, Oil; Ft
BaUBY Bttj8.0O.,8aa
WorU.Tu.i Seattle, Wua

if,

t

Absolutely Free. Interesting A valuable Information worth dollars to auto owners. Moto-Vivo- .,
i) French Bldg.. San Antonio, Tex.

Values of Precious Stones.
Emeralds ranked with rubles and
sapphires as the most costly gems of
the ancient world. Then diamonds wero
worn tn a rough state. The art of cutting the precious white stone was not
discovered until the fifteenth century,
when the flashing brilliance of the diamond was brought to tight. Emeralds
are still fashionable. They are rare,
and good ones are becoming rarer.
Carat for carat they are as valuable as
diamonds.
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For many yean druggists have watched
with Liuch interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roothe treat kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It is a physician's preset iption.
Swamp-Roo- t
is a stren.vhening medicine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
and start
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
treatment at once."
.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer 4 Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
t,

Britain Had 8,654,467 Men In War.
The British empire put 8,054,407
men In the war, according to figures
Of
announced by the war cabinet.
these, England recruited 4,000,158.
Other white enlistments In the dominions and colonies brought the total
rlilto enlistment nn to 7.130.280. En
listments of races other than white,
Including 1,250,000 from India, were

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Schools That Escape the Eye in
Crow's Nest Readily Seen
From Plane.

USE

ill CATCHES IS SHOWN

Fright Made by Navy Craft Bares
Worth as Locator and Time
Saver Act as Guide to
Steamers.
New York. A new use for
Schools of
planes had been found.
fish for which the fishing fleets along
the coast may search vainly for days
can be detected from a seaplane, according to a report by W. W. Welsh
of the bureau of fisheries.
The report of Mr. WelHh followed a
trip he made In a naval seaplane from
the Cape May naval air station. The
flight was made at from 500 to 1,000
feet and at a speed of. 70 miles an
hour.
At the time of the flight no
schooling fish were breaking water on
the surface, and none could be seen
from the crow's nest of a vessel or
from fishing piers.
"The plane ascended rapidly to
about 800 feet, and most of the trip
was made at that altitude," Mr. Welsh
reported. "Few schools of fish were
seen at first, but 'as my eye grew accustomed to the conditions many small
schools of menhaden were observed,
all moving at some depth, and none
of them breaking water. Some schools
were so near the surface that they
appeared as a reddish brown granular mass, ameboid in character and
changing form constantly.
Large Schools Observed.
"Deeper schools had the appearance
of large masses of sunken gulfweed,
and others were so deep that they
could be distinguished chiefly by the
shadow they caused on the suspended
particles in the water. From a comparison with other objects seen at
known depths it Is estimated that the
depth of the schools varied from
about two feet to ten feet, or possibly more.
"One school of sliver fish was obThose were
served breaking water.
possibly weakflsh, certainly not menhaden, as they lacked the characteristic color of the latter. A school of
porpoises was clearly seen and could
be followed under water.
The most evident opportunity for
the practical use of aircraft In the
commercial fisheries at the present
time lies In their employment as scouts
for the purse-sein- e
fishermen, in the
pursuit of such species as menhaden,
mackerel, blueflsh, bluebacks, kyacks
and other schooling fish. In the case
of the spring mackerel fishery It Is
believed that the use of aircraft would
save much time in locating the fish
upon their first appearance and In enabling the fishermen to keep in touch
with the fish as they appeared farther
north. The chief service rendered
would be notification of fishermen of
the general vicinity of the schools and
It would require actual trial and practice to determine how much could be
done In directing the fishing vessels to
particular schools by means of radiotelephone or other methods of signaling.
Most Promising Field.
"It would appear that the menhaden fishery offers the most promising
field for experiment In this direction.
In the case of a region like the mouth
of Chesapeake bay, where there are
large menhaden Interests, and where
there Is a naval air station conveniently located, the conditions would seem
to be excellent for the development
of tactics In the use of aircraft to assist fishing operations.
The benefit
to the fishing fleet would be In time
and fuel saved In the searching for
fish and In the concentration of effort on large schools Instead of wast
air-
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BREAKS YOUR COLD IN
JUST A FEW HOURS
"FIDDLE-FIT-

I

ing time on small, scattered bunches
of fish.
"It Is quite possible also that
schools of large fish might be distinguished from those of smaller, leaner
fish, although this would require experience in observation. Another field
for experiment would lie in the guidance of fishing steamers to large
schools not visible from the crosstrees.
but plainly visible from aircraft, and
communication by means, of wireless
telephone, harking buoys or other devices would enable the boats to set
the seine around the fish Invisible to
them. Such
would be of
great advantage to the naval air service as well as to the fishing Interests,
as It would provide for the naval aviators excellent practice in scouting,
station finding and communication."

"Pape'a Cold Compound" Instantly
lieves stuffiness and
distress

l

Quit blowing
A dose of "Pape's Cold
Compound" taken every two hours until three doses : i e taken usually breaks
up a severe cold and ends all grippe
misery.
The very first dose opens your
clogged-unostrils and the air passages of the head ; stops nose running ;
relieves the headache, dullness,
sneezing, soreness and stiffness.
"Pape's Cold Compound" Is the
quickest, surest relief known and costs
only a few cents at drug stores. It
acts without assistance, tastes nice
contains no quinine Insist upon
Pape's! Adv.
Don't stay
and snuffling!

V

v

J

new

method

of

preparing vaccines, which may
result In complete mastery of
deIs
diseases,
infectious
scribed in the London Lancet
by the discoverers, Cnpt. David
Thomson find Capt. David Lees,
doctors who served In the British array service. They say they
can detoxlcate a vaccine, which
means that the poison In It can
be removed.
"Using the new method I have
been able to Inject without toxic
symptoms doses of vaccine ten
to one hundred times greater
than was ever dared before, with

Get Gold Bullion
from Sunken Vessel
for the divers. On June

the
During
Torpedoed
Laurentic.
trieving of the treasure began.
Gold Brought Up.
War, Carried $35,000,000
The. first bucket sent up contained
in Ingots.
only copper pennies and a few silver
DIVERS

Ship Conducts O per
Shore of.. Ireland
Precious Metal Brought Up
in Buckets.
Salvage

British

atlons

Off

Ireland.

Portsalon,

Salvaging

$35,- -

000,000 worth Of gold Ingots and bul
Hon the White Star steamship Lau

rentlc is reported to have carried when
she was sunk the night of January 25,
1917, off Fanad Light, one of the
northernmost headlands of Ireland at
the entrance to Lough Swllly, Is be
ing conducted by the salvage ship
Kacer.
The princely cargo, lay at a depth
The gold and bullion
of 22 fathoms.
were contained In the strong chamber
amidships, rendered almost lmpreg'
nnble by its thick steel walls and heav
ily bolted doors. At first portions of
the Laurentlc'8 decks were blasted
away and a passage was made clear

TRIP OF ARMY TRUCKS ENDED

20,

re-

v

i

f

.....

,

ft

V

$5,-00- 0,

one-thir-

v

1,524,187.

Some of the mountains on the moon
are estimated to be 30,000 feet high.

Children'oCougho

Mayor Rolph of San Francisco and Col. Charles B. McClure, commander
of the fleet of 72 army trucks which made the 3,000-mll- e
trip from Washington
to the Pacific coast In 62 days. They are Inspecting the stone put up to mark
the end oí the trull.

'

t

tip-to- p

self-respe-

,

A Saver to pocket

voy.
When first built the Racer was a
square rigger man.o'-wa- r
one of the
"Wooden Walls of England," as the
ships of the British navy at that time
were known a century ago.

I
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.
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Tor $zu,
So Court Raised Fine

Herbert F. L. Funk,
sportsman of Flushing, N. Y.,
was caught speeding by a motorcycle officer on the Merrick road
and haled before a Justice of the

peace.
"I will fine you ten dollars,"
the rural Justice said.
"Mr. Funk went down In his
pockets and extracted a large
roll. He peeled off the smallest
bill.
"Can you chnnge a twenty?"
he asked.
"No, but I can change the
fine," the Judge replied. "You
are fined $20."
Mr. Funk paid the fine.
.

may be checked and more serious conditions
oí the throat often will be avoided by
promptly giving the child a does of safe

$

.

I

I f

Cascareis Immediately cleanse the
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and foul gases, take the excess
To Acquire Greatness.
bile
from the liver and carry out all
The best guarantee to greatness Is
constipated waste matter and poian Intense Interest In a great program. the
sons In the bowels.
Then It Is that the fellow becomes so
A Cascaret tonight will have you
full of the Job that he hasn't time to
feeling clear, rosy and as fit as a fiddle
not.
great
or
whether
think about
he's
by morning. They work while yoa
He sees the thing to be done and
sleep. Adv.
so full of how to do It that he
rises without knowing that he's becomOnly Real Riches.
ing great In the eyes of the world. So
There Is no wealth but life; life, Inthe best thing Is to be filled with your cluding all Its powers of love, Joy and
lob and work It until It gets the fruits. of admiration.
That country Is the
richest which nourishes, the greatest
number of noble and happy humun beings; that man Is richest who, having
perfected the functions of his own Ufe
to the utmost, has also the widest
It Isn't age, it's careless living that helpful Influence, both personal and by
butt men "down and out." Keep your means of his possessions, over the
Internal organs in good condition and lives of others. Ruskln.
you will always be physically fit
The kidneys are the most overworked organs in the human body.
Important to Mothers
When they break down under tbs
Examine
carefully every bottle ot
acstrain and the deadly uric acid
CASTORIA, that famous old remery
outl
look
crystallizes
and
cumulates
These sharp crystals tear and scratch tor infants and children, and see that It
Ttpnrn thA
causing
tbt delicate urinary channels
excruciating pain and set up irritaSignature
depremature
may
cause
tions which
titration and often do turn into In Use for Over 30 Years.
5 tadly
Bright's Disease.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
h
One of the first warnings of
kidney action is pain or stiffness
in the small of the back, loss of appeRUSSIANS HIT BY FAMINES
tite, indigestion or rheumatism.
Do not wait until the danger is upon
you. At the first indication of trouble Shortages of Food Date From 1600,
so after the cause at once. Get a trial
8,000,000 Persons Reduced to Starbox of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
vation In Famine of 1911.
Capsules, imported direct from Jhe
laboratories in Holland. Thjy will rivs
any
for
almost immediate relief. If
Next to the proletariat of India and
cause they should not, your money will
China, the Russian peasant feels the
be refunded. But be sure to get GOLD
MEDAL. None other is genuine. In pinch of poverty and hunger more
sesled boxes, three sizes. Adv.
keenly and more frequently than any
other, says the National Geographic
Uncomplimentary.
society. One of the earliest Russian
At one of the famous Lambs' Club
famines on record was that of 1600,
gambols, a young and aspiring actor
with a death toll of 500,000 peasants.
appeared on the program In an Imita'
Cots, dogs and rats were eaten, and
tion of Nat Goodwin.
strong overcame the weakl
Goodwin himself was present at the even the
was sold In the markets,
flesh
Human
performnnce.
After the gambol was
Russian
Three
famines of recení
over the young actor, much to his de
among
were
date
the most severe In
light, succeeded In getting himself Tn
history In 1891, 1006 and 1911. Dufc
troduced to Nat
"Were you present at the perform Ing the ten years following the first
ance tonight, Mr. Goodwin?" he asked. of these, the government alloted
"Yes," was the answer. "I was nearly $125,000,000 for relief, but th
sums were not always Judiciously exthere."
"And did you see my Imitation, of pended. In 1906 the government gave
you, Mr. Goodwin?" continued the 40 pounds of flour a month to all persons under eighteen years old and ovet
young man.
fifty-ninThose between these ages
"Yes, I saw It," came the reply.
no
received
allowance, and the older
persisted
"And,"
the aspiring youth,
"may I ask you to give me your ver- and younger sharded their plttancé
dict on the excellence and fidelity of with the others.
The famine of 1911 extended over
my art as disclosed In the Impersonad
the area oí Europe and aftion of yourself?"
"Well," said Mr. Goodwin, "one of fected 30,000,000 persons, while
ns Is rotten." Everybody's Magazine. 000,000 were reduced io starvation.'
Weeds, the bark of trees, and bitter
bread made of acorns, constituted
Distinction.
the chief diet.
-- j
"Did you go up Mount Washington?"
"Oh, yes; we stayed overnight at
"
'"l
YesI
the summit."
Is the proper length of
"What
"I suppose you lived high?"
girl's dress?"
"Yes, we had a
supper."
"A little over two feet." Cartoons
Magazine.
Far Worse.
"There Is witchery In moonlight."
Havana has one of the finest boule"And even more diabolical Influences vard systems In the world, Including?
In moonshine."
nearly 200 miles of paved streets.

coins. Then for several days, bucket
after bucket containing three or more
gold bars, each worth more than
were hoisted to the surface and
dumped on the deck of the Racer. The
first of these bars brought lusty cheers
from the crew of the salvage ship, but
tossing fortunes about soon came to
be merely another form of manual labor to these sallormen.
Most of the gold bars were 9 inches
long, 2 Inches thick and 4 Inches wide
and weighed about 28 pounds. For
days not one was found, as many of
them were hurled clear of the wreck
by the blasting necessary to make the
strong chamber accessible.
Several
feet of sand have now been washed
over these scattered bars beneath
masses of twisted steel and It frequently requires hours of patient labor to pry them loose. The record
day's haul so far had been 47 bars-w- orth
Man who said things would never
Umbrellas
and
approximately $350,000. Thus
lost are seldom regained.
far several million dollars' worth of be the same after the war was right.
treasure has been salvaged.
Divert Work In 8hlfts.
The Racer carries eight divers.
Their "tricks" are so arranged that
one diver Is at work throughout the
day. Each works half an hour and
then must spend 80 minutes In coming
to the surface as otherwise the sudden relief from the tremendous deep-watpressure might cause partial or
complete paralysis. They are brought
up In
"hauls," with ten- minute "rest" Intervals.
When the day's work Is over, the
day's "catch" If considerable, is dispatched to London with an armed con
er

w

headache.

slug-cis-

(apt. Jane Horveux, the famous
French aviatrix, the first woman 'ever
to receive a license as pilot, has arrived In New York to teach aviation
to American women. Captain Horveux,
who has been a pilot since 1909, was
Hat Gem of a Smile.
stationed during the war at Villa
Cleveland. Police are looking for a Coublay and following the armistice
woman with a gem of a smile. She Is was assigned as a mail carrier between
wanted for pocket picking. She wears Paris and Brussels. Photo shows her
a diamond In her teeth.
with "Toto," her flying mascot.

BY

delicate brain tissue it causes congestion and that dull, throbbing, sickening

tU!LrZ&fifiti

JT

Doctor Thomson.
Doctor Thomson believes a
few doses of a compound detox-Icate- d
vaccine given In October
and again In January will afford
considerable protection
from Influenza.

RETRIEVED

Sick headache, biliousness, coated
tongue, sour, gassy stomach always
trace this to torpid liver; delayed,
fermenting food in the bowels.
Poisonous matter clogged in the intestines, instead of being cast out of
into the
the system is
blood. When this poison reaches the

PHYSICALLY FIT
AT ANY AGE

the result that a greater degree
of Immunity is developed," says

IS

"

Keep Liver and Bowels
Clean and Active
with "Cascareis"

!

fever-lshnes- s,

New, Vaccine Method
Used to Check the Flu
A

stuffed-u- p

p

'I

London.

re-

t

book and health, and
a,delight to the palate.
Do as your neighbor is
doing and cut the high
cost of living by

INS'
SfTinT7 TTIN7

ii

Instead of coffee

No Raise In Price
50-CupH-

ns

p

30P100-Cu-

Hns.50

Made by

Postum Cereal Company
Battle Creek,

Cold by Grocers

and

Mich.

General Stores

when

banking
Good reasons why you should do your

The
R

business with

The

0Y

ROY TRUST

and

TRADING
Company--

SAVINGS BANK
t

First

Because it is the largest, strongest and best
bank in Mora County.

.Second

Because it is progressive,
respect and aggressive.

,

A Progressive Institution

in every

Because it is managed by men ripe in banking
experience, who have stood the test and always

Third

"made good".
Because your business, be it large or small, is
appreciated and always held in strict confidence.

Fourth
Fifth

Because through its connections it is in position to
handle your business whether large or small.

Sixth

Because its condition is healthy and if you be a
a depositor your money is always ready and
cheerfully paid over to you.

WE BELIEVE
In simple, clearly defined
methods of doing business.
e
In the
system
In handling merchandise of
proved merit
In Truth in our advertising
In Truth in telling about our
merchandise
In paying the highest market
price for all farm products
In Farmers Associations and
their
with
home merchants
In fair consideration of our
customers point of view,
In the "Trade at Home,, policy
and the responsibility of the
merchant in showing its advantages over ordering goods
by mail.
In Boosting our mesa at all times
One-Pric-

Dentist

H. S. MURDOCH

D.D.S.
of Springer, will be in

; Roy, October
'

20 to 26

Call early and let us examine
your teeth.
NO CHARGE FOR CON

OFFICE AT
Kitchel Hotel

SULTATION

co-operati- on

and in promoting the
spirit amongst its citizens
"get-to-gethe-r"

In safe business
In "volume" of sales and eci
respondingly low prices
In a courteous, efficient sales fore j
In showing our appreciation
your patronage by increased

of

Dandy Heavy Horse Team, 6 and 8
years old, good condition also nice
team at a bargain and on
any terms to suit purchaser.
High
LONEY DE WEESE,

LOOK

40 head of Kansas-Bre- d
heifers for
Grade Short-HorReds,
most of
sale. Roans and
them bred to registered Short-Hor- n
See them at my
bull.
farm 4 miles north of Solano.
J. H. White, Roy. N. M. ' R 1

Mosquero,

n,

FOR SALE Six good young cows
all with calves at side, price $80.00
d
milk
around. Also two
cows, 5 month calves with each. Milk
cows are exceptionally good, well
broke, never had calves to suck, price
$150.00 each. See or write
three-year-ol-

N. M.

Statement That Counts.
Do not let the man who says, "This
Is the year when I am going to show
you how to farm it." think thnt he will
have nil clear smiling. He will meet
wildcats and hesrs nt every turn, and
he may consUIPr himself lucky If
off with a whole hide. The big
thing Js to stand on the far end of th
field when the harvest is gHthered in
and be able to say, "I did what I said
I would !" Exchange.

he-get-s

PAUL KINGSBURY,
Mosquero, N. M.

If you have wheat for sale see
John H. Moore & Co. Roy, N.M.

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
in Rooms
Cold
Water
and
Hot
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
IDipot. in the
Main Business District

Tourists and

Baum Bros

P. &

0. Farm

Implements
beds,
tanks

stock

Wind mills, Well casing
pumps and cylinders, Gas
Try the new
Kodak Finishing: I am now pre pipe,

Cleaning and
reasonable prices.

at

Pressing
Elkins

FOR SALE
mules and one
.
mare, also a mower and rake
E. F. Ivey
3 good work

New Cafe
Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor
Clean Rooms for rent
We solict your patronage

right place.

pared to do all kinds, mail them
to L. E. Deubler

Does your suit need to be
cleaned and pressed? If so see
Elkin3

Farm Wagons &

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find this the

Photos
For farm views see- L. E. Deubler

Samson
Windmills

LODGE DIRECTORY

A.F,

& A.M.

ACACIA LODGE no. 53
Meets 24 and 4th Satur

days of month
F. S. Brown, W.'M.

Irvin Ogden, secy.
All Masons welcome.

Roller bearings,
SELF OILING

i.:o.

Auto and tractor oils

o.f.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday I

Roy, N.M.

A big block of
WANTED:
plow
disc,
to
or drill by the
land
e
day.
Good
Evening
acre or
two
teams.
put
Visiting
on
team, can
always welBrothers
you
have wheat for sale see
If
you
and
want
Write what
John H. Moore & Co. Roy, N.M. come.
iwacresvou will tay to D. P.
E. J, Floersheim, N. G.
m Yk
rtl.
Upton, Dawson, N. M.
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'yon
snares; iuu acres
A" rtent
good
in.
land
of
wheat
fine condi
tion and ready to be prepared
- Rebekah
Degree
and sown now. W, II. Guthman
Roy, N, M.
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
Cleaning and Pressing
Mora, New Mexico
I. O. O. F. Hall
Suits. Dreeses, Skirts, all kinds
Myra
Mrs.
O Derees. N. G
Complete Index to All Lands of clothing for women
and men Mrs.
V.
Grace
Ogden,
Secy.
and Town Property in Mora cleaned, pressed and repaired
'
County.
.
5rra;'E.SII,N,ítránj(VIloy;
four-hors-

Roy Trading Company
"A pleasant place to trade"

J

v

-

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

,

r

.

zói

THE

THE
Spanish-America-

Registered

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

dqust V,

191S

IRVIN OGDEN.vSR.

Suburiptioi $1.50 Par Yur
Entsred as second-clas- a
matter
poetoffice in Roy, New Mexico

at the

A. A. Wynne

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S.
Commissioner, at Mosquero, N. M., Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Umce at (Jlayton, New Mexico,
on the 12th day of November, 1919.
September 24, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby riven that Abran
W. A. Rockwell, Yadie Mc Gaha,
Koe Keiser, Miss Helen Keiser all, Casados, of Gallegos, New Mexico,
who, on October 10, 1916, made Homeof Gallegos, N. M.
stead Entry, No. 021145, for SEVi
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. NWÍ1, Sft NEV4, and NEÍ4 SEy4,
Section 29, Township 17 N., Range
31 East, New Mexico Meridian, ha3
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tiled notice of intention to make final
three-yeProof, to establish claim
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land to the land above described, before
, Register and Receiver,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
at Clayton,
September 24, 1919.
New Mexico, on the 15th day of No
Notice is hereby given that Andres vember, 1919.
Pacheco y Gonzales, of Mosquero, New
Claimantnames as witnesses:
Mexico, who, on August 21, 1916, made
Cleopatwa Travis, Tomas L. Travis,
Homestead Entry,- No. 022809, for Marcelino Padilla and Felipe Padilla
NEVi; WH SEVi (or lots all, of Gallegos,New Mexico.
the W
Section 25, Township 18
I'Al VALVrJKUU,
N., Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Register.
has filed notice of intention to make
Three year final Proof, to establish
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commission- Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
er, at his office at Roy New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
on the 15th day of November, 1919.
September 24, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby iven that Sidney
Isidro Montoya, Ysac Pacheco, Si- C. Reed, of Roy, Mora County,
New
mona Gonzales, Santiago Martinez, all Mexico, who, on April 22, 1915, made
ef Mosquero, New Mexico.
Homestead Entry, No. 019891, for Ny2
PAZ VALVERDE,
NEVi, and NV4 NWÍ4, Section 35,
Register. Township
20 N., Range 28 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
ar

Homestead Matters attended to,
Filings
Publications,
Final
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of Piano

NOTICE OF CONTEST
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
Oct. 1, 1919
Contest No. 6562
To William O. Conner, of Tucumcari,
N.M. Ccntestee:
You
are hereby notified that Jose Abran
Vargas, who gives Roy, New Mexico
as hia post-off- ic
address.did on Sept 11
1919, file in this office his duly corroborated application to contest and secure
the cancellation of your II. E. Serial
No. 022015 made March 8, 1919, for
J,

,

SWJ-NE-

& SEJ

J:

NM PM.
Sec. 34, T. 19N, R. 25E,
and as grounds for his contest alleges
that said William O. Conner bas wholly abandoned hia said homestead enmore
try for
than sis months

last past and that said abandonment
and absence was not due to the entry- toan,s employment in any Military
service or Naval or Marine Service of
the United States.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed by you, and your said entry will be
cancelled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
letter.
You should state in your answer the
name of the postoffice to which you
desire future notices to be sent to j'du.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
,

Date of first publication, Oct, 18,
- - - 25
second
- third
- Nov 1
- fourth
- 8
- -

1019

-

--

ThursOct30, 19
Horses, stallions, hogs, chickens,
4 lots
incubators, brooders,
abutting on R. R. track and facing main st. SEE BILLS and
list in paper later,

J. M. George,
Owner
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
September, 18, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that William
w riL-r.t Piw Mnrn Co.. N. M.. who
on August 11, 1916, made H. L. No.
UZZb&l, lor smj oec. i, iwp.
Rng. 25E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice .of intention to make Final Three
the
Year Proof to establish claim to Fos-ter,
land above described before F. II.
U. S. Commissioner at his office
at Roy, N. M., on the 13th day of November, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. M. Davenport, A. Patricks, G. G.

J. Bakr,

fyM.
,

Register.

Farm Sales a specialty

Col. F.O. White
Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
September, 18, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Loui3
Gonzales, of Albert, New Mexico, who.
on September 5, 1916, made Homestead Entry, No. 022979, for the Wtt

of Roy New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

n

New-Mexico-

31E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster
U. S. Commissioner at his office at
Roy, N. M., on the 14th day of No vember, 1919.
vember, 1919.
Claimant names as
C. H. Pryor, O. J.
Claimant names as witnesses:
E. C. Gale, J. H. Angel, F. Weir and Bell, John B. Davis,
Cole Weir, all of David. N. M.
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office

at

Clayton, New Mexico,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
September, 18, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Martha
L. Malone, of Rosebud, Union Co., N.
M., who on April 5th, 1916,. made H.
E. No. 021989, for SWU; Sec. 13, and
NW; Sec. 24, Twp. 17N., Rng. 31E
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
of November, 1919.
Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N.
Claimant names as witnesses:
M., on the 14th day of November, 1919
Canuto Gonzales, of Bueyeros, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. O. Hoskins, of Roy, N. M., John
C. H. Pryor, O. J. Kershner, J. A.
Gallager, Roy, N. M., David C. Ballard, Bell, John B. Davis, all of Rosebud,
Roy, N. M.
-

New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
September 24, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Mrs.
Nellie Morton, widow and heir of
Oscar Morton, deceased, of Rosebud,
Union County. New Mexico, who, on
August 14, 1916, made Homestead En-trNo. 022230 and who on April
13, 1918, an addl. No. uz4av, lor
NEVi: Section 7. NWU: Section 8,
Township 17 N., Range 31 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has hied notice or intention to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
September 24, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Mary C.
Leach, of Roy, New Mexico, who on
July 15, 1914, made Homestead Entry serial No. 018122, for SWV4 NW
: WVs
SWy; SE SYVÍ4, Section
35, Township 20 N., Kange 25 E
N. M. P. Meridian, has med notice
of intention to make Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the laad
above described, before F. H. Foster,
at Roy, New
U. S. Commissioner,
Mexico, on the 19th day of Novem

ber, 1919.
Claimant names as witnessr:
Roy,
Henry Farr, G. G. Leich, James
Commissioner, at his office at
New Mexico, on the l&th day ot No Sansbury, Frank Aldeis, all of Roy,
New Mexico.
vember, 1919.
PAZ VALVERDE.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
Georere Anele. Ross Gale, Frank
Weir, Frank St. Petter, all of Rosebud, New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
FAZ V AL.V L.H.UZ.,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
September 24, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Yadie E.
Mc Gaha, formerly Yadie E. Anderson,
of Gallegos, N. M., who, on March
3, 1916, made Homestead Application,
No. 021776, for S , Section 14, Township 17 N., Range 31 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S.

FOR PUBLICATION

Fairview Pharmacy

1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
i. M Kirhv. W. O. Kirby. C. E
Kidd, C. W. Farley, all of Roy, New

M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals
Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,

mexico,

Commissioner, at Mosquero, N. M., on
the 12th day of November, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Job B.Anderson, W.A. Rockwell, Joe
Keiser, Miss Helen Keiser, all of Gallegos, New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

e
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PAZ VALVERDE.

Register.

Seven Days King.
.

o
The "seven days king" was
(Thomas Anlella), born in
1622. He headed a revolt against the
Duke of Arcos,, at Naples, July 7,
1647, forced him to abolish the tay
on provisions, and for seven days was
master of Naples. He was most arrogant and bloodthirsty and wns assassinated July 16,
Mas-aniell-

M()(m

"

Populariy, the moon Is called ne
when, after passing the sun, slie first
becomes visible ns a thin crescent.
Some persons say the I'glit of the
moon Is from this time unil' the tuooa
is full. Others suy that the light ot
the moon Is during the few days when
the moon appears to be full. The dark
of the moon Is also thought by tvne
to extend from the full moon until no
moon Is visible. Popularly, however,
the moon Is dark during the few days
of Invisibility when near conjunction
with the sun.

All Popular Drinks and Ices

Col. George E. Cochrane,
KODAKS

nnt

AND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

AUCTIONEER

SUPPLIES

Experienced
Farm Sales a specialty,
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent Cleric furnished if desired
ReasonaMe terms. Am a notary and can take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplied

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
.
OKEH RECORDS

News

pillar

Hawaiian Flowers.
known that upon many of the
itmmitR of tlio hleh mountain ridges
of the Hawaiian Islands, In the regions
infnll. nre oren bogs which
support a peculiar and interesting
flnrn. Mnnv snecies forra mor or less
tussocks which rise
hemispherical
nhovft Hie cenerul level of the bog. A
showy lobelia with numerous large
flowers ns much ns
three mid u half inches long, peculiar
violets auil a suoilew nre iouuu uivw.

new

ber, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Geore-Goodvear. Frank James,
w,..,
. numy, mico. ....
i
r

The Rcy Drua Store

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
umce at uiayton, new iucawv,
HanfpmW 15. 1919.
kapahv
that Juan
xri!.a
Jose Trujillo, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on August zam, ívio,
made Homestead Entry; No. 020298,
a. a.,
for Lots 4, 5, 6, Sec. , I. z
v
hu. swvi. Sac. 81. Township
21 N, Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice oí intention to make
Final Three Year, Proof, to establish
described, be- .i.:. n tv,. lanH shove
fore F. H. Foster. y. . wmmissiuii,
at his ornee at Koy, ew iuexio, on
the 10th day of NevemDer,
nampe as witnesses:
Vinn...
k ,ii
Mnntnva. Icrnacio Maestas,
Jose Ma, Maestas, Bernardo Trujillo,
all eif Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Clayton,

5K,

tention to make Final Three Year
Prnnf. to establish claim to the land
hnv described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his ornee at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 11th day ot

PAZ VALvEKUfi,
Register,

at

Leach, of Gladstone, New Mexico, who,
on October 31st, 1914, made Amend
ed Homestead Application, No. Olsódl,
Sec, 14,
for Sft SWVi, Sft
NEVi, Section 23,
hi ft NWtt. N
Township 25 N, Range 28 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, Has tiled notice oi intention to make Final Five Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before John N. Karn, U.
S. Commissioner, at ues Moines, ín.
Mexico, on the 15th day ot Novem

M. D. Gibbs

VALVERDE,
Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

August 30th, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Vester

Proprietor of

witnesses:
Kushner, J. A.
all of Rosebud,

September, 18, 1919.
Notice is hereby given thai James
C. Hoskins, of Roy, Mora Co., N. M.,
who on September 6, 1916, made H. E.
No. 023004 for SEVi Sec. 14, Twp. 20
N., Rng. 29E., N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to ' make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before F.
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M., on the 11th day

Ulnce

er

d

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
September, 18, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that James
,
L. Malone, of Rosebud, Union Co.,
who on March 3, 1916, made
H. E. No. 021779, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
and Sft NEVi.Sft NW
Sec. 3, Twp.
17N, Rng. 31E., N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at his office,
at Roy, N. M., on the 13th day of No-

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

FOR PUBLICATION

Sfintemher 15. 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Edwin
F. Ivey, of Roy, Mora Co., New
2. 1916. made
Ad'dl. Homestead Entry, No. 023217,
for Eft SWVi, Lots 13, 14, Section t,
Township 20 N., Range Z7 h., N. Jfl.
P TWpridifln. has filed notice of in

cream-colore-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Register.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

I

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
also made at Spanish-Americaoffice.

NOTICE

It

necessities furnished ' if 'desired.

e

Claimant names as witnesses:
ZAcarias Ebell. Julian Sandoval,
Seferino Lopez, Ricardo Archuleta, all

November,

i

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Gonzales, of Albert, New Department of
the Interior, U. S. Land
Mexico, Celso Martinez, of Albert,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
New Mexico, Andreas Ornelas, of
September, 18, 1919.
Roy, New Mexico, Doroteo M. MarNotice is hereby criven that Geore-tinez, of Roy, New Mexico.
W. Angel, of David, Union Co., N. M.,
PAZ VALVERDE,
who on April 17, 1916, and add'l June
Register. 23,
1919, made H. E. No. 021939, and
ISO. uziitiSli, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 6
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
and NWy Sec. 5. Two. 17N.. Rnir.

November, 1919.

NOTICE

othe--

Real Estate

Section 9, Town28E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Three Year Final Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on the 10th day of November, 1919.

W,

and

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale

Notary work and

Eft NW;
NE;
ship 21 N., Range

12th,-1916-

"

AUCTIONEER!

FOR PUBLICATION

sw,

- -

At my residence on main st in
Roy

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
September, 18, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Felipe
Padia, of Gallegos, New Mexico, who,
on September 9, 1916, made Homestead entry, No. 023038, for the SE4
NW; NV4 SWV; SE SWV4, Secto make Final Three Year Proof, iO tion 26, Township 17 N., Range 30
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
establish claim to the land above de E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. 3. of intention to make Three year final
Land
S.
U.
Department of the Interior,
Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, Proof, to establish claim to the land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
New Mexico, on the 17th day of No- above described, before W. II. Willcox,
September 15, 1919.
vember, 1919.
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Notice, is hereby given that Segundo
Roy, New Mexico, on the 3rd day of
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. R. Bradley, of Solano, New Mex November, 1919.
L. Vigil, of Mosquero, New Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
who, on April 20, 1916, made Home- ico, Clarence Driskill, of Solano, New
Demetro Cordova, Zacarillas Cordostead Entry, No. 022065, for the NE4, Mexico, Ralph Hazen, of solano, New
New va, Trinidad Sanchez, Catulino TruSection 17, Township 17 N., Range 29 Mexico, T. J. Heimann, of Roy,
Mexico.
jillo, all of Gallegos, New Mexico.
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
of intention to make Final Three Year
Register.
Register.
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before W. H. Willcox,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 10th day of
Department of the Interior,-U- . S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land.
November, 1919.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Umce at Ulayton, New Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
September 24, 1919.
September 24, 1919.
CorFrancisco L. Vigil, Bernardino
Nolice is hereby given that Simona
Notice is hereby eiven that Cleo- dova, Carlos Montoya, Jose I. Vigil patria Travis, formerly Casados, of Gonzales, of Mosquero, New Mexico,
all of Mosquero, New Mexico.
Gallegos, New Mexico, who, on No- who, on August 21; 1916, made HomePAZ VALVERDE,
vember 1, 1915, made Homestead En stead Entrv, No. 022806, for the Eft
Section 25,
Register. try, No. 021101, for K SUV, sec. au; Eft, (or lots
w
Township 18 N, Range 28 E., N. M.
se'
Sft swy, NEy4
SZft, Section 29, Town- P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenand SE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ship 17 N, Range 31 E., New Mexi- tion to make Three year final Proof,
filed notice of in- to establish claim to the land above
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land co Meridian, has Three-Year
Proof, describe, before W. H. Wilcox, U.
make
to
tention
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
claim to the land above S. Commissioner, at hisoffice at Koy,
establish
to
September 15, 1919.
described, before Reeister and Re New Mexico, on the 12th day of NoNotice is hereby criven that Manuel ceiver, at Clayton, New Mexico, on vember, 1919.
Archuleta, of Rov. Mora Co.. New the 17th day of November, 191.
Claimant names as witnesses:
,
Ysac Pacheco,
Mexico, who, on October,
Isidro Montoya,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Abran Casados. Tomas L. Travis, Andres Pacheco y Gonzales, all of
made Homestead Entry, No. Ud&8,
exico.
for Sft SEVi, Sec. 33, SVi SWVi, Marcelino Padilla and Felipe Padilla, Mosquero, New
Sm. 34. T. 19 N.. Ranare 25 E Wtt N all of Gallegos, New Mexico.
Register.
VAL VALViiKUtt.
NEy NWVi, and NWVi NEVi,
Reeister.
2&
Kange
18
N.,
Township
3,
Section
E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
IT. S. Commissioner,
at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 11th day of

eMxico.

Public Sale

Leach, A.

Were on the Way.
Virginia was greatly Interested in
the setting of duck eggs. She was
visiting her . aunt shortly nfterward
and her aunt asked her If she had any
little ducks yet. "No, Aunt Molile,"
seriously, "but we have got lots oí
them planted."

E,

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

NEJ-SW- J

Supplied.

Billy hnd Just been going to school
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
a short time, but considered himself
September 24, 1919.
wise in the ways of schoolboys. One
Notice ia hereby given that Job B.
Anderson, of Gallegos, N. M., who, day while playing with his younger
on March S, 1916, made Homestead brother lie said, "Jean, when you start
Entry, No. 021777, for
Section to school you want to pick you out a
33, Township 17 N., Range 31 E., N. girl. I've got me one."
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
to establish claim to the land above

n
A

He Was

8PANISH-AMERISA-

A

Stand:DMLY:PAPERs

COMPLETE

LINE

OF

magazines

Jgt Articles.

,

Cigars and Tobacco

Best equipped Drug Store in
any small town in New Mexico

See me and get my terns and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made
n
office.
at the
Spanish-America-

Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
m3
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HEWS TO DATE
III PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OP
WIRE8 ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF MPORTANT EVENTi
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOP.S.
Weitm n Nawirpaper Union News Service.

WESTERN
Two men were
jne member of a
lowing an alleged
eral merchandise
Neb.

Stricken

shot and Injured by
posse of citizens folattempt to rob u genstore at Louisville,

with

paralysis,

Albert

Brooks, aged 72, called the state's attorney to his bedside at Mandan, Is. I).,
nd confessed he had killed his wife in
years ago.
Columbus, Ohio, twenty-five

The trustees of Stanford I'lilversity
added $7.000 to the fund for payment
of faculty salarles, it was announced at
l'alo Alto, Calif. Tuition amounting to
$120 a college year is to be charged
each student at the university.
Facial reconstruction has" been so
successful that there Is not an American soldier wounded In the war with a
repulsive face, according to a report
nade to the convention of the association of military surgeons of the United
States In St. Louis.
Mayor John Q. P.rown of Sacramento has sent Invitations to the mayor in
each of 144 cities In California, Washington, Arizona, Oregon and Nevada to
meet In Sacramento Oct. 30, to "consider means to Institute a boycott
ngainst certain commodities In an effort to reduce the high cost of living."
Three beautiful young women in El
I'aso, Texas, hired a service car driven
by James J. Nahham, held him up after he had taken them a few "Works,
relieved him of $18, Implanted kisses
on his mouth, commanded him to hold
up his hands and look the other way
for three minutes and then made their
escape.
A gift of $20,000 to Dartmouth College from Klchnrd O. Campbell of Denver, Colo., has been announced.
The
money is to be used to establish the
Richard O. Campbell, Jr., fellowship In
Knglish, in memory of Mr. Campbell's
son, a member of the class of
1910, who died of influenza last win-

ter.
Raymond A. Callander, of Sioux
City, a former army flyer, was killed
when his airplane went Into u nose
dive at an altitude of 400 feet and
crushed to the ground. Other aviators
who were on the field watching Callander are of the opinion that he fainted and when his body pitched forward
held the controls In such a position
as to direct the machine to the ground.
V,

ASHINGT0N

Director General Hines of the railroad administration served notice upon
express teamsters, chauffeurs and
freight handlers now striking in and
about New York City that no negotiations would be held with them by the
government until they return to work.
MaJ. Gen Joseph T. Dickman, former
commander of the First Division at
Chateau Thierry, but now ranking officer of the Southern Department, und
MaJ. Gen. John Blddle, commander at
Camp Travis, Texas, have been mentioned in orders tor demotion to the
rank of brigadier general. The orders,
It is stated, are In line with the War
Department's plans of returning to the
regular grades officers who were promoted during the war.
The Senate Military Committee voted unanimously to recommend an additional appropriation of $15,000.000 for
army aircraft construction to carry out
plans of the air service to establish
routes to Panama, Alaska and even to.
Asia.

Formal recommendation that Representative John F. Fitzgerald of Massachusetts, former mayor of Boston, be
ousted from his seat In the House, was
presented by an elections committee,
headed by Representative Goodall of
Maine.
To keep thousands of radicals and
other undesirable aliens out of the
country, the House foreign affairs com-

mittee favorably reported a resolution
extending for one year after the ratification of. peace the wartime passport
restrictions.
A number of persons, including several women clerks were rescued by
firemen from the American Forestry
Association's building In Washington,
One
which was damaged by flames.
v oman was overcome by smolui and

the records of the association were
damaged both by fire and water. The
cause of the blaze has not been (Vteí-mineJulius Barnes, director of the United
States Grain Corporation, has asked
President Wilson to raise the export
and Import embargo on wheat, the
House was Informed by Representative
Young, North Dakota. Mr. Young introduced a bill levying a duty of 25
cents a bushel on wheat Imports.
Fall Of Kolchak and Bolshevist rule
in Siberia In a year were predictions of
veterans of
American doughboys,
northern Asiatic camps, discharged at
Camp Dodge, Iowa, on their return
from Siberia.

IS REJECTED
Louise Mitchell Tells of KidnapSHANTUNG RESERVATION KILLED
IN SENATE WHEN CALLED
FOR VOTE.

THE

two-scor- e

Six of the largest longshoremen's
local unions voted In New York to return to work, John F, Riley, chairman
of the longshoremen's strike committee, announced. These locals, he said,
have a combined membership of 15,000
workers.
Lyman W. Doty, pilot of one of the
mall aeroNew
planes, was burned to death at the
Itolling Road Golf Club, Catonsvllle, a
suburb, when his plane crashed nose
first Into the ground and the gasoline,
tank exploded.
n

E

Wntern Newapaper Union News Service.

Washington, Oct. 17. The long
debated Shantung amendment to the
peace treaty, presented by Senator
lxwlge and approved by the foreign
relations committee, finally was re
jected in the Senate with a majority
of an even score against It. In the
ole of 3.1 to .r5, fourteen Republicans
swung over to the
forces,
while three Democrats lined lip with
those supporting t lie proposal.
Of the six senators absent, two Re
publicans were put on record as in
favor of the amendment and one Re
publican and three Democrats as op-

.

ing and Her Marriage to

Chief's Son.

Relief

New York. Kidnaped by gypsies
when her family lived at Roanoke, Va.,
forced to marry the" "prince" of a
gypsy band and to tell fortunes to nil
comers during four years of wandering
through the south, Louise Mitchell, 18
years old, has been reunited to her
family through a chance meeting with
an elder sister In Newark, N. J.
She Is a younger daughter of Louts
who lives In
Mitchell, coppersmith,
Richmond Hill. L. I.
Her adventure became known.when
her father took her to the district attorney's oflice In Brooklyn to learn

t

posing it
The roll call, which came at the end
of another six and u half hours of

sharp debate,

In

liiUiJIl

1

Entirely Free from
Catarrh of the. Stomach

Gave

"Peruna has positively done for
me Tvkat
doctora (ailed to
I have been time and again
compelled to take to my bed tor
days. The first bottl of Peruna
pave relief and while I always
keep It in the house for emergencies, I consider myself entirely
free from catarrh of the atomaeh,
the trouble from which I differed for io long- before taking
thla remedy."

Bn;

do,

so

Writes

-

Mr. M. VnaBaren, Engineer, O.
H.AL Ky., 17 Highland St., Grand
Ráptela, Mich.

Liquid or Tablet Form
Sold KTerywaera
Ask Your Dealer

FarmerJoMsSyrap isdotter
First, last and

11

the time we maintain the quality! Ita

It's wholesome, economical and delicious.
Nature helps us. The cane ia grown under our supervision from seed
chosen under direction of our own agricultural experts. By an exclusive
process oi manufacture we keep the purity and roodness wmcn come
from the sweet juices oi the sorgnum. we
include sugar syrup with an addition of com
1 syrup to prevent fermentation.
excellence cannot be duplicated.

1
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Sorghum Blend Syrup
S$ni nam for our new FREE Rteipt Book
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RM coala wtthaat Ota atgaatora
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reality swept away

nix amendments instead of one, each
change in the treaty text having been
numbered separately by the committee In Its 'rision to strike out the
word "Jaiuuf and substitute the word
"Ch.na" throughout the sections relating to the provisions of Shantung.
By unanimous consenl, however, the
six changes were debated and voted
on as one.
Only three of the Committee's forty-fivamendments now remain to be
preacted on by the Senate, thirty-siviously having been rejected. Of those
remaining one relates to American
representation on the reparations
rommlKslon ami two to equalization of
voting power lit the league of Nations assembly.
After the vote was completed Senator ldge announced that later he
would move to strike out entirely the
sections awarding the Shantung rights
to Japan. Notlce'also was given by a
ifumher of Republican senators who
opposed the committee amendment
that they would present reservations
dissenting from the Shantung award.
More than twenty senators took
part In the debate, extended speeches
oelng made Tor the amendment by

iT

Senators Johnson of California, Sherman of Illinois and LaFollette of Wisconsin, all Republicans, and against It
by Senators Pbelan of California, a
Democrat, and McCuniber of North
Senator WillDakota, a Republican.
iams, Democrat, Mississippi, injected
into the discussion a bitter denuncia
tion of the attitude of some
and sharp replies were
made by Senators Phelnn and Gerry,
Democrats, Rhode Island.

CAPTUREJPSTADT
RED FORTRESS GIVES WAY IN
HEAVY BOMBARDMENT.
Stockholm, Oct, 17. The fortress of
Kronstadt has capitulated after a bombardment by a British fleet which after the fort had surrendered, entered
the harbor, according to advices received here. Kronstadt Is a fortress
and seaport at the head of the Gulf of
Finland, twenty miles west of Petro-graThe port which was the chief
station of the Russian navy has been
In the hands of the Bolshevik! since
the soviet regime look power In December, 1!17.
Daylight Saving Law.
New York. New York City has
adopted permanently a daylight savings law of its own to replace the national law recently killed by Congress.
By unanimous vote the board of aldermen provided for a change of time the
first of April and the last of September each year.

Hat

Hundreds Dying in Mexico.
An epidemic, feared to
Washington.
be yellow fever, but probably virulent
malaria, has broken out In the district
of Huasteca in the southeasterly part
of the state of San Luis Potosí, Mexico, according to a dispatch to the
State Departmen'. Inhabitants were
reported to be dying by hundreds.

I

I

.

Detective Shot in Riot.

Cincinnati. Former Chief of Detectives William I Nlmmo of Cincinnati
was shot in the left arm and right leg,
and at least three others were wounded
during a fierce battle between striking
employés of the Andrews Steel Company, Newport, Ky., and strikebreakers and guards who were leaving the
plant at the close of work. Rifles,
shotguns and pistols were used and
more than 100 shots were exchanged.
Strikers, It is said, had been assembled
long the Licking pike

J'7'

V
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Married

In

Accordance

With

how

they could obtain redress.
To
Peter. A. McCabe, assistant district attorney, he outlined her experience as
he had learned it from her.
Mr. Mitchell in 1915 lived at Roanoke, Va., with his wife, two daughters
and son, when .Louise disappeared.
The family was frantic, but never
gave up hope. Last week the elder
daughter, visiting in Newark, spied
her young sister on the street. She
pmbraced her and took her home to
Richmond Hill.
Louise explained that she had been
captured by a gypsy band headed by
a man who called himself "Gregory
John." Gregory fancied her as a Wife
for his son Joe, and In a few months
they were married in accordance with
Two
some weird gypsy ceremony.
years ago, the girl related, she bore
the son a child, whom the gypsies still
possess.
From the time of her kidnaping the
hand roved all over the South In a
couple of automobiles, "the girl related,
stopping here and there to gather In
the shekels. They .made her pose as
a "nueen." sl'e said, and forced her
to tell fortunes wherever they stopped.
The band drifted north this summer,
und was In the outskirts of Newark
when she met her sister. The girl
led her family to where It had been,
hut It was found that the gypsies took
to their heels and fled when they discovered that their "nueen" had found
her folks.
Mr. MrCabe referred the Mltclu-- I
family to the federal authorities In
New Jersey.

Victim's Coat Small,
Highwaymen Take Shirt
McKenna.

Alexander

reported to
police that after three armed
men had robbed him of $35 on
27 Glenwood avenue,

Glenwood avenue, they forced
him to take off a silk shirt and
necktie, and only permitted him
to retain his coat after they all
had tried It on and found it to
tie too small.

MAN'S EYESIGHT IS RESTORED
Eyelids

Are Grafted on by Taking
Flesh From Patent's
Leg.

Forty-seveP.nngor.
years
Me
without closing his eyes, then a period
of total blindness, followed by com
plete restoration of iihr.
This Is the experience of John Ran
dolph Watson of the town of Srand- Ish. Mr. Watson was a photographer
In Tndlnnola, aiid In 18.10 an explosion
of chemicals burned away his eyelids,
although the sight was not affected.
But with unprotected" eyes he con
tinued for nearly half a century, three
years of the period being spent In.
Alaska, where the severity of the
climate caused cataracts to form on
He
both eyes, resulting In blindness.
went to Philadelphia,- where he formerly lived for a time, and was nt
and by
the nohnemnnn - Hospital,
grafting flesh from his leg he got a
new set of eyelids.
The success of the operation Is
now assured. The cataracts were re
moved and the sight has been re

stored.
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British Lost 14,287 on Sea.
Ixndon. British merchant vessels
lost through enemy action during (lie
war totaled 7,7jSi).0!)0 gross tons, it was
officially announced. Submarine action
was responsible for the loss of 6,03.1,050
tons of this total. The loss of 14,287
lives was Involved in these sinkings.
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PRO-TREA-
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n

Some official action, either by President. Wilson or the cabinet, to avert
the threatened strike of soft coal miners Nov. 1 Is to be expected. It wai
said at the White House. Officials regard the matter as one requiring governmental action if other efforts to
avert a tleup of the coal mines fail.
Six men were reported killed and
five are said by the police to be dying
as the result of n boiler explosion on
the oil steamer Chestnut Hill at Philadelphia. The killed and injured were
members of the crew. Several others
were badly burned. The vessel was
getting up steam to depart for Mexico
when the accident occurred.
Reports that Rusians on the northeastern coast of Siberia recently confiscated the cargo of the American
schooner Belinda, which was in Siberian waters hunting walrus has been received at Nome, Alaska. Russians, 'A
was said, disputed the right of the
Americans to shoot walrus on Siberian
shores. The Russians first seized the
vessel und her cargo. Later th.j hip
was released.
s
and eggs, two or
three times their present size, at a cost
not much greater than present. prices,
was predicted by Alton E. Briggs, Boston, president of the National Poultry,
Egg and Butter Association, In an address to the 1,000 delegates attending
the opening session of the thirteenth
annual convention at Cleveland. Mr.
Is
Briggs said a Hew type of super-hebeing bred and in the near future
would reach the public, thus doing
much to lower the cost of living.
Heavily Increased use of sugar In
candy, soft drinks, ice cream and other
luxuries in the United States during
the first nine months of 1019, it was
announced In New York, by the United States Sugar Equalization Bourd,
means that such over Indulgence In
sweets "must now be curtailed In some
sections of the East for the next three
months."
Margaret Seithamler, aged 10, on
trial for the iniinler of Benjamin Burr,
a Chicago attorney whom she was alleged to have shot to death in his office July 7, was found not guilty after
two hours of deliberation by the Jury
also
Mrs. Marie Hermes,
was acquitted. These women make
acquitted in recent
some
years after slaying men in Chicago.
The shriek of a French seventy-fiv- e
shell calls Edinburgh, Ind., to its work,
sounds lunch time and sends It home
in the evening. It's n tame shell, however, adapted to peaceful pursuits. Ernest Law, a returned soldier, converted
the shell into a whistle for the French
locomotive of which he was engineer.
Then he brought It home and It now
occupies a high place on the canning
factory roof.

Tha First
Bottle cf

GYPSIES 3 YEARS

Identification papers.
The anniversary of the discovery of
America was celebrated In Madrid and
throughout the provinces of Spain.
King Alfonso, the members of the government and the representatives of all
the
countries attended the celebration In the capital.
M. Stiitnhullwsky, leader of the peasants ami agrarians, has been successful in his attempt to form n new cabinet in Bulgaria, according to a Sofia
message received in Paris. The ministry, it Is stated, has been constituted
for the purpose of signing the peace
treat presented by the allies.
Capt. Andre Tardleu, member of the
French Peace Commission, speaking at
a meeting of the
Club at Paris, gave Interesting figures
on the reconstruction work accomplished since the armistice. Sixty
thousand of the "mO.OOO houses In the
battle area wrecked by shell fire have
been rebuilt; 2,010 kilometers of the
3,240 kilometers of railway destroyed
have been repaired and 700 of the
l,07,"i kilometers
of canals rendered
useless in the course of the hostilities
are again In cotninission. Of the 1,100
plants destroyed by the enemy 588
have been repaired. Equally remarkable progress Is being made In restoring to civilization the vast areas In
the devastated regions which, at the
end of the war, embraced 4.500.000
acres. Of this approximately 1,000.000
acres have been returned to the farmers and fiOO.OOO acres of it are ready
for the seed.
French-America-

GIRL CAPTIVE OF

AOEIIDi'lEIlT

The Danish Parliament will shortly
be called upon to consider abol'shina
the royal prerogatives of conscription
in peace and war.
Allied cruisers are aiding in the defense of Riga against German attacks,
which has been stubborn, according to
a communication issued by the Lettish
foreign office.
The American steamer Mount Hoo.l
Is a total loss as the result of a fire
aboard the vessel at Montevideo, according to a dispatch from that port.
The Mount Hood was built at
Portland. Ore., last year.
The Omsk government of Russia
has directed a thorough inquiry Inlo
the recent reported nrresl of American
soldiers by Cossack troops and the
flogging of one of them because the
Americans did not have the proper
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Does the Next Best Thing.
"What do you do when you want to
pull your husband's hair? He la as
Robert?"
"Not unless I first visit my 'uncle.' " bald as an egg."
"He hasn't shed either of his ears
yet, has he?"
BOSCHEE'S SYRUP.
Conditional.
"Can I visit ray aunt this summer,

In these days of unsettled weather
Take every prelook out for colds.
caution against the dreaded Influenza
and at the first sneeze remember that
Boschee's Syrup has been used for
e
years in all parts of the
United States for coughs, bronchitis
and colds, throat Irritation and especially for lung troubles, giving the
patient a good night's rest, free from
coughing, with easy expectoration In
Made In America and
the morning.
kept as a household panacea In the
homes of thousands of families all
over the civilized world. Try one bottle
and accept no substitutes. Adv.
fifty-thre-

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
County as.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
senior partner- of the firm of F. 3. Cheney
& Co., doing- business In the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
said Arm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENET.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. D.

1888.

(8eal) A. W. Cleason, Notary Public.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is taken internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
T. 3. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio.
7. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

SIAM'S ROYAL ELEPHANT HUNT
Is Signal
King's Order for Round-Ufor Outpouring of Natives to
See Big Show.
p

TRACTOR WONT JUMP FENCES

Some of the Arguments in Favor of
Its More General Use Will Not
When a king of Slam finds that the
Bite, Balk, or Run Away.
stock of tame elephants in the government atables Is getting low, he
Some of the many arguments In fa- sends out an edict that a royal elevor, of the tractor are given as follows phant hunt will take place. This orIn Farm Life:
der Is "received joyfully throughout
It will not bite, balk or run away. Slam, for a royal elephant hunt is
It will not shy at a loose scrap .of pa- enough of a spectacle to induce peoper In the road. It will not kick the ple from all over Siam to come to
stall nt night and keep the tired farm- Ayutha, where the animals are to be
er and his wife awake. It will not brought when captured.
crib the manger.
Days, sometimes weeks, are required
It' will not break out of the barn at to locate and surround the herds to
night. Jump the fenre and eat your be captured. Then they are skillfully
neighbor's ciihbnges.
driven In the direction of Ayutha. So
It will not He down In a particularly slowly do the great beasts travel that
moist spot In the barnyard, roll over four or five miles Is sometimes the
on Its hack and elevate its four feet dally rate of advance.
When Ayutha
Into the air.
Is reached the herd Is driven Into a
It does not have to be curried, corral, which is a large walled-lcourt,
sponged off or treated with horse lini- and here it Is kept until the desirable
ment.
beasts are selected. The rest are then
It Is not addicted to colic, cough, allowed to wander back to their Jungle
heaves, spavin or wlnd-tfnlallowed to wander back to their jungle
It will not snort In your ear or whisk home.
its tall In your face.
The taming of the animals retained
It will not "haw" when you tell it takes several days and Is the climax
to "gee" or
to the spectacle. Crowds gather to
You do not have to pull on the lines hear the untamed elephants trumpet
nnrt holler your head off when you their anger at being caught and to
want it to stop.
watch their clumsy struggle against
It does not "up and die" just as the mastery by the native trainers. Despring work Is coining on.
troit News.
n

l.

vice-vers-

Mercury,
Malt extracts have been found valuthe swiftest traveler
among the planets, ' moves through able for lnnndrles in removing starvh
space at a rate of 30 miles a second.
from clothing.
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Build Up
Wth6rap8Nuts
"Popular for its deligMful
flavor and because it furnishes
certain food values necessary for building the best
in bbdy and brain

Users luiow by test
"There's a Reason
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By taking LydiaE. Pmkham'

!

.

Vegetable Compound, One
of Thousands of Such Cases.

Congress

Likely

to Act on

Police

Unionization

Lydia
Black River Falls, Wis.-"- Aa
E. Pinkbam'a Vegetable Compound
saved me from an
operation, I cannot
say enough in praise
'
j!
of it Isutleredfrom

Congress Is likely to take a hand In the question of the
of
the police force and Its affiliation with the American Fed,
eration of Labor. If It does, it will come about In this way: In Washington,
Instead of the issue going to a strike,
organic troubles and
It has been taken to the courts by the
my side hurt me so
1
is
....
....
V
f
police union. The union has asked
'
?
I could hardly be up
i
!,: ;;.'for an Injunction preventing the comí ' from my bed, and I
i,r,t
t
.
n was unable to do my
V
f
missioners of the District of Columbia
i
housework.
I had
from carrying out their orders that
the best doctors in
f
The end of the trail for the nrmy truck convoy which tturtcd from Washington, ü. C for Sun i'runelaco.
'.t
any member of the force found to beEau Claire and they
Vvvs trucks going along Market street, which was gnyly decorated to receive them.
long ta a union affiliated with a labor
I
wanted me to have
organization would be discharged, on
an operation, but
the ground that their right to organize
l.vHia E. Pinkham'a
Is Illegally Interfered with.
Vegetable Compound cured me so I did
The pressure of the American not need the operation, and I am telling
Landlord Gives House
$
Federation, with Its four million mem- all my friends about it" Mrs. A. W.
Tor
to Tenant
23 Years
bers, is be'ng used In Washington
recognition of the police union. The B Inzer, Black River Falls, Wis.
District co nmlssioners, on the other hand, have taken a position from which,
It is just such experiences as that oí
Profiteering
Boston, Mas.
they assert. Ihey will not retire that no member of the force may belong to Mrs. Binzer that has made this famous
root and herb remedy a household word
a police union affiliated with a labor organization. The commissioners have
landlords who raise rents, and
ocean to ocean. Any woman who
from
may
by
full
profit
Jurisdiction, but alreaay the contest has extended to congress and It is
the
refuse repairs
from inflammation, ulceration,
suffers
example of F. T. Fuller of J likely that before the struggle Is ended a vote on. some phase of the question
displacements, backache, nervousness,
Wakefield, who has made a pres- will be forced.
Remarkable Shifts in Population Ington. Ind. This Is because Indus.
irregularities or "the blues" should
trial titles In the central' east, such
of a house lo the tenant who
ent
For
example,
Myers
not
rest until she has given it a trial,
Senator
Montana
proposed
of
in
senate
the
that
in United States Because
ns Cleveland and Detroit, have been
congress Interpose by refusing to vote the pay of any member of the Washing- tnd for special advice write Lydia E.
has lived 1n It for the pnst 20
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass,
fct a greatly increased
ton police force who belonged to a union. In pointing out the national
rate T years. Today Fuller is known
of European War.
during recent years, as have manuas the best landlord jn America.
portance of the question the Montana senator said:
facturing centers farther east. For"If the police department of the District of Columbia is permitted to
merly, (he Rocky mountain and PaUiiionize and affiliate with a superior body of organized labor, you may be
CALCULATíONS
SET cific coast states Increased In popusure that the police forces all over the country will follow suit and do the
thing."
lation with twice the rapidity of east- 62 per cent of the population was he
by
ern and central states.
Senator Thomas of Colorado said he tnought congress should inform the
tween 15 and 45.
Figure for 1920 Expected to Reveal
District commissioners that It was squarely behind them.
Percentage of Negroes Drops.
Modifications Are Seen.
Acid-Stoma- ch
Changes in Growth
dtriklnfl
During this year, however, certain
The coming census Is also expectel
and Character of Populamodifications of the usual situation to show a continuation of the moveIf people who are biltoua are treated action of Thl Country.
by Uncle
A Deputy Game
cording to local aymptoma they seldom get
may be made. The opening of recla- ment from the country to the cit.v.
very much better. Whatever relief la
mation projects in the west, the re- which has been going on for many decla usually temporary.
Trace btlloua-nea- a
to Its source and remove the rauae and
Washington.
Striking
changes In sumption of Immigration, and other ades. A further decrease In the proUnited States department of agriculture Is In need of a
the chanres are that the patient will rethe growth and character of the popu- causes, It is thought, will change the portion of negro population Is ex- THE
atronr and healthy.
nor more than forty-fiv- e
not less than twenty-fiv- e
years old, to fill a main
Doctors eay that more than 70 nonlation of the United Slates are ex- abnormal distribution.. There will also pected.
In 1000 negroes numbered vacancy In the position of deputy chief United States game warden, and th
jrgHnie diseases can be traced to an
pected to be Known by the Y.YJÜ cen- be a tendency to return to normal 11.0 per cent and In 1910 10.7 per
Ilflfousneas Is one of them. IndiUnited States civil service commis
rection, heartburn, belching, sour stomach,
sus, preparations for which are under now that the war has ended.
cent.
bloat and gas are other signs of arid
sion will give a most practical open
Ktomach. EATON 1C, the marvelous modern
way
Pronounced changes are expected
It Is expected that the percentage competitive test to secure the right
stomach remedy, brings quick relief from
The shifting of population beennse also In the "constitution of the popuforeign-borthese stomach miseries which lead to a long
n
marked
show
will
of
man. The entrance salary will be be
train of ailments that make life miseiaulf
of the war lias upset the calculation
lation" the ratio of males to females, decline, due to the discontinuance of tween $2,500 and $3,000 a year. Head
if not corrected.
of census experts who since 11)17 the proportions of native and for- Immigration.
BATON1C
literally absorbs and carrier
In recent years the nati- quarters will be In Washington, D. C.
DEPUTY
away the ex ceas acid. Makes the stoma h
have considered It useless to attempt eign stock and the age distribution. ve-born
strong, cool and comfortable.
population did not Increasr
Helps digesThe duties of the position are to
CHIEF
tion; improves the appetite and you then
to estimate population of any other When a city experiences a rapid as rapidly as the foreign-bom- .
Fewer assist In administering the law which
get full strength from your food. Thousands
say thnt EATONIC la the most effective
units than states. Before that It was growth due lo industrial and com- persons will be found. It Is predicted, gives effect to the treaty between the
stomach remedy In the world. It la the
possible to predict with a fair de- mercial activity (he gain in population who are unable to speak English.
United States and Great Britain for
VOl need. Try It on our
guarantee.
gree of accuracy the number of per- Is largely made up of persons In th.'
At all druggists.
In 1910 this number was 28.8 per the protection of migratory birds and
On'v KA cent for n big box.
sons In any given locality.
young and early middle ages. Among cent of the population.
the sections of the United States penal
Ttt "center of population," It Is be- these persons there will be more men
The law requires the census bureau code known as the Laeey act; in the
lieved, 1ms stopped Its westward move- than women. For example, In Okla- to make an actual count every ten supervision of the United States game wardens and deputies in the gathering
ment, which was continuous from 1790 homa City, where the population grew years, and an estimate for cities and of evidence and the preparation of cases for prosecution of alleged violations
I C'rOR YOUR
to 1910, when It was located in Hlootu- - nearly fiOO per cent between 1900 and stntes every year by arithmetical pro- of the federal game laws, and In office administration; and to participate in
U., DENVER, NO.
1010, the ratio of males to female
gression. Since 1017. however, the bu- conferences, In and out of Washington, with individuals and organizations
In the latter
wus 120 to 100. and reau has not estimated cities.
interested in wild life conservation.
CAPTAIN TAKES VACATION
The First Cup and Saucer.
In accordance with its practice in connection with positions of this class,
The beverages of the sixteenth centhe examination given by the civil service commission will not require the
applicants to appear In an examination room for a mental test. Those who. tury were water, ineud, wick and ule.
apply will receive a rating on their education and practical experience, In the middle of the next century tea
wns Introduced, and with It came the
weighted at 80 per cent, and on a thesis on a selected game conservation
subject, weighted at 20 per cent. Those who attain a passing grade will later Chinese or "cliina" teacup. The handle
be given an oral test to determine their personal qualifications for the position. of the cap came from Mediterranean
Originally It was made of
A new periodical entitled Marriage
Failure in this oral test will render the applicant ineligible for appelntment. lands.
France's Birth Rate Shows Some
has Just appeared. It announces that
Applications will be received by the civil service commission up to and thick and HtroiiK earthenware and apImprovement.
It will devote Itself to the question of Including October 28. Full information and application blanks may be ob plied to heavy jars and lamps.
the repopulution of France, which Is tained from the secretary f the local board of civil service examiners at the
,
generally recognized to be one of the post office or customhouse in any of 3,000 cities, or by writing to the United
ASPIRIN FOR HEADACHE
Serious Decline In 1918 from Year
most urgent problems of the day. It States civil service cuimnisslon, Washington, D. C.
the War Was Cause
asks Its readers, "What means shoe! )
of Alarm.
be adopted to combat the present matWarns "Bayer" is on Genuine
Extremely
rimonial crisis In France?"
Army Gas
Aspirin
say Bayer
Paris. France's declining birth rate
has lately been a source of much con- FAMOUS BAR NOW GROCERY
gas masks are proving extremely versatile. A vaudeville comedian
ARMY
cern, but a distinct improvement has
t
uses a gas mask to protect himself against the hot air of his fellow
---during the present California House Had Five Presi- comedian : while in a more serious way. the worker in a match factory renders
been noticed
month.
himself Invulnerable to deadly chlorine
dents and One King as
Kvldence of a great decline In births
fumes by wearing an army mask.
Guests.
MOV
in 1918 was shown in official figures
An engineer wrote to the chemical
fo.r the district of the Seine, which
Sacramento, Cal. The Diamond bar, 60 AHEAD
warfare service of the war department
Includes the city of Paris, which famous for nearly fifty years as a WlTHTH'
asking for a gas mask, because he
showed that there are only 43,480 part of the old Auzerais House, of San STQK- iwas growing old and could not stand
births registered In that district in Jose, Cal., is being fitted up for a grothe smoke which flooded the engine
'
í
5.
1918, as compared to the 73.599 In cery store.
cab whenever the train passed through
The Auzerais House, In
Insist on "Bayer Tablets ol Aspirin"
1911.
West Santa Clara street, housed five
a tunnel. The mask was sent, and
' f
.
a "Bayer package," containing propin
The infantile death rate given by presidents of the United States and
the engineer wrote that It saved him er directions
for Headache, Colds,
Other engineers have
statisticians is 40 per cent, as com? was for a time the abode of a king.
his nositlon.
Neuralgia, Lumbago, and RheuPain,
purwar.
10
same
the
per
before
18(53,
In
masks
pared
was
cent
to
for the
It
built
since bought
according to John
,
pose. A New York society woman matism. Name "Bayer" means genuine
This has been attributed to the scur-- j E. Auzerais of San Jose, and the barAspirin prescribed by physicians for
city of wet nurses and poor quality room was the meeting place for many stepped from her limousine Into the office and demanded a gas mask. She
nineteen years. Handy tin tores of 12
bottle-fewere
moths
shortage
for
of
New
house,
of milk
York
the men whose names have been explained that she had just opened her
and that
and
tablets cost few cents. Aspirin Is trade
hables. Tbe shortage is said to be written into the history of California. positively eating up her clothes and house furnishings. Her butler, ordered
mark of Bayer Manufacture of
In
formaldehyde
dozen
Increase
fumigate,
a
purchased
large
quantity
had
and
three
to
to
due
the
tremendous
of
President
was
Grant
entertained ut
Captain Bertram Hayes of the huge
of Sallcyllcacld. Adv.
liner Olympic, who carried millions cheese making, especially In Nor- a banquet In the Auzerais House In sulphur candles. He sprayed formaldehyde all over the bouse, and lighted the
1879. The following spring King
three dozen candles. The fumes soon became so strong that it was impossible
across the ocean during the war, has mandy.
Two of a Kind.
However, all the maternity hospiof Hawaii was a guest, and In to stay in the house, and she had hurried after a gas mask in order to have
gone back to the farm for the first
King The way these colleges scatopen
army.fltted
In
one
windows.
some
been
Her
footman,
who
the
Increased
September
In
had
the
births
of the same year President
Paris reported
vacation he has enjoyed since the war tals
ter around their degrees Is absolutely
started. He was decorated with tbe thus fur the present month. In one Hayes delivered an address from the on the mask and entered the house without being at all affected by the fumes. nnuseatlng.
Every Tom, Dick and
doubled those of balcony.
President Harrison was a The woman's pets, a monkey, cat and parrot, were all found dead in the house. Harry with a little chenp notoriety
D. S. O. by the king of Great Britain hospital the
baguest
In
1891, and both McKlnley and
for sinking a German submarine. Tbe last year, and It Is declared that
can figure on getting one. The whole
photo shows him seeking relaxation bies are remarkable for size, weight Roosevelt visited the famous old hotel
system
Ir absolutely
Indefensible.
Bill in
May
on their tours of the United Stntes.
Automobile Thieves Don't you think
and general health.
by hard work on the farm.
so?
Bang Yes. I didn't get one either.
thieves will find their activities dangerous if the senate passes
AUTOMOBILE
to it by the house. The bill was Introduced In con
Cuticura Soothes Itching Scalp
Gold Coins of 1855 in
gress by Representatives L. C. Dyer and C A. Newton of Missouri. It is a On retiring gently rub spots of dancompromise between one designed by
druff and Itching with Cuticura OintTree Felled by Storm
ment. Next morning shampoo with
the St. Louis men and one by the Na
WHATOOfOU
Cuticura Soap and hot water. Make
tional Automobile Dealers' association.
I,.
; "my men
I.
Mobile.
Ala.
replied
"Impossible,"
Robertson,
French
THAT?
THINKA
AoDeal Inspires English Army to
a
your every-da- y
bill
Under
provisions
them
of
the
the
toilet preparations
aged
not
resident "of St. Stephens,
are wndy to hold here, but I do
ifnd
any
one
sentence
penitentiary
a clear skin and soft- - white
have
awaits
Success.
Ala., In Washington county, near
feel that I can demand of them, In
bands. Adv.
who steals an automobile, buys a
here, found several thousand
their present condition further sacripossession,
in
one
car,
or
his
has
stolen
gold
In
dollars
coins.
The money
fices In attacking."
Will Raise Fc::es in Japan.
knowing the car to be stolen property,
was In a rusty tin box that was
"Their
Tells Them They "Vanquished Napple-on- ; .Foch expressed surprise:
The increasing demand for furs in
state
one
stolen
a
car
from
or
drives
exposed to view when a tree
morale Is low." he said. "Why don't
Why Not the Lowly
Japan has Induced a group of promito another.
was blown down recently. The
Someyou launch a proclamation?
Germans?"
nent Japanese business men to organlong
Automobile
have
dealers
money
In
wus
$1, $2.50, $5, $10
thing like this: 'British soldiers, forize n company with a capital of $250,-00- 0
protect
to
a
waited
law
for
federal
and S20 gold pieces of the date
puiis An appenl to tbe British sol- ward. You who have vanquished the
to engage In the raising of foxes.
have
them.
Their organizations
of 1855.
come to pass
diers dictated by the then General great Napoleon, shall it
each state It is proposed to Import the first stock
pass
to
let
congress
a
rather
than
law
urged
members
of
to
the
Foch, asking them to remember their that you will permit the lowly Gernandla tills matter. With a federal law on the books there would be no con from Alaska.
your positions
forefathers' victory over Napoleon, In- man to drive you from
flict between the various states, as the law would be the same In all. The bill
them?'
'
spired them to attack the Germans and and retain
It is easy for a man to manage his
Includes the following:
Lion
Kills
Rams.
great"How is that?" asked French,
wife. All he has to do Is to follow
recover the ground they had lost beof
any
or
territory,
District
2.
state,
the
in
Whoever
shall
"Section
repeat It." And
Grass Valley, Cal. For the third
fore the gas wave at the second bat- ly Interested. "Please
Columbia, steal or unlawfully take, carry away, or conceal, with Intent to her Instructions.
of Foch, French wrote time within a few days a mountain
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Wllaman s
CASH STORE

RPANI8H-AMERICA-

We own and control about

I he New Store
JJJAN & SON

The newest store in town

35000 acres of fine
Farm Lands
In Tps. 24 N. and 25 N. Ranpes 26 and 27 E. Colfax
County.

In the Foster Block, Roy,

Is open for business
WITH A CLEAN NEW STOCK OF

GROCERIES, Vegetables

Small Stock Ranches
Now is the time to buy.
All these lands will
vance very rapidly in the next few months.

OFFERS YOU fl NEW STOCK
OF GENERAL
AT FAIR PRICES
MERCHANDISE

While our stock of Racket Goods has not arrived,
We will endeavor to serve you with

THAT THE MARKET AFFORDS
Your trade will be Appreciated.
Come in and get acquainted at

Atllighest Market Prices
Hides, Pelts and all Farm and Ranch Produce,

ildman's

Will meet interested parties at Roy or Mills by
appointment. Drop a card in P. O. at Mills or Roy.
Main office S02-- 3 1st Nat'l Bank bldg Wichita Kans.
.

n

O. W. Kerr & Company

Groceries

Dont forget to bring your
Butter'and Eggs

Dry Goods, Shoes
Ready-to-We-

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.
D

YOUR PATRONAGE

S. Wheat Director License No. 028463H

ir.

Weed.
It Is believed that the ash of bracken contains 40 to 50 per cent of soluble potash.
In parts of Australia,
where the weed grows abundantly, It
has been found that a yield of 400
pounds of potash can be 'obtained per
acre. The potassium occurs chiefly aa
sulphate and chloride.

Carbon Paper.
nerlbd of usefulness
may be secured from a partially used
Bheet of carbon ot transfer paper by
simply holding It over an open flame
such as a lamp, candle or maten, wun
the carbon side down. The wax substances oí the unused parts will melt
and run Inter the thinner sections oí
the parts which ure worn out.

Apache Custom.
In order to ascertall the time of
day, the Apache Indians used a gourd
on which the stars of heaven were
marked. As the constellation rose the
Indian could tell the hour by referring
to the gourd, and by turning the gourd
round he could tell the order In which
the constellations might be expected

Renew

The Difference.

' Tanderbllt,

the elder millionaire,
ised to boast that he only wore a suit
bf clothes once. Many of us are like
that, of course
er once.

only It Is a much long-

Grouch and Bad Health.
Scientists tell us that It takes the
body three months to recover from aa
attack of anger. A grouch, then, must
be constantly trying to get back to
good health. Detroit Free Tress.

urn

Carrying Cocea to the Coast.
An Interesting spectacle in the Afri
can Gold Coast country Is the transport
of cocoa, the bulk of the Inland produce being carried by porters to the
railway. Sometimes the roadways as
far as the eye can see are one long
line of cocoa bags on the heads of hun
dreds of carriers.

An Additional

'

JUAN LUJAN

REMIGIO LOPEZ

(y;jc
See Dr. J. A. Stevens, or Henry Krabbenschmidt,
if you have wheat for sale

ROY BROOM
FACTORY

Clothing

ar

WE SOLICT

Roy, Solano and Mosquero

U.

Potash-Producin-

to

Manufacturers cf all kinds of HIGH GRADE Brxm3.
If its in the Broom line we have it.
If in the market for Brooms write us for prices.
We meet all competition.

g

Johnson & Howell
Proprietors
Roy,

New Mexico

appear.

C. B. STUBBLEFIELD

COMPAN

INCORPORATED

Distributors for North Eastern New Mexico on
J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co. Products.
Case
Case
Case
Case

Threshing Machines

Tractors

Steam Engines
Baler3
Case Ensilage Cutters

Sandwich Corn Shelters

,

Amsco Grain Drills

Distributors for Mora, Union, Colfax and San
Miguel counties on Domestic Engineering Co. pro
ducts.
Delco Light Farm Lighting Plants
Delco Water Systems
Electric Washing Machines
Electric Churns
Electric Irons
And all Electric Fixtures and Appliances

Roy, N. M.

ad-

Dont wait until the outsiders
pick it all up get some while it
is cheap. . .

We Buy Butter and Eggs

The Best Things to Eat

We also have a few

"A REGULAR GARAGE"
Wilkott Russel, Manager

Springer, N. M.

j

